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Editorial Preface: Engaging 
Kamau Brathwaite
Kelly Baker Josephs

For the past seven years, I have been stewarding the Kamau Brathwaite Bibliogra-
phy project, begun as the focus of  a collaborative researchathon to open the first Carib-
bean Digital conference in 2014. The bibliography, housed as a group library on Zotero, 
builds on earlier print bibliographies of  Brathwaite’s works but—due to the looser space 
limitations for digital bibliographies—is more capacious and ambitious than previous col-
lections of  his work. And unlike the print versions, it exists as a living document, forever 
subject to additions, merges, deletions, and other edits.1 In addition to the first group of  
collaborators that initiated the project, I have also worked with other scholars and students 
to edit the entries, publish a static PDF version, and add new entries over time. For many 
of  us, the bibliography has come to live as a kind of  finding aid for an uncollected archive 
of  Brathwaite’s work.

This is, perhaps, a carelessly creative use of  the word archive—especially in relation 
to Brathwaite, who was so careful about collecting, preserving, and documenting his own 
and others’ work. There exists, as of  this writing, no official Kamau Brathwaite archive, no 
place to which we scholars can go to pore over his papers and manuscripts.2 Given his stat-
ure as a canonical Caribbean writer and his contributions to Caribbean letters, this is sad; 
but given his complicated relationship to archiving and the materiality of  his work, it is not 
unexpected. In the absence of  a centrally collected and officially named Brathwaite archive, 
scholars must rely on what may be called alternative archives, such as the Kamau Brathwaite 
Bibliography; on what Jarad Zimbler describes as “archives adjacent to Brathwaite’s own” 
(see Zimbler in this issue), such as the Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM) archive at the 
George Padmore Institute; and on bits of  Brathwaite ephemera to be found in unexpected 
places.

This special issue of  the Journal of  West Indian Literature (JWIL) presents the oppor-
tunity to add to the Brathwaite alternative archive, which has grown significantly since his 
passing in early 2020. And I take the space offered in this guest-editor preface also to weave 
in some Brathwaite ephemera by sharing two letters I received from Jack Healy when he 
learned of  my editing this issue. Brathwaite wrote to Healy in 1970 (fig. 1) and 1971 (fig. 2), 
when they were organizing the now infamous Association for Commonwealth Literature 
and Language Studies (ACLALS) conference of  1971. In his accompanying letter to me, 
Healy writes that he believes the second letter (26 Mar. 1971) is especially “important: it 
captures the atmosphere, the predicament, some of  the players, and the strength of  Kamau 
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Brathwaite at that contested moment of  time.” Healy closes his letter to me by revealing, 
“Brathwaite influenced me in ways familiar to many of  us who remain in his debt” (Letter 
to the author, 3 Mar. 2021).

Beverley Brathwaite has kindly granted me permission to reproduce these letters in 
full with this issue. The letters provide us a glimpse of  the ways Brathwaite was invested in 
Caribbean literary studies and in building a collaborative community that honoured not 
only the visible work but also the behind-the-scenes labour and generosity that made the 
visible possible. As Healy points out, the second of  the two letters might be the one that 
readers find more valuable, with its responses to the drama of  the ACLALS conference. 
But the brief  first letter is the one that resonates and reveals more for me. Brathwaite’s 
championing of  Andrew Salkey—“I would be prepared to give up my paper to him if  it 
would make things easier to have him. No one has done more, over the years, for Common-
wealth literature”—and his closing “Message from Paule Marshall” together demonstrate 
his generosity and his continued work to open spaces for other Caribbean writers (as he had 
done collaboratively via CAM while in England). His scribbled postscript—“Please don’t 
think I’m making invidious comparisons. I’m just trying to let you see how the thing can be 
viewed. I know we can’t have EVERYBODY”—extends this spirit of  generous collabora-
tion to Healy himself  and gives some indication of  the self-reflective humour (and manipu-
lation of  upper-case letters) to come in some of  his later work.

Each sentence deserves more attention than I can or do give them here, so I include 
a scan of  each letter for you to read and appreciate and perhaps engage in later work (figs. 
1 and 2).

Building an Alternate Archive

With special issues such as this, we build alternative archives for ourselves and future 
Brathwaite scholars. Prior to Brathwaite’s death in February 2020, which led to a prolifera-
tion of  feting of  various kinds, there were precious few special issues of  journals dedicated 
to his work, though these were augmented by at least as many edited volumes of  critical 
essays on the range of  Brathwaite’s oeuvre. These alternate archives extend access to—and 
make relevant anew—Brathwaite’s theoretical and creative work. A few of  these collections 
often referenced (and which I myself  return to regularly) include the following:

• Kamau Brathwaite: 1994 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, special issue of World Liter-
ature Today, vol. 68, no. 4, fall 1994.

• Stewart Brown, editor. The Art of  Kamau Brathwaite. Seren, 1996.

• Verene Shepherd and Glen Richards, editors. KONVERSATIONS in KREOLE. The Creole 
Society Model Revisited: Essays in Honour of  Kamau Brathwaite, special issue of  Caribbean Quar-
terly, Mar.–June 1998, vol. 44, nos. 1–2, 1998. 3
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Fig. 1. (Edward) Kamau Brathwaite’s letter to Jack Healy, 11 Dec. 1970. Reproduced with permission from Beverley Brathwaite.
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Fig. 2. (Edward) Kamau Brathwaite’s letter to Jack Healy, 26 Mar. 1971. Reproduced with permission from Beverley Brathwaite.
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• Timothy J. Reiss, editor. For the Geography of  a Soul: Emerging Perspectives on Kamau Brathwaite. 
Africa World Press, 2001.

• Kamau Brathwaite special issue of Anthurium, vol. 1, no. 1, 2003.

• Annie Paul, editor. Caribbean Culture: Soundings on Kamau Brathwaite. U of  West Indies P, 
2007.

• Kelly Baker Josephs, editor. The Brathwaite Effect, sx salon 27, Feb. 2018.

Since Brathwaite’s passing, there have been calls for tributes and essays to be gathered for 
special issues and collections. I want to note two of  those here: the 2021 Diasporic Rhythms 
special issue of  The Caribbean Writer, which is central to Kim Evelyn’s essay included in this 
issue, and the republication and discussion of  Brathwaite’s foundational Caribbean stud-
ies essay, “Caribbean Man in Space and Time,” in the November 2021 issue of  Small Axe. 
Across the decades, such collections have archived different aspects of  Brathwaite’s work, 
and they continue to offer us a variety of  ways to approach his creative concepts and con-
tributions to Caribbean letters.

When putting together the call for submissions for this 2022 special issue of  JWIL, 
I wished this contribution to the alternative archive to sketch as much of  the Brathwaitean 
web of  influence and influences as possible. I titled it Engaging Kamau Brathwaite to allow 
for a broad variety of  potential essays. Brathwaite and his work span the canons of  Carib-
bean, African, American, African American, and postcolonial literatures, and at least as 
many academic disciplines. With significant ties to Barbados, Jamaica, England, and Gha-
na, Brathwaite represents a truly transnational intellectual, though it may be argued that 
the Caribbean region was always the centre—the groundation—of  his thought processes. 
He has made major contributions across several fields and disciplines with his creative 
and critical writings, as well as his organizational, pedagogical, and editorial work. Thus, 
Brathwaite and his work may be engaged on/from multiple dimensions as relevant to con-
temporary conversations about race, region, rhythm, and representation. With this special 
issue, we sought to present that range of  Brathwaite’s relevance to scholarship, service, and 
teaching today, a half-century after his first major publication.

The issue begins with the kind of  memorialization and mourning that Brathwaite 
himself  often enacted in his writing. In their essay on the kamau brathwaite remix engine 
Twitter account and their 40 Nights of  the Voice undertaking, Ronald Cummings, Kaie 
Kellough, and Nalini Mohabir—the team behind @KamauRemix—reflect on how their 
digital wake for Brathwaite offered the language, shared sentiment, and communal space 
many of  us needed during the turbulence and uncertainty of  May/June 2020. The follow-
ing four articles push our readings of  Brathwaite’s writings beyond, and before, the popular 
citations. Jarad Zimbler argues for a (re)reading of  Brathwaite’s early poetry, while Andrew 
Rippeon focuses our attention on the images in Brathwaite’s later poetry collection. Dashiell 
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Moore and Elaine Savory read thematically across swathes of  Brathwaite’s writings, with 
Moore threading together Brathwaite’s shifting “entanglements” with Amerindian cultures 
and Savory tracing his long-standing, though often-overlooked, ecological concerns.

We close the issue with three essays on teaching Brathwaite to today’s undergradu-
ate students, particularly those learning in North American classrooms (real and virtual). 
Rachel Mordecai discusses the openings Brathwaite’s writings offer for complex discussions 
of  gender in a contemporary classroom;  Kim Evelyn reflects on her turn to Brathwaite to 
cohere and animate students in an online course during the COVID-19 pandemic; and 
Bedour Alagraa situates the “bridges” and “breaks” of  Brathwaite’s critical theory as foun-
dational to a course on Caribbean thought. These three essays offer not only approaches to 
teaching poetry and essays by Brathwaite but also approaches to Brathwaite as teacher, an 
integral facet of  his identity for several decades.

There are visible overlaps between these essays. As you read, you will encounter 
oft-cited Brathwaite lines, from both his poetry and prose. You will become familiar with 
the women who haunt his works: Zea Mexican, Dream Chad, Namsetoura. And, of  course, 
you will see repeated references to the repetition, return, and revision that are keystones of  
Brathwaite’s oeuvre. But there are also overlaps in the invisible work involved in the peer 
review and production of  these essays. Brathwaite is forever a challenge for copy editors, 
and we thank Carla DeSantis for her care and flexibility as she worked to bring our essays 
as much into line with each other, with JWIL house style, and with the academic require-
ments of  citation as is possible, given Brathwaite’s resistance to (sometimes outright refusal 
of) imposed traditions. The conversations we had and choices we made about typography, 
naming, references, and more could form the basis of  a future essay on how Brathwaite 
continues to push us to question how we engage his work and his teachings, especially with-
in academic str(u/i)ctures.
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Notes

 1 For more information about the beginnings and further curation of  the 
Kamau Brathwaite Bibliography, see Josephs and Reid, “After the Collab-
oration” and “Kamau Brathwaite Bibliography”; and Josephs, “A Report 
on the Kamau Brathwaite Researchathon.”

2 Beverley Brathwaite, Kamau Brathwaite’s widow, has indicated that she is 
currently working on preparing his papers for archiving.

3 In 1980, Caribbean Quarterly also ran a split special issue on Kamau 
Brathwaite and Derek Walcott. See Caribbean Quarterly, vol. 26, nos. 1–2, 
Mar.–June 1980.
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Kamau Brathwaite and the 
remix engine
Ronald Cummings, Kaie Kellough, and Nalini Mohabir

Source: Chris J. Davis | Unsplash 

Characters, egos, alter egos, performances. Ambition, searing irreverence, desper-
ation, validation. Outrage, slackness, hilarity. Graduate students, grifters, porn stars, dead 
poets, white-supremacist trolls, celebrity activists, aspiring brands, corporations, bots, outra-
geous athletes. Political arguments, soapboxing, event plugs, explicit video clips, anguished 
disclosure, outpourings of  sympathy, swarms, violence, news, immediate commentary on 
world events, petitions, denouncements, brutal bullying, theft of  ideas, jockeying for per-
spective, analysis building out of  analysis, and yet more ambition, more performance, more 
repetition.

These are just some of  the dynamics that play out daily on Twitter. Everything 
mashed together and not separated into tidy categories. These are also characteristics that 
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make Twitter so seductive. To linger in this space is to dwell with the potential for unexpect-
ed scenes and moments of  encounter. As Jeannine Murray-Román suggests in reflecting on 
two Douen Islands projects by Trinidadian artists (Andre Bagoo, Kriston Chen, Brianna 
McCarthy, Sharda Patasar, and Rodell Warner, among others), we might understand Twit-
ter as a space of  collaborative, relational and interactive possibilities marked by “ambigu-
ous paths,” “the discontinuity of  tweets,” “reverse chronological organization” along with 
a “volume of  production” that creates not just unexpected encounters but also what she 
terms “effective ephemerality”(2). While Murray-Román’s comments focus on the Douen 
Islands projects, she also reminds us of  how Twitter, more generally, offers a range of  dis/
continuous encounters with “quotidian observations and experiences” (2). We can under-
stand these encounters as a mesh of  relations, convergences, and departures, different from 
but also reminiscent of  large, intense urban spaces, with their twenty-four-hour churn of  
ideas, of  images, of  disagreements animated by ambition, by a craving for attention and 
for connection. We might also understand this as akin to the thinking of  a novelist who 
searches for narrative threads amid the pulse and grift of  life or to the thinking of  a poet 
who processes experience as language, and for whom the onrush of  language is constant 
and trans/formative. Once again Murray-Román’s language proves useful in terms of  her 
keen exploration of  Twitter’s possibilities for collision and accumulation of  “incremental 
and short-form performance[s] of  identity” (2).

Murray-Román’s reflections draw on the Caribbean folkloric mysterious figure of  
the douen (a figure that symbolizes and becomes an image of  both social disorder and 
transformation) to offer us the language of  “ambiguous paths” and “effective ephemer-
ality” for examining the complex space of  Caribbean Twitter (2). In our thinking, reflec-
tion, and practice as the kamau brathwaite remix engine (@KamauRemix), we also note 
these elements that Murray-Román analyses as constitutive of  our own engagement with 
Twitter. However, as part of  our vocabulary, we turn to the idea and aesthetics of  remix as 
another way of  reflecting on Twitter’s aesthetic, narrative, and interactive possibilities and 
its ephemeral yet connective time. This proves useful for us in contextualizing what we do.

In our Twitter bio, we describe what we do in the following way: “We tweet frag-
ments from the works of  Kamau Brathwaite, and sometimes mash up his words with those 
of  other Caribbean writers.” This, for us, is a practice of  remix, perhaps most resonant 
with the skill of  the DJ. Here we might note how our turn to remix as a metaphor for our 
practice is influenced by Brathwaite’s own work, which is marked by its exploration of  the 
possibilities of  sound (jazz, calypso, reggae, Kumina, the drum, dub) and histories of  the 
voice.1 The remix is the time/space/sound of  slowed-down or sped-up beats, or the prac-
tice of  sampling and mixing to create a new sound from previously existing vocal or sonic 
text. For us, the DJ’s remix is a symbol not only of  creative possibility but also of  communal 
sharing and provides us with a useful metaphor, method, and language to talk about our 
resignification of  Brathwaite’s work and to explore the specificities and possibilities that 
accompany our engagement with Brathwaite, particularly in the context of  Twitter. As 
we argue here, Brathwaite’s oeuvre is one that is characterized by remix as a praxis. Re-
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mix not only is central to understanding Brathwaite’s writing but also allows us to engage 
with its relations and reverbs across time and across different spaces of  the Black diaspora. 
In this instance, it offers us a key term for reflecting on our own relationship to Brathwaite 
and his work, as well as for engaging with how that relationship is played out in the digital 
time-space relation that Kelly Baker Josephs and Roopika Risam have termed “the digital 
Black Atlantic”—a concept that allows us to think about “the complex relations within and 
among . . . geographic positionalities, as well as to emphasize the necessary interdisciplin-
arity of  this work” (9).

kamau brathwaite remix engine (b. October 2018)

The kamau brathwaite remix engine (@KamauRemix) has been on Twitter since 
October 2018 when it was started by Kaie Kellough. At the time, there were a number of  
Twitter accounts that used the names of  known poets but did not belong to those poets. 
Perhaps the closest in spirit to the kamau brathwaite remix engine, in terms of  not only its 
collective ethos but also its engagement with Caribbean poetics, was the Édouard Glissant 
account (@GlissantBot), described in its bio as “an artwork by The Otolith Group” and 
based on “the work of  the great Édouard Glissant.” Yet, while there are similarities be-
tween the Brathwaite and the Glissant accounts, in terms of  their engagements with these 
great Caribbean poets and their writings, there are also important differences. Most notable 
among these is the technopoetics of  automation of  the Glissantean engine. This contrasts 
with the critical, collective curation of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine inspired by 
deep affective reading, the serendipity of  discovery, and keen meditation on Brathwaite’s 
writings.2 In the wake of  the start of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine, other accounts 
dedicated to the work of  key Caribbean writers have also emerged, such as the Dr. CJ (@
austinclarkeqts) Twitter account curated by Cornel Bogle, which shares quotes and materi-
als from the work and archives of  Barbadian writer Austin Clarke.

As a reader, listener, and collector of  Brathwaite’s works, Kellough, at first, wanted 
to share Brathwaite’s brilliance with as many people as he could. While one may argue that 
the major intervention of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine has been in the dialogues 
and interfaces with Caribbean literary communities, it has also constituted an intervention 
from and in the geographic space of  Canada and in Canadian literary conversations. The 
members of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine are all located in Canada. For Kellough 
the start of  the account was also an attempt to let others in the world of  Canadian poetry 
know about and understand the influence of  Brathwaite’s poetry, readings, and ideas on so 
many Black writers in Canada. While Brathwaite had won the prestigious International Po-
etry Prize awarded by the Canadian-based Griffin Trust, in 2006, for his collection Born to 
Slow Horses, many white Canadian writers and critics were still unfamiliar with his writings 
and influence. Their knowledge of  Black writing extended to writers in Canada and in the 
United States but often not beyond. Because of  this, the Caribbean traditions that inform 
some of  Canada’s leading Black writers and artists have in several cases gone unappreciat-
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ed. This lack of  familiarity has had consequences for the public and critical reception and 
appreciation of  Black and Caribbean diasporic writing in Canada. In the past, it has meant 
fewer and leaner (sometimes banal) reviews, a lack of  understanding of  what these writers 
were attempting to do at a formal level (such as evidenced in the debates around dub poetry 
in the 1980s), and an obliviousness to the references that shape that work (Kellough “Influ-
ence”). Yet far from simply wanting to inform white critics and writers about Brathwaite’s 
work, we should also understand the kamau brathwaite remix engine as an intervention in 
Black Atlantic writing communities, where Black Canada can sometimes go unnoticed or 
be rendered as unconnected, and where the interweaving and relationships of  Black Cana-
das with other spaces of  Black Atlantic collectivity and discourse can often go unremarked, 
despite, for example, the deep and rich diasporic connections between Canada and the 
Caribbean and other spaces of  African diaspora.3

Since the publication of  Paul Gilroy’s landmark text, The Black Atlantic, one of  the 
recurring critiques of  that work has been its occlusion of  Canada.4 By contrast, Josephs 
and Risam, in their introduction to The Digital Black Atlantic—a text that builds on Gilroy’s 
work—situate Canada as part of  the Black Atlantic digital landscapes with which they are 
concerned and also locate Canada relationally. They argue, for instance, for “approaches 
to digital humanities spanning a broad geographical scope: from Nigeria to Canada, Dom-
inica to South Africa to the United States to Jamaica” (xvii). While they offer this expansive 
framework for thinking through and across Black digital-cultural production, in some cases 
in their work, this comes up against nationalist demands. For example, in his chapter on 
the Caribbean-Canadian writer Clarke, the Canadian critic Paul Barrett situates his dis-
cussion firmly within a demand for Clarke’s inclusion in Canadian national canons. Rather 
than simply seeking to confirm a place within nationalist discourses and canons for Black 
writers and writing in Canada, the work and praxis of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine 
has been one that has sought to articulate and envision Black diasporic possibilities and 
intimacies. Our community of  relation exceeds the nation as the space of  dialogue (even 
as it intervenes from the geographic space of  Canada). We remain interested in the digital 
Black Atlantic as a space of  possibility and of  community. Taking a cue from Brathwaite’s 
own transnational life (lived between locations such as Barbados, England, Ghana, St. Lu-
cia, Kenya, Jamaica, and the United States), as well as from the multiple geographies of  
concern in his writing, we remain interested in what dialogues and resonances might be 
possible across different literary geographies, and this also informs our curation and sharing 
of  Brathwaite’s work.

A key part of  creating the kamau brathwaite remix engine was largely a product 
of  love for the poet, a homage to his works. It reflected a thought about how, as a socially 
engaged and experimental writer, Brathwaite might have found the Twitter environment 
a fascinating location for fragments of  poems to live. There, they could speak back, they 
could challenge and recirculate. They could migrate off the page and into a virtual space 
where their possibilities could resound differently, in a passing digital blip, in a way that 
might connect with unsuspecting readers across time and space. Additionally, Brathwaite’s 
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later turn to Sycorax Video Style—which resulted, for readers and critics, in a keen aware-
ness of  his foregrounding of  the enmeshment of  technologies and the word—created a 
distinct visuality and sensibility to his verse. It seemed to mark the development of  a poetry 
and poetics suited to live in digital spaces.5 The kamau brathwaite remix engine can be seen 
as simultaneously influenced by Brathwaite’s deliberate shaping of  the word on the page 
and his desire for the word to live beyond the page, as is also evident in his critical and cre-
ative emphasis on the oral possibilities for poetry. Indeed, we would argue that the kamau 
brathwaite remix engine becomes one manifestation of  the possibilities of  the Asafo yard of  
Brathwaite’s imaginings.6

Like a number of  other poetry and writer-focused Twitter accounts, in our practice, 
we “remix” the words of  Brathwaite, creating unusual new combinations of  words, new 
contexts for poetic lines, and liberating possibilities for interpretation and meaning that 
might not have been suggested by the original texts. The recontextualization often made 
possible by this remix technique and praxis is irreverent and generative. When the tempera-
ture of  world events intensifies, when a crisis erupts, and when people’s attention on Twitter 
turns to those events, the words of  poets might appear, simultaneously resonant, disjointed, 
remixed, anarchic, between the words and thoughts of  others venturing their opinions and 
their commentary. In these moments, tweeted poetry takes on the sheen of  the moment 
(or perhaps the glow, flames, and furnace of  the times) and so is renewed and enlivened by 
being enmeshed with current events and current dialogues.

The accounts produced in tribute to different poets regularly tweet brief  quotes, 
sometimes longer passages, sometimes images, and often manage to use the compression of  
a tweet to explore the breadth and sophistication of  the poet’s oeuvre. They also negotiate 
the tension between the compression of  a poetic line, the arc of  a poetic stanza, the literary 
devices and imagery of  a poem, and the spatial limits of  a tweet. Borrowed and resignified 
quotes and images appear amid the flow of  Twitter, sometimes sandwiched between ran-
dom threads offering myriad resources for dealing with quotidian life and daily contexts, 
such as predatory landlords in Montreal or Kingston or Bridgetown or Georgetown, or a 
New York Times article examining Donald Trump’s latest Twitter missive. More and more, 
the timeline of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine offers an interestingly interrelated mix 
of  Caribbean literary and social news and posts, book and event announcements, and 
Black Twitter debates and interventions based on the accounts that the @KamauRemix 
account follows and those that fall within our Twitter orbit.

It is exciting to think that the quotes would not appear in the same position and re-
lation in other people’s feeds, where they might pop up between Amazon ads, other daily 
miscellanea, or other seemingly unrelated material. That randomized context is, in a way, 
ideal. It can produce a jarring effect that the quotes might not produce when read in their 
original intended textual context, such as in a section of  a poem or nestled within the pages 
of  a book, journal article, critical historical text, or essay. Appearing in the Twitter feed, 
the extracted poetic lines or critical quotes do not seem precious, remote, or sheltered from 
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the world. They no longer appear as “art” or just as “academic prose” but rather as some-
thing less formal, less deliberate, and more organic. They appear as part of  a moving and 
endlessly developing system of  language and images. They not only draw from that system 
but also give back to it. Brathwaite’s words are able and available to interact with worlds 
that overlap on Twitter. The extracted lines become more immediate, differently refracted, 
more at home, and yet more temporary, as they scroll past in seconds.

This complexly co-created scene of  signification that we are describing here, where 
words become enmeshed and threaded across timelines, might be understood in one way 
through Josephs’s concept of  “digital yards” (219). Josephs notably develops this concept 
by turning to Brathwaite’s work and his assertion that “Caribbean arts (anansesem, kaiso, 
the Caribbean novel) begin in the yard” (qtd. in Josephs 219). For Brathwaite, the yard is a 
shared space of  communal dialogue. Josephs, in turn, conceptualizes digital yards as spaces 
that “are designed to bring people together and ‘encourage’ them to interact in a broad 
variety of  ways” (219). Josephs sees online spaces as the equivalent of  the yard, with all their 
multiplicities, willed, forced, and desired intimacies, and the noise and overlap of  creative, 
daily life. Her work considers a variety of  social-media sites and spaces (Twitter, Instagram, 
blogs) where interactions and interconnections range “from the relatively low stakes ‘like,’ 
to comments, threaded replies, research/teaching collaborations and in-depth conversa-
tions. As in the yard that Brathwaite describes, these interactions take place in a relatively 
public space and they serve as microcosms of  the culture beyond the yard” (219). The posts 
made by the kamau brathwaite remix engine participate in this scene of  exchange. The 
call-and-response dynamic that becomes evident when we consider the operations and re-
lations of  these digital “yard” ecologies constitutes a key aspect of  the remix praxis that we 
engage and that we briefly reflect on here. The likes, shares, retweets, and quote tweets that 
take place on Twitter and in which the kamau brathwaite remix engine participates are all 
part of  this cosmology of  the word. Additionally, as we describe below in our account of  
the #40nightsofTheVoice commemoration, the remix engine is forged through a relation-
al resharing and communing with Brathwaite’s work. We can observe a complex web of  
relations, interactions, and conversations in which there is something akin to a choral sig-
nification, repetition, and resignification of  Brathwaite’s work, as well as the simultaneous 
or correlative decontextualization and recontextualization of  Brathwaite’s writing through 
the nexus of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine.

A Poetics of  Remix

Brathwaite has long been a favourite poet of  the people involved in the kamau 
brathwaite remix engine (Kaie Kellough, Nalini Mohabir, Ronald Cummings, and Faizal 
Deen). Yet we also approach his writings in different disciplinary and readerly ways, and 
with different interests. While these are much too complex and various to summarize ade-
quately here in a way that reflects each person’s dynamic interest in and engagement with 
Brathwaite, we can talk about these differences in somewhat general terms. For Kellough 
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and Deen, the approach is through a kinship of  poetry and creative writing. Kellough has 
long credited Brathwaite as being the poet primarily responsible for developing his thinking 
about the relationship that a poem can establish between abstract language-art, immediate 
social engagement, and historical context. For Kellough, Brathwaite’s works offer a space 
where one can find these three properties unified, in a way that each one informs and 
thereby emboldens the other. Those three characteristics are woven together with a rhyth-
mic sensibility that strengthens their union but also makes it fluid and flexible.7 For Deen, 
Brathwaite offers a model of  a creolized poetics. Brathwaite’s writing crafts a foundational 
poetics of  the “New World” that is supersyncretic in that it is grounded in but also shaped 
by the dynamism of  New World formations that he theorizes through his creolization the-
sis, but which he also differently distils through poetic style as a creative praxis of  reimagin-
ing relations of  the voice (sound and language).8

 While Kellough and Deen foreground Brathwaite’s poetics, academics Mohabir and 
Cummings engage Brathwaite through his theoretical force. Mohabir turns to Brathwaite 
for his “geopsychic heart” (Brathwaite, Preface 7) to appreciate the co-constituted geo-
graphic and psychic spaces of  the Caribbean’s formation, from island blooms borne out of  
volcanic explosions and tectonic shifts signaling an archipelagic mode of  connection to his 
cartographic reframing of  European maritime histories (propelled by “slave trade winds”). 
For Cummings, Brathwaite’s influence might be attended through his wide-ranging liter-
ary and cultural criticism that have offered us alternative interpretive frameworks to think 
about the possibilities of  theorizing Caribbean culture and literature, from Brathwaite’s 
influential early essay “Jazz and the West Indian Novel” to his listening for the sound of  
the hurricane in History of  the Voice. His writings on Maroon histories also offer a vision of  
Caribbean cultural resistance that continues to be inspiring.

Our various readings of  Brathwaite also respond to various writings of  Brathwaite. 
In our conversations about Brathwaite with each other, we are also constantly struck by 
the dynamism of  his thought and his critical-creative practice across various texts. We also 
note how this multiplicity of  Brathwaite as poet, historian, and cultural critic generates and 
informs what we have read as his own poetics of  remix. There is a self-conscious, constant 
revisionary I/eye that marks Brathwaite’s writing and criticism.

It would not be controversial to declare that to encounter Brathwaite’s body of  work 
is to encounter a study of  remix as a critical and creative force. This is evident in unex-
pected places and moments. For example, one might argue that an attention to remix as 
cultural praxis is a key part of  his articulation of  his well-known creolization theory. We can 
note this in a number of  ways and examples. Consider his keen attention to the (re)mixing 
of  cultures and peoples in the Caribbean when he declares, “When/wherever culture/
groups meet/confront each other in more than a causal relationship, certain things hap-
pen” (Contradictory Omens 62). To talk about Brathwaite’s creolization theory in relation to a 
dynamic of  remix is not to simply analyse this as “an unpredictable mix of  elements” or to 
attend to this process in a celebratory way (62). Brathwaite, as historian, was keen to write 
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about creolization through attending to the violence of  colonial domination, but we might 
also note his attention to creative resistance and style in his renderings of  these encounters, 
which makes his work on creolization strikingly insightful. Brathwaite, for instance, asks us 
to think about a “melange/montage style” in his outline of  his methodology in Contradictory 
Omens:

[T]his melange/montage style is as much omen as problem. 
Its interdisciplinary approach is as necessary as breathing. For 
definition (description fashioned into implement or tool) can 
only derive from a proliferation of  images: a multiplication of  
complex probes: a cooperative effort from us all. (6)9

Brathwaite here is talking as much about a research process as he is about the making of  
culture. “Definition,” the distillation of  cultural thought, is rendered here as a collective, 
relational endeavour marked by multiplicities in dialogue. Additionally, his use of  the lan-
guage of  “melange/montage style” to talk about his own research process and methodology 
in that work is noteworthy. He usefully links this to “a proliferation of  images: a multiplica-
tion of  complex probes.” This multiplicity is evidenced in a number of  key ways across his 
writings. We might note this in relation to his research practice, which we should also think 
about in dialogic terms of  call and response. It is through this method that he included a 
chorus of  voices in his research. We see and hear figures like Miss Queenie, the Kumina 
Queen, or Count Ossie, “the eternal drummer,” as (present but also spiritual) interlocutors 
(see Brathwaite, “Kumina” (1978) and Jah Music). Brathwaite did not singularly privilege 
an empirical “I.” This methodology of  “a proliferation of  images” and “multiplication of  
complex probes” is also evidenced in his multiple returns to ideas, texts, metaphors, passag-
es, and symbols to create a complex web and process of  revisioning that marked his body 
of  work. Indeed, Contradictory Omens itself  was a return to and a distillation and reshaping 
of  his work in The Development of  Creole Society in Jamaica 1770–1820.

The Caribbean critic J. Michael Dash also engages with Brathwaite’s writerly prac-
tice of  remix in ways that are useful for consideration here. In a 1987 review of  the poetry 
collections The Visibility Trigger and Jah Music, Dash notes how, in the context of  Brathwaite’s 
work, “[l]ong poems shape themselves into trilogies; critical reviews and essays become 
prize winning prose (Roots, 1986) and in between all this, shorter fragments and reprints 
provide a seemingly inexhaustible stream of  publications” (87). Dash invites us to read 
across different works by Brathwaite for these glimpses of  his “multiplication.” For Dash, 
the two texts that he examines become useful case studies for this wider Brathwaitean phe-
nomenon: “The bilingual French publication of  The Visibility Trigger (Le détonateur de visibilité) 
and Jah Music, both appearing in 1986, fall into the category of  the works published else-
where which are republished in a new combination” (87). Beyond an attention to the recur-
rence and republication of  specific poems, Dash also more directly points to structures of  
repetition and remix that shape Brathwaite’s work at the level of  thematic preoccupations. 
In his look at The Visibility Trigger, for example, he argues that “[t]he patterns of  imagery are 
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predictable: exploded vs whole, confined vs free, stone vs water. Mercifully, these tragedies 
are not resolved in some luminous dawn. Brathwaite is more interested in re-enacting the 
tragedy than in transcending it” (88).

Dash’s description of  these “patterns of  imagery” as predictable might initially 
seem to be dismissive. However, what Dash challenges us to do is examine and attend to 
a structure of  repetition and replay within which there is also riff and remix. He renders 
this analysis through an attention to genre—the genres of  poetry but also tragedy. In this 
formulation, Brathwaite becomes the Caribbean/New World equivalent of  the figure in 
Greek tragedies who recounts the losses and tallies the dead.10 As Dash asserts, “In a way 
both collections are about death or rather martyrdom” (87). In The Visibility Trigger, it is the 
deaths of  figures such as Walter Rodney, Mikey Smith, Kwame Nkrumah, and Robin Do-
bru that are mourned—“all presented as visionaries sacrificed by the blood-stained hands 
of  international imperialism” (Dash 88). (Some of  these poems are re-collected in Middle 
Passages, 1992). We might also consider how these patterns and thematic concerns are ex-
tended in Brathwaite’s later works such as The Lazarus Poems and Elegguas, the latter work, 
for instance, being an amalgamation of  different published elegies brought together into a 
single volume.

If  attention to voice and performance are central to Dash’s analysis of  The Visibility 
Trigger, in his discussion of  Jah Music, musical metaphors take centre stage. He notes for ex-
ample that “[a]coustic effect and phonetic play have always been an important element in 
Brathwaite’s poetry. Jah Music, which almost suggests ‘Jazz music,’ is more singlemindedly 
devoted to acoustic experiment than earlier works” (88). His analysis of  the sonic measures 
of  Brathwaite’s poetic lines, in this discussion, are coupled with examinations of  the struc-
tural compositions of  the text. Dash outlines some of  the same structural elements of  remix 
that he examines in The Visibility Trigger where poems from earlier works such as Third World 
Poems (1983) recur in Jah Music. Pointing to specific examples, he notes, “‘Negus’ makes a 
reappearance dedicated to the dead drummer Count Ossie” (87). In rendering these obser-
vations in musical terms and metaphors as Dash does, we might argue that the whole book 
of  Jah Music becomes a mix-tape, complete with dedications. The most important of  these 
dedications is to Brathwaite’s first wife, Doris, who died in the same year, 1986, and is one 
of  the people to whom the book is dedicated. Specific poems are also dedicated to a range 
of  artists, including Billie Holiday, Charlie Parker, Marjorie Whylie, Melba Liston, Miles 
Davis, the I-Threes and the Wailers, Count Ossie, among others.

Noting this text as marking a development in Brathwaitean aesthetics, Dash insight-
fully argues that “Brathwaite’s experiments in sound are no longer a matter of  harnessing 
the energies of  the spoken word. This has yielded to an interest in the sounds of  musical 
instruments as the poet attempts to imitate or, perhaps, compete with the saxophone, the 
trumpet or percussion instruments of  the Jazz musician” (88–89). Indeed, we might add 
to this Brathwaite’s numerous sonic experiments with drum rhythms, which have been an 
important aesthetic innovation of  his work.
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If  Dash’s readings of  Brathwaite in the mid-1980s highlights these transitions and 
revisions in Brathwaite’s oeuvre, more recently Elaine Savory has also suggested that we 
should read Brathwaite’s later work through a similar practice of  what she, in turn, calls 
“revision.” Attending to Brathwaite’s work particularly from the 1990s onward, Savory 
argues:

Kamau made revision into a superb art form. This was not 
revision as a progressive refinement, . . . but as an amalgam of  
repetition and reinvention in the manner of  oral performance. 
. . . He revisioned individual poems and whole collections. He 
also created works such as Barabajan Poems (1994) which subvert 
the idea of  the printed book and instead offer a musical score 
for language but at the same time reinforce it in the manner of  
a medieval illustrated text.

The attention to remix as central to understanding Brathwaite’s work that we offer here 
resonates with Savory’s tracing of  his praxis of  revision. It is in the spirit of  Brathwaite that 
we revisit and continually re-engage his work through the medium of  Twitter. Remix, in 
the tradition of  Brathwaite (and as a practice of  relation, encounter, reflection, and con-
versation), constitutes what we have tried to do in our intervention in the Caribbean Twit-
tersphere as a critical collaborative curation that might facilitate different encounters with 
Brathwaite’s rich expanse of  writing and poetry.

Remix: A Memory Project

With the death of  Brathwaite in February 2020, the kamau brathwaite remix engine 
has arguably become a tribute account. One event that marks this transition (his and ours) 
and has thus far constituted a major undertaking of  @KamauRemix has been 40 Nights of  
the Voice: In Memory of  Kamau Brathwaite. This was a forty day sharing of  Brathwaite’s 
work, in which we invited a range of  poets and writers to read selections from Brathwaite’s 
poetry and other writings. These readings were then collected and shared via the kamau 
brathwaite remix engine YouTube channel, which has since then become an archive for this 
curated project.11

Between 11 May and 19 June 2020, each day at sunset (6:00 p.m. EST) for forty 
days, we shared videos of  different writers reading from Brathwaite’s work. This durational 
curation of  Brathwaite’s work was both a wake and commemoration of  his tremendous leg-
acy. Forty is a spiritual number, with significance across several religions in the Caribbean. 
It appears in several Abrahamic and in Orthodox religious contexts. It also marks a period 
of  mourning observed by Muslims and some Hindus. The fortieth night ends the ritual of  
the wake, commemoration or fast. Upon Brathwaite’s death, we felt a ceremony over forty 
nights was important to appreciate the extensive and generous work and legacy he left us.
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From the moment we learned Brathwaite had joined the ancestors, we started lis-
tening to and sharing his work with each other. We shared fragments of  poetry, as well 
as recorded lectures (including a keynote lecture that Brathwaite gave at the Caribbean 
Migrations conference, Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada, in 2005 [Kamau Brathwaite’s 
Middle Passages]). One month after Brathwaite died on 4 February 2020, the COVID-19 
global pandemic was declared. We were each at home, under conditions of  quarantine (the 
etymological root of  quarantine is the Italian word quaranta [forty]). It was then that we be-
gan to conceive of  an online wake for Brathwaite as a much-needed communal gathering. 
Quaranta, quarantine, and forty merged as a durational experience. We planned to begin on 
the ninetieth anniversary of  his born day (11 May).

While the decision to do this grew organically out of  the mutual sharing of  his work 
as a response to his loss, we began to think about the implications of  doing this project. We 
first reached out to his widow, Beverley Brathwaite, to seek her blessing. While, as Carib-
bean literary and cultural scholars, we all, in different ways, felt that Brathwaite belonged 
to us, it is important to note how Beverley, in addition to being his life partner since 1998, 
made the conditions of  his work possible. We also wanted to honour her own process of  
grieving. She generously replied with her permission, if  not benediction: “[W]hat more 
could I wish for, but you giving him honour in his birth month” (Email to the authors, 4 
May 2020). After receiving her approval to move forward, we reached out to a number of  
writers and scholars (some of  whom we had never met, except on the page) to ask them to 
participate. Hence, Brathwaite’s work connected us in diaspora and also became the space 
of  our encounter. We invited individuals to help us give voice to portions of  Brathwaite’s 
body of  work and to share in the spirit of  his words, and we received over fifty positive af-
firmations, resulting in what we called “double blessings” on some of  the days. These were 
evenings on which we would share more than one reading of  Brathwaite’s work.

Our efforts were towards a collective virtual celebration, intended to serve both as a 
commemoration of  Brathwaite’s legacy and as a way to hold space together during quaran-
tine. We had no external funding for this exercise and eschewed institutional affiliation, in 
search of  an unfiltered connection across space. In the uncertainty of  pandemic-time, each 
member of  the engine took on different roles in our wake work, according to our energies 
and skill set. Kellough, for example, did some of  the initial work of  setting up the technical 
infrastructure for receiving the video recordings that we asked participants to send us and 
set up the YouTube channel. He also recorded the first video that we shared as part of  the 
series of  readings. Mohabir and Cummings did much of  the correspondence with writers, 
inviting them to participate, and also edited and uploaded the video transmissions that were 
received. We collaborated to come up with hashtags and to map out a schedule for the first 
few days. Soon, we also brought Deen on board to help with the promotion of  the series 
and the design of  posters.

Deen’s posters themselves took on a visual strategy of  remix and offered a powerful 
invocation of  the body of  Brathwaite’s work. In the first image below (fig. 1), for example, 
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the reorientation of  the cover of  Brathwaite’s Folk Culture of  the Slaves in Jamaica from a 
vertical to a horizontal position reframes the visual text to create a new and layered expres-
sive quality. Using the covers of  different books by Brathwaite as the basis for some of  the 
posters, Deen overlaid them with weekly schedules for the duration of  the forty days, indi-
cating which writers’ video recordings would be shared on which day—although we soon 
realized that these weekly schedules were simply a provisional guide, with changes being 
constantly negotiated throughout the entire process. In some instances, Deen also drew on 
Brathwaite’s Sycorax Video Style in his poster designs. These posters were shared on Twit-
ter at the start of  each week.12

Fig. 1. In the Beginning, poster by Fazal Deen for 40 Nights of  the Voice

In what became our twilight ritual, we convened nightly to post the videos to Twitter and 
our YouTube channel, motivated by a desire to contribute to Brathwaite’s project of  carv-
ing out a space for Caribbean literature and studies to grow collectively. The form of  the 
commemoration, with its slow ritual time of  forty days, also felt to us—as we experienced 
it—to constitute a different temporality to the usual speed and ephemerality of  Twitter. The 
forty-day commemoration unfurled in phases, contrary to Twitter’s fast-paced immediacy. 
We found ourselves constantly thinking about and reflecting on what it meant to use Twit-
ter in this way, to move towards another kind of  temporality that could hold Brathwaite’s 
ceremonies of  the word. In our thinking about this, we constantly collectively returned to 
reading and meditating on Brathwaite’s own poetics of  ritual making in his writings, as seen 
in the multi-day temporal-narrative structure of  his poem “Kumina,” for example, or the 
narrative temporalities of  the ceremonies of Masks (as seen in “The Making of  the Drum” 
in the opening section “Libations”).
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The forty days were also punctuated by several notable temporal markers. It brought 
us to Eid celebrations (the fast of  Ramadan is mentioned in the opening of  Deen’s reading 
on day 10.) Significantly, our forty-day wake for Brathwaite also coincided with the murder 
of  George Floyd on 25 May 2020. The death of  Floyd plunged Twitter and other social-me-
dia spaces into a general sense of  mourning and outcry. It was followed by protests and de-
mands for justice in the streets, as well as online. We joined in our own acknowledgement 
of  this when we observed a social-media blackout on 2 June 2020, followed by the posting 
of  two videos the following day (another example of  how our schedule had to be flexible). 
The sheer force of  the moment caused us to pause at the halfway point, to consider wheth-
er it was the time for poetry, but we felt it was important to continue to sit with the dead, 
especially in this ongoing moment of  terror. Brathwaite had also remembered our revolu-
tions and our dead in his poems. During this time, Minneapolis was rising and burning, like 
Soweto, like Brixton, like Jacmel before. Brathwaite documented these histories through his 
own poetics of  accumulation: see “Soweto,” see “Citadel,” see “Springblade,” see “Irae.”13 
On 13 June 2020, we also marked the fortieth anniversary of  the assassination of  Walter 
Rodney with poet Fred D’Aguiar’s reverent reading of  “A Poem for Walter Rodney” (Night 
34), which, as he noted, “demands the full attention of  a listener and reader since it takes in 
Walter’s biography and the history of  the region and the death-dealing politics” (Email to 
authors, 11 May 2020). In agreeing to read the poem as part of  the 40 Nights of  the Voice 
tribute, D’Aguiar noted, “It is a double tribute the way the poem commemorates two of  the 
region’s greats” (Email to authors, 11 May 2020).14 That spirit of  commemoration, with its 
urgent temporalities that connect the Black Atlantic in a complex layered relationship to 
memory, carried us into Juneteenth (19 June, Emancipation Day in the United States), the 
ending of  the wake (see fig. 2).

 

Fig. 2. Closing of  Cycle, poster by Faizal Deen for 40 Nights of  the Voice
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Brathwaite himself  was a pioneer in imagining collective futures, communities of  the word, 
and new literary forms. He wrote of  our mythic and submerged histories, reimagined is-
land geographies, and archipelagic connections to other places’ of  intrarelations between 
the Americas; and of  interrelations with other regions, embracing multiplicity, and frag-
mentation. Thus, we imagined #40nightsofTheVoice from the outset as a collection of  
diasporic voices (African Caribbean, Indo-Caribbean) across the generations and geog-
raphies of  the Caribbean, Africa, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, 
inclusive of  Caribbean languages and multiple forms of  speaking (poetry, essay, lecture, 
reflections). Noteworthy here, for example, are the readings that were shared in French of  
Brathwaite’s poetry in translation by Maguy Métellus and by Stéphane Martelly on Night 
21 (31 May 2020).15

All the contributors and thinkers were given free rein in choosing their reading and 
in the interpretation of  the works that they shared. What emerged were keen instances of  
the poems and passages being rendered in their own style and sensibilities. This offered 
multiple examples of  the remixing of  Brathwaite’s work. We note a few of  these examples 
here. In his reading of  Brathwaite’s “Stone (for Mikey Smith),” Kei Miller begins with 
an introduction that contextualizes the work but also gives us a layered appreciation of  
the poetics of  voice and memory that Brathwaite channelled. Miller adds himself  to this 
Brathwaitean link when he notes:

In this reading I’ll be trying to channel the voice of  Brathwaite 
who himself  is trying to channel the voice of  Mikey Smith. 
Mikey Smith, who, in this hour of  his death, you could say, is 
trying to channel the voice of  the stone that killed him. And, 
I think in that layering, that way in which one voice becomes 
an archive we see a project that was really dear to Brathwaite’s 
heart—to document a history of  our voices. . . (Night 38)

Brathwaite’s commitment to voice reverberates and yet is differently echoed in Miller’s 
reading. Miller’s distinct Jamaican register arguably takes us closer to Mikey Smith’s own 
sensibility of  the word than necessarily to Brathwaite’s. This is hauntingly resonant in Mill-
er’s rendition of  the extended “laaaaaaaaawd,” Smith’s signature phrase that echoed both 
the expression of  and resistance to “downpression.” In the poem, Brathwaite also uses this 
sound to mark a transition from Smith’s voice to that of  the stone. In Amílcar Sanatan’s 
reading of  the poem “Tizzic” (Night 24), he channels the freeing storytelling style of  kaiso 
to render a Trinidadian sensibility to the poem. Petero Kalulé’s reading of  “Voyage 2” 
(Night 7), with its flute playing, draws on Ugandan traditions of  flute music but also the 
dexterity of  Jazz (which Brathwaite keenly appreciated) to create a syncretic ceremony of  
sound. David Chariandy’s reading of  “Kumina,” the final poem in the collection Born to 
Slow Horses (itself  a wake poem, which was the last poem Chariandy heard Brathwaite read 
live), is mournful in its effect (Night 20). While his reading captures the mournfulness of  
Brathwaite’s poem, Chariandy’s gentle voice is not the priest-like call to communion that 
Brathwaite effects in his own reading of  the work. We might also think of  remixing as re-
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verberations across time and space. Writer Tessa McWatt offered a reading of  “Metaphors 
of  Underdevelopment: A Proem for Hernan Cortez” (Night 19), which was rearranged by 
Brathwaite during his above-mentioned 2005 keynote for the Caribbean Migrations con-
ference in Toronto (Kamau Brathwaite’s Middle Passages), a conference that McWatt attended. 
Merle Collins shared with us her memories of  “Kamau (then Edward)” as a lecturer at the 
University of  the West Indies, Mona, when she was an undergraduate student. Her reading 
of  “The Dust” (rendered, as it is, in a female voice) translates differently the dignity and 
defiance of  the women in Brathwaite’s poem (Night 15). Across Guyanese, Grenadian, Ja-
maican, Trinidadian, Canadian and other accented words and voices, we hear the sound, 
play, and pauses, of  Brathwaite’s poetry in these readings as his words come to rest on other 
tongues.

Poet Kwame Dawes shared two contributions as part of  the 40 Nights of  the Voice 
commemorations. In week 1, he shared a reading of  Brathwaite’s poem “Caliban” (Night 
2). On the final night (Night 40), he also shared a new poem written for the commemora-
tions, titled “Elegy”—a moving tribute to Brathwaite’s significance as a literary forefather 
and also as a friend of  Dawes’s own father, the writer Neville Dawes. A few weeks before 
the end of  the commemorations, Dawes had also published “Yard Boy,’’ on 3 June. Dawes’s 
poem, “Yard Boy,” published in the wake of  the George Floyd killing, was a lamentation, 
not just for Brathwaite but for our times.16 The poem opens with a reflection that returns 
to the 40 Nights of  the Voice commemorations as a key site of  ancestral remembrance and 
collective lamentation:

Poet Robert Lee through his fisheye lens, his face a talking head,

a mouth deep whispering and rounding out the vowels, reading 
X-Self,

possessed by Kamau, possessing Kamau, dreaming ancestors;

all that history, all that poultry, the nightmare of  Herman Cor-
tez,

the metaphors of  underdevelopment, all those letters from 
Rome,

and in the background, a chicken crows time after time, and 
this is how

the world communes with itself, for forty nights of  lamentation 
and celebration,

dreaming manuscripts for Kamau B, the poet, the griot, the 
ancestral dove. (Dawes)
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The scene he references here is captured in the frame of  the video shared on the 
ninth Night of  40 Nights of  the Voice, with John Robert Lee reading Brathwaite’s “Letter 
from Roma.” In Dawes’s “Yard Boy,” the “letters from Rome” become rendered as news 
for Babylon: “he [Kamau] did not think of  glory, but of  Babylon burning, and blacken-
ing.” In his return to the scene of  these commemorations and in his further reflections on 
Brathwaite, refined in these poems, Dawes’s work not only participates in the commemora-
tions but also demonstrates some of  the rich returns that potentially accrue from the work 
of  the kamau brathwaite remix engine and the archive it has made possible. We invite oth-
ers to continue to join with us in “dreaming manuscripts for Kamau B, the poet, the griot, 
the ancestral dove” (Dawes). Despite the honour of  receiving praise from poets we most 
admire for this initiative to honour Brathwaite’s vision, legacies, and influence, we wished 
that Brathwaite could have received more honours in his lifetime, and we hope that we all 
do not wait upon death to celebrate our living legacies.

Appendix

List of  Readings from the 40 Nights of  the Voice Commemorations

 Videos of  all readings are available on YouTube, Kamau Brathwaite Remix Engine 
channel, www.youtube.com/channel/UCBq9udxGMhHGs6DwH51e_Og/videos.

Night 1: Kaie Kellough (“Kick Off for #40nightsofTheVoice”) / Thirteen 
writers from Bocas Literature Festival reading “Wake” from The Arrivants

Night 2: Kwame Dawes reading “Caliban” from The Arrivants and offering a 
reflection

Night 3: Dionne Brand reading “The Black Angel” from DS (2): Dreamstories

Night 4: Linton Kwesi Johnson reading “Jou’vert” from The Arrivants

Night 5: Opal Palmer Adisa reading “Cherries” from Elegguas

Night 6: Rinaldo Walcott reading an excerpt on Tidalectics from ConVERSa-
tions with Nathaniel Mackey / Isis Semaj-Hall's video "Grounded in Sound: A 
Hinterland Dub Project"

Night 7: Christina Sharpe reading “Dream Haiti” from DS (2): Dreamstories / 
Petero Kalulé reading “Voyage 2” from The Lazarus Poems

Night 8: Vladimir Lucien reading “Friends” from Strange Fruit

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBq9udxGMhHGs6DwH51e_Og/videos
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9 Night: John Robert Lee reading “Letter from Roma” from X/Self

Night 10: Faizal Deen reading “Mont Blanc” from X/Self

Night 11: Richard Georges reading “Rites” from The Arrivants

Night 12: Pamela Mordecai reading “Flutes” from Middle Passages

Night 13: Sonia S. Williams reading “Prelude to Masks” from Masks / H. Ni-
gel Thomas reading “Ananse” from The Arrivants

Night 14: Lasana M. Sekou reading “The Lynching and 3” from Liviticus / 
Phanuel Antwi reading “The Making of  the Drum” from The Arrivants

Night 15: Merle Collins reading “The Dust” from Rights of  Passage

Night 16: Olive Senior reading the Bedward poem from Strange Fruit

Night 17: Yvonne Weekes reading “Glass” and “Trane” from Black + Blues

Night 18: Kelly Baker Josephs reading “JerryWard & the fragmented space-
ship dreamstorie” from Words Need Love Too

Night 19: Tessa McWatt reading “Metaphors of  Underdevelopment: A Pro-
em for Hernan Cortez”

Night 20: David Chariandy reading “Kumina” from Born to Slow Horses / Son-
net L’Abbé reading “Blues” from Other Exiles

Night 21: Maguy Métellus reading “RêvHaïti” / Stéphane Martelly reading 
“Bread” from Words Need Love Too

Night 22: Honor Ford-Smith reading “Hex” from Mother Poem

Night 23: Tanya Evanson reading “Libation (1)” from The Arrivants

Night 24: Amílcar Sanatan reading “Tizzic” from The Arrivants

Night 25: Lillian Allen reading “Kumina” from Born to Slow Horses

Night 26: Rosamond S. King reading “Eating the Dead” from The Arrivants

Night 27: Michael O. Neal reading “Recognition of  the Face within the Ar-
chive” / Elaine Savory reading “Hawk” from Born to Slow Horses

Night 28: Khadijah Ibrahiim reading the “40 days where I lay dying” from 
The Lazarus Poems / Malika Booker reading “Alice in Wonderland” from 
Words Need Love Too
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Night 29: Afua Cooper reading “Guanahani” from Born to Slow Horses

Night 30: Ifeona Fulani reading “Kingston in the Kingdom of  this World” 
from Trench Town Rock

Night 31: Lisa Allen-Agostini, Anu Lakhan, and Nicholas Laughlin reading 
“Sunsong” from X/Self

Night 32: Ishion Hutchinson reading from Zea Mexican Diary

Night 33: Nicole Raziya Fong reading “Red Rising” from Sun Poem / Lauren 
K. Alleyne reading “Calypso” from The Arrivants

Night 34: Fred D’Aguiar reading “Poem for Walter Rodney” / Canisia Lubrin 
reading “The Visibility Trigger” from Middle Passages

Night 35: Shivanee Ramlochan reading “The Cracked Mother” from The 
Arrivants / Maureen Warner-Lewis reading “Tano” from Masks

Night 36: Margaret Gill reading “The SilverSands Poem” from Words Need 
Love Too / Esther Phillips reading “South” from The Arrivants

Night 37: Edward Baugh reading “Driftword” from Mother Poem / Kendel 
Hippolyte reading “Wings of  the Dove” from The Arrivants

Night 38: Kei Miller reading “Stone (for Mikey Smith)” from Elegguas / Mar-
cia Douglas reading “Negus” from The Arrivants

Night 39: M. NourbeSe Phillips reading “The lass days of  KB and CowPastor 
Vandal”

Night 40: Kwame Dawes reading his poem “Elegy,” written for Kamau 
Brathwaite / Kaie Kellough reading “New World A-Comin” from The 
Arrivants

The day after (Night 41), we closed the first cycle of  mourning with Ngugi wa 
Thiong’o reading “Kamau Brathwaite: The Voice of  African Presence,” his 
tribute to Brathwaite on the occasion of  Brathwaite being awarded the 1994 
Neustadt Prize for Literature.
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Notes
1 Loretta Collins also discusses the fact that Brathwaite worked as a radio DJ 

(185–88.) In building on this, Zoe Taptiklis-Haymes also suggests that the 
“processes of  making LP remixes, and dubs for shows fed into the way he 
began to interact with poetry.”

2 Further work on exploring these differences needs to be done. Toniesha 
Taylor, in examining the “ambiguous grammars of  Blackness,” suggests, 
for instance, that bots cannot signify (139). Here she primarily draws on an 
analysis of  the speech and knowledge patterns of  Black American culture. 
What might this mean and how might these questions and concerns be 
expressed when explored through Caribbean cultural contexts? We use the 
term engine in our title ironically to signify on this process.

3 We use the plural Black Canadas, in this instance, to reflect on the work of  
Phanuel Antwi and David Chariandy, who have argued that we should at-
tend to Blackness in Canada through questions of  multiplicity. This call for 
multiplicity in marking Black Canadas is also resistance to the homogeniz-
ing gaze of  the white settler state that does not attend to the complexities 
and multiplicities of  Blackness.

4 See, for example, Walcott and Siemerling for reflections on Gilroy’s ab-
senting of  Black Canada in his analysis.

5 For one discussion of  the relationship between Brathwaite’s poetry and 
digitality, see Prater.

6 The Asafo yard is the Maroon space of  gathering, storytelling, and strat-
egizing. We might understand it not only as a space but also as a kind of  
cultural architecture. See Brathwaite, “Note(s).”

7 Kellough has reflected in a Twitter thread on Brathwaite’s “percussive, 
syncopated” rhythms, noting his “writing does not sit outside the thing it 
describes, but instead becomes it, assumes its shape” (Kellough, “Another 
thing”).

8 This question of  a supersyncretic poetics is one that Deen is currently ex-
ploring in his PhD research.

9 The last clause also appears in Brathwaite’s essay “Caribbean Man in 
Space and Time” (1975), 1-11.

10 We might also note Brathwaite’s own engagement with Greek tragedy as 
part of  his very early work. Odale’s Choice (1967), written while he was in 
Ghana, is a reworking of  Sophocles’s Antigone.
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11 A list of  the readings from all forty nights is provided in the appendix. 
12 The full archive of  the posters can be viewed at @KamauRemix.
13 Here we echo Brathwaite’s poetics of  accumulation in Trench Town Rock. 

In “A Short History of  Dis or Middle Passages Today” Brathwaite writes: 
“See Achebe, see Soyinka, see Biko, see Jackson, …see the Diary of  Anna 
Frank, see Sun Yet Sun, see all the Disappeared of  S America — see see see 
until yu bline” (67). 

14 We did not know at the time that D’Aguiar had been diagnosed with can-
cer yet still agreed to read. See D’Aguiar.

15 Maguy Métellus read from Rêvhaïti (2013). Stéphane Martelly offered her 
own translation of  “Bread.” 

16 On the departmental website of  the university where Dawes teaches, the 
poem was shared with the caption “In the spirit of  protest and concern, 
we share here a new poem by Kwame Dawes that speaks to our moment” 
(Dawes).
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Kamau Brathwaite’s Poems 
from Ghana: Making Sense  
of  Rhyme
Jarad Zimbler

Source: Caleb Toranzo | Unsplash 

Edward Brathwaite, as he was then known, arrived in the Gold Coast at the begin-
ning of  1955 as an education officer, initially employed by the British Colonial Office, and 
remained there until 1962. It was a significant period in the nation’s history: on 6 March 
1957, the Gold Coast achieved independence from Britain as part of  the Dominion of  
Ghana, and on 1 July 1960, it became a republic. It was a significant period for Brathwaite 
also. Indeed, it is a staple of  scholarship that his experience in and of  West Africa induced 
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profound change. It enabled him “to see the components of  West Indian life in a new light” 
(Breiner 160) and left “the most permanent imprint on his sensibility and his art” (Best 34).1

The purpose of  this essay is to look more closely at one aspect of  this transforma-
tion: the developments in Brathwaite’s poetry and poetics. What precisely was their nature? 
Which specific elements of  Brathwaite’s practice were acquired or modified during his 
residence in Ghana? Far from being settled, these questions have been somewhat neglected 
for several reasons: first, because we lack a clear sense of  the chronology of  Brathwaite’s 
early poems; second, because there is a tendency to regard these poems as juvenilia, be-
longing to a period of  “apprenticeship” (Rohlehr, Pathfinder 4); and third, because interest 
in Brathwaite’s Ghanaian sojourn has inevitably focused on its relevance to The Arrivants, 
and to Masks in particular.

In what follows, I first look at the years prior to Brathwaite’s departure from En-
gland as a way of  establishing a compositional chronology and determining the corpus of  
his Ghana poems. I then turn to the poems themselves, comparing them with previous as 
well as subsequent works. This leads to the conclusion that Brathwaite’s time in Ghana did 
not produce any comprehensive change in technique; rather, it provided new subjects and 
themes, and prompted the emergence of  a more concrete, socially grounded register and 
orientation. Most important, it reconfigured Brathwaite’s understanding of  elements of  
pre-existing practice, especially rhyme, bringing into view their organizational and mean-
ing-making potentials. It was in Ghana that Brathwaite recognized how echoing sounds, 
words, and events might enter together into a decolonizing poetics—an amplification of  
resonance that would be essential to his subsequent work and to his sense of  the ways in 
which resources of  a submerged past could be activated for the purposes of  a decolonial 
present.

Before moving ahead with this account, however, it is worth addressing Brathwaite’s 
own responsibility for the relative neglect of  his early poetry. Certainly, he encouraged the 
belief  that Ghana changed everything, and that what he had written prior to his departure 
from England was callow, even uninteresting. In “Timehri,” Brathwaite describes some of  
Ghana’s impact on his self-conception as a poet: “When I turned to leave, I was no longer 
a lonely individual talent; there was something wider, more subtle, more tentative: the self  
without ego, without I, without arrogance” (38). Regarding the changes in his practice, 
however, he is far more assertive in his subsequent interview with Erika Smilowitz, pub-
lished in The Caribbean Writer (TCW) in 1991:

TCW: What were your poetic influences?

KB: The basic influence on my work came from Ghana, from 
talking and being exposed to the work of  J. H. Nketia, director 
of  Ghana Institute for Study of  African Culture, a remarkable 
man; and Efua Sutherland, who started the Ghana Folk The-
atre, and before that, living in the villages, hearing the drums 
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and the festivals. That is really where my sense of  rhythm came 
from.

TCW: Had you not written poetry before Ghana?

KB: I’d written, but nothing like that—a complete change. If  
you look at Other Exiles, you see the poetry before was almost 
unrecognizable.

TCW: Before that, though, you thought of  yourself  as a poet?

KB: I was writing from a very early age, the Keatsian things. 
(77)

The experience of  radical rupture is explicit here, a “complete change” whose ultimate 
source is traced beyond J. H. Nketia and Efua Sutherland to “the villages” and which has 
to do more with direct sensory encounter than with formal training or informal expo-
sure and conversation. It is entirely in keeping with Brathwaite’s emphasis on prosody as 
the cornerstone of  poetic art—a position he develops most expansively in “History of  the 
Voice”—that what he acquires is a “sense of  rhythm” that comes via the ear. What exactly 
Brathwaite means by “sense of  rhythm” remains unclear and is a question at the heart of  
this essay; but, given his description of  the poems composed in Barbados and England as 
“Keatsian” and “almost unrecognizable,” it is little surprise that critics have tended to dis-
regard them, along with most of  the poems composed during his residence in Ghana.

Instead, the focus has been either on the plays for schoolchildren, performed to-
wards the end of  his stay and published several years later, or on Brathwaite’s knowledge 
of  West African cultural practices. This knowledge is very much to the fore in essays such 
as “The African Presence in the Caribbean,” but nowhere more apparent than in the three 
volumes of  The Arrivants, and Masks especially. Its significance to these works has been 
carefully detailed and explored by Maureen Warner-Lewis and Gordon Rohlehr, in whose 
wake subsequent scholars have followed. However, in spite of  Rohlehr’s own warning that 
readers should not imagine “Brathwaite suddenly mushroomed into poetry” (Pathfinder 4), 
the poems written in Ghana have slipped from view, along with the question of  whether 
they do in fact attest to dramatic changes in poetic practice.2

Clarifying the Corpus: Staying with Bim, Getting to Ghana

Attaining a clear view of  Brathwaite’s early poems—the necessary first step in any 
effort to chart the course of  his poetic development—is no easy matter. The task is beset 
by challenges endemic to the study of  postcolonial literatures, especially limited resources 
and access to resources: archives are incomplete, difficult to visit, or simply unavailable, and 
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much the same might be said of  previous scholarship. These challenges are compounded 
in Brathwaite’s case, in spite of  his global profile. There is no published autobiographical 
source that provides a comprehensive and well-documented account of  his residence in En-
gland or Ghana, and his personal papers were destroyed in 1988 by Hurricane Gilbert. Ar-
chival gaps obstruct even a critic as close to the ground as Rohlehr, whose Pathfinder is fairly 
unique in providing a critical survey of  Brathwaite’s poetry of  the 1950s and identifying 
several features (use of  sequences, importance of  jazz, elaboration of  sound echoes) that 
persist in The Arrivants. Although Rohlehr corresponded with Brathwaite and was able to 
draw on his archive—he refers to several unpublished manuscripts completed in Ghana—
his account distorts the chronology of  composition in ways that suggest a lack of  access to 
the student publications in which Brathwaite’s work had appeared while at Cambridge. 
This affects Rohlehr’s sense of  developments in Brathwaite’s practice, though Pathfinder’s 
limited availability has doubtless played its own part in dampening critical reception of  the 
early poems.3

It is an unwelcome irony that my own account of  the early stages of  Brathwaite’s ca-
reer depends on proximity to metropolitan institutions endowed with significant economic 
and cultural capital: the British Library, the University of  Oxford’s Bodleian Library, and 
the University of  Birmingham’s Cadbury Research Library. Even so, lacunae remain—we 
will not recover all that Hurricane Gilbert took away—and any solution must therefore be 
imperfect and somewhat speculative. The one I adopt here is to resort to archives adjacent 
to Brathwaite’s own, in particular, the Cambridge poetry journals; the early volumes of  
the Barbadian literary magazine Bim; and the papers of  Henry Swanzy, who was editor of  
the BBC’s Caribbean Voices from 1948 until the end of  1954, before he too left for the Gold 
Coast. Brathwaite had begun contributing to Bim early in 1950, while still in Barbados, and 
would continue doing so throughout the subsequent decades. As for Swanzy, it seems likely 
that he and Brathwaite began corresponding in late 1950 or early 1951, and though the 
archive is incomplete, it provides evidence of  an exchange that was kept up with some regu-
larity from 1952 until at least the very end of  1954. Although there is no record in Swanzy’s 
papers that it continued once the two men were in West Africa, the initial correspondence 
on its own makes it possible to fix with greater certainty a chronology of  composition for 
Brathwaite’s early poems. It also sheds light on his decision to move to the Gold Coast.

If  Brathwaite regarded his time in Ghana as a catalyst for a new poetics, he viewed 
his involvement with Bim as no less vital to his career. He makes this point very clearly to 
Smilowitz:

TCW: How did you first start publishing?

KB: I am lucky in that Bim magazine was there. If  it hadn’t 
been there, I would have dried up. You have to have an editor 
whom you know will be sympathetic and take your work. Bim 
kept faithful to all of  us who were writing at that time. I was 
one of  them who had work accepted. Every time I wrote some-
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thing I was pretty certain that [Frank] Collymore would take 
at least some of  it. Everyone had a personal relationship with 
him. First, he was Bajan and a teacher, and he lived near to 
me. But the whole thing about Collymore is that if  he accepted 
your work for Bim, he wanted to meet you and he’d invite you 
to his home, and it was traditional that all Bim people went 
there and chatted with him. If  you didn’t do that, you weren’t 
really in the book. And then you’d meet other writers. It was a 
sort of  salon. Collymore’s letters didn’t just say he was taking 
this piece of  writing, but he replied to you as how he liked your 
work. There was always a sense of  a literary community com-
ing through. He was an exceptional man, nobody else like him.

TCW: How important, then, was Bim for you?

KW [sic]: For me, it was the only outlet at the time. (Smilowitz 
74–75)

This is a wonderful account of  the distinctive ethos and character of  Bim, and of  the role 
played by Frank Collymore, moving beyond the abstractions of  print culture and into the 
realm of  a literary community founded on personalities and personal relationships. And if  
Bim was not quite the “only outlet” for the young Brathwaite—in England, his early poems 
appeared also in Pem, Cambridge Writing, Delta, and Chequer, all magazines associated with the 
University of  Cambridge—it was certainly the most important, especially after his depar-
ture for West Africa deprived him of  immediate access to university circles and venues of  
publication.

As the following list makes clear (table 1), although Brathwaite’s writings appeared 
in Bim sporadically during his studies at Cambridge, he became a far more consistent and 
even prolific contributor during the years in Ghana.

Table 1:  Brathwaite’s Contributions to Bim, 1950–62

Title Issue Number & Date
Poetry:

“Shadow Suite” 12 (Jan–June 1950)
“Fantasie in Blue and Silver” 13 (July–Dec 1950)
“Elegies” 17 (July–Dec 1952)
“The Day the First Snow Fell” 18 (Jan–June 1953)
“Requiem”; “Gift” 20 (Jan–June 1954)
“Morte de la Femme d’une Jeune Poete” 21 (July–Dec 1954)
“The Prisoners” 24 (Jan–June 1957) 
“Doctor Emmanuel Rath”; “The Spade” 25 (July–Dec 1957)
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“Sappho Sakyi’s Meditations” 26 (Jan–June 1958) 
“Poems from Ghana”: “The Beast”; “News Item”;     

“The Pawpaw”
27 (July–Dec 1958)

“Two Poems”: “South”; “The Fear” 28 (Jan–June 1959)
“Three Portraits”  29 (July–Dec 1959)
“Machiavelli’s Mother” 30 (Jan–June 1960)
“The Leopard” 33 (July–Dec 1961)
“Poems for the End of  Summer”: “The Flood”; “St. 

George and the Dragon”; “Erzulie”; “Eucharist”
34 (Jan–June 1962)

“Boy at the Blind School” 35 (July–Dec 1962)

Fiction:
“The Black Angel” 22 (Jan–June 1955)
“Law and Order” 23 (July–Dec 1955)
“Christine” 32 (Jan–June 1961)

Articles:
“Letter from Cambridge” 20 (Jan–June 1954)
“Sir Galahad and the Islands” 25 (July–Dec 1957)
“The Controversial Tree of  Time” 30 (Jan–June 1960)
“The New West Indian Novelists, I” 31 (July–Dec 1960)
“The New West Indian Novelists, II” 32 (Jan–June 1961)

Book Reviews:
John Hearne, Faces of  Love 25 (July–Dec 1957)
Henry Swanzy, ed., Voices from Ghana 30 (Jan–June 1960)
John Hearne, The Autumn Equinox 31 (July–Dec 1960)
Andrew Salkey, A Quality of  Violence 31 (July–Dec 1960) 
Tamarack Review 32 (Jan–June 1961) 
Neville Dawes, The Last Enchantment 33 (July–Dec 1961)
Okyeame 33 (July–Dec 1961)

Brathwaite’s sense that he could rely on Bim—“every time I wrote something I was pretty 
certain that [Frank] Collymore would take at least some of  it”—must be part of  the reason 
that the magazine became his primary vehicle for publication throughout his time abroad. 
But it would be a mistake to regard his ongoing involvement merely as the outcome of  
pragmatic calculation, when it speaks also of  the manner in which he understood himself  
and his audience during this long period, that is, as a poet of  the Caribbean addressing an 
audience of  Caribbean readers (other poets and writers in particular). In his essays and 
reviews especially, it is clear where his intellectual efforts were focused.
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As far as Bim’s readers were concerned, there was nothing unusual about contrib-
utors living abroad. All the same, if  one imagines that the drama surrounding Ghana’s 
independence might have generated some special interest, there is no indication of  this 
in the magazine’s pages. The only time Brathwaite’s place of  residence is mentioned in 
Collymore’s “Notebook”—a regular feature throughout his editorship, used to give news 
about writers associated with the magazine—is in the issue of  January–June 1960, which 
describes a haphazard and last-minute rush to publication:

August: Another crisis in the life of  Bim. A. N. (Freddie) Forde, 
just teamed up on our editorial staff, awarded scholarship and 
leaving for a year at a Canadian university. . . .

September: Month passes. Closing date for contributions to this 
number the 30th, but only one short story and two poems (one 
of  dubious quality) received so far. Looks like another crisis. . . .

October: Another short story arrives. Also L. E. (Eddie) 
Brathwaite back home on holiday after an absence of  eight 
years: Cambridge and Ghana. L. E. B. most helpful, contribu-
tions now begin to come in and Bim 30 takes shape. But I wish 
that contributors wouldn’t wait until after the last moment. (69; 
emphasis in original)

This telegraphic acknowledgement is appropriate to Collymore’s use here of  the diary 
form, but it is also very much of  a piece with the ethos of  the magazine, which took in its 
stride the fact that its community of  letters did not map onto a coherent political entity but 
consisted of  writers and readers far removed from one another in place and sometimes also 
in language and culture. When “back home,” these writers could slip easily into familiar 
roles and even help with production and editorial tasks, but while abroad, as long as they 
continued to contribute, they remained part of  the community that Collymore had helped 
to foster and which remained relatively indifferent to the actual location of  its citizens.

This particular “Notebook” also captures the precarity of  Bim’s existence. Effec-
tively the responsibility of  one man, it relied on the goodwill of  sponsors and contributors 
who could be more or less forthcoming, leading to occasional deficits in both literary and 
financial materials. In different ways, it was also dependent on its relationship with other 
institutions, including the BBC’s Caribbean Voices, which would not broadcast what had al-
ready been published but very frequently gave an airing to work that would later appear 
in print. All of  this meant that an author’s career might take a rather peculiar shape in the 
magazine’s pages. This is certainly the case with Brathwaite: although they would not be 
published in Bim for several years, “The Prisoners,” “The Fear,” and “Machiavelli’s Moth-
er” had been completed by 1954, before his departure for the Gold Coast. We know this be-
cause these poems are mentioned by name in Brathwaite’s correspondence with Swanzy.4
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In his dedication to Other Exiles, Brathwaite identifies two “godfathers”: the first is 
Frank Collymore, the second Henry Swanzy. The pairing is more than incidental. Col-
lymore and Swanzy had become correspondents in 1948, and it was in a letter dated 25 
February 1950, in which Collymore quoted passages from the poem “Shadow Suite,” that 
Swanzy encountered Brathwaite for the first time, introduced as follows:

[Q]uite young—he has just left school and will, he hopes, be 
going to Cambridge this year—is obviously a devotee of  Eliot 
and Joyce, and his poem, Shadow Suite, is a remarkably in-
teresting pastiche. I should say he is much more musical than 
Walcott, but hasn’t the latter’s originality or power. (Henry Val-
entine L. Swanzy Papers (HVLSP) MS 42/1/6/12)

Initially, Swanzy agreed “about Brathwaite being more musical than Walcott” (Letter to 
Collymore, 16 May 1950, HVLSP MS 42/1/6/26), but in a letter dated 6 September 
1950, after reading the whole of  the poem in Bim 12, he wrote, “[P]referred the items that 
were purely literary and not broadcastable, . . . but not Brathwaite” (Letter to Collymore, 
HVLSP MS 42/1/6/64).5 Collymore, true to his role as sponsor and cultivator, replied:

Sorry you didn’t like Brathwaite’s Shadow Suite. Of  course 
it is pure Eliot—but as I remarked, there is something in it 
which makes me believe that when he can shed that influence 
he will produce some original stuff which will be worthwhile. 
I published S. S. after some deliberation, and concluded that 
he needed encouragement, and that was what mattered most. 
Because, and this is important, he is sincere. You will probably 
meet him soon. He sails to-day for England, and will have a 
day or two in London before going to Cambridge. (Letter to 
Swanzy, 19 September 1950, HVLSP MS42/1/6/68)

This is an astute assessment of  the young poet’s limitations, as well as his prospects. It also 
serves as a form of  introduction, facilitating Brathwaite’s entry into an important network 
of  publication and reception, which would, in addition, give him access to “a small but wel-
come source of  income,” since contributors to Caribbean Voices were often invited to record 
readings of  their own and others’ work, for which they were paid (Low 105; see also Smith 
6–7).6

Collymore’s letter also helps to date Brathwaite’s arrival in Britain: leaving Barbados 
on 19 September 1950, he must have reached Cambridge in early October. It seems more 
than likely that his correspondence with Swanzy began soon after, towards the end of  1950 
or the beginning of  1951, though the earliest letter retained in the archive appears to have 
been sent late in March 1952. In it, Brathwaite mentions an accompanying poem, called 
“The Caribbean Theme,” completed “soon after [he] arrived in England in Winter 1951,” 
and offers to record it for Caribbean Voices (HVLSP MS 42/1/9/158).7 On 3 April 1952, 
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Swanzy responds and commits to broadcasting the poem, which, he says, “does interest” 
him, though it “starts a little diffidently and in a tradition that [he has] learnt to dread” (MS 
42/1/8/37).

For the next two years, the correspondence continues in a similar vein: Brathwaite 
submits poems or offers to do readings or makes requests for access to materials or passes 
comment on Caribbean Voices, and Swanzy replies saying yes or no, or giving feedback of  his 
own. For example, responding to a paper Brathwaite delivered to the Cambridge West Indi-
an Society on 1 December 1952, as well as to his “Elegies,” Swanzy writes on 24 February 
1953, “Your own poetry reinforces my opinion. It is a scholastic poetry, tight and inorganic, 
the kind of  thing I have seen very often in academic writers at the University. As I said to 
you, it bears re-reading, but it is the kind of  thing which would make little impact on first 
hearing” (Letter to Brathwaite, HVLSP MS 42/1/9/23). In his reply, on 27 March 1953, 
Brathwaite concedes certain of  Swanzy’s points while refuting others and sends on a batch 
of  another six poems (Letter to Swanzy, HVLSP MS 42/1/9/34).

The forthright character of  their exchange seems to have cemented a personal rela-
tionship. By the end of  1953, the two men have begun to address one another by first name, 
and in a letter of  17 March 1954, Brathwaite writes to ask whether Swanzy would act as a 
referee “in this business of  British Council Scholarships”:

As you know, I don’t want to go back to W. I. yet; and I think 
some months in a European Country, studying, would do me no 
end of  good. I’m applying for scholarships to Austria, France, 
Italy, Sweden, Norway, Finland—in one of  these I may be for-
tunate.

I’ve told them that I’m a writer—that I want to see these plac-
es because of  that. And if  any definite academic course is re-
quired, I’d like to look at their Educational Systems—this fol-
lows-up on my present course at the Dept. of  Education here. 
(HVLSP MS 42/1/10/16)

In the end, none of  these applications was successful, and with the conclusion of  his di-
ploma in education fast approaching, Brathwaite remained uncertain about his future for 
some time. In a letter of  5 July 1954, giving news of  the failure of  another job applica-
tion, he writes rather mournfully, “Anyway, I’m still here—on the market—not having the 
faintest idea what to do next. Perhaps I’m unemployable” (Letter to Swanzy, HVLSP MS 
42/1/10/56).

It was only towards the end of  1954, after Swanzy’s departure from London had 
been confirmed, that Brathwaite first mentioned his own interest in West Africa:
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Dear Henry,

I hope you will accept and perhaps a little like, these poems 
dedicated to you. . . . I’ve sent them now hoping they may find 
a place in the programme before you go off to Gold Coast.

The Colonial Office are “considering” me for Gold Coast as a 
sort of  Education Officer, while Sierra Leone has offered me 
a post at Albert Academy beginning January 1955. I suspect 
that Gold Coast would be more money: but something tells me 
there is more community in Sierra Leone. I like the tone of  the 
people there. I’ll probably accept. (Letter to Swanzy, 27 Sep-
tember 1954, HVLSP MS 42/1/10/76)

Swanzy responded on 4 October 1954, thanking Brathwaite for the poems and committing 
to use “Machiavelli’s Mother” in his final programme of  Caribbean Voices, “that is if  [he is] 
still here—which seems likely owing to the housing shortage in the Gold Coast.” He then 
makes a striking suggestion: “Why don’t you come there? It may be more ‘bush,’ but it is 
on a much larger scale, and your fellow countryman Conton prefers it to Freetown, where 
he was a lecturer at Fourah Bay” (HVLSP MS 42/1/10/80). Brathwaite replied on 1 No-
vember 1954:

Dear Henry,

I want to thank you very much for your letter, and for what you 
said about me in the summary. . . .

Yes, I know I ought to be in Paris: but couldn’t resist the temp-
tation to hear your last “Voices.” By now you must know how 
much we’ll miss you.

BUT: they have offered me a post in Gold Coast: so perhaps we 
shall meet there, after all.

Until then,

All my very best wishes, Edward. (Letter to Swanzy, HVLSP 
MS 42/1/10/85)

We need not give this exchange undue weight or imagine that it tells the whole story either 
of  the relationship between these two men or of  Brathwaite’s decision to move to the Gold 
Coast. All the same, it does suggest that, whatever the consequences of  his experiences in 
Ghana, Brathwaite’s decision to leave Europe for West Africa was not the straightforward 
outcome of  clearly held convictions or intentions, political or artistic. Instead, his decision 
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seems to have been shaped by an odd mixture of  bad luck and good fortune, missed oppor-
tunities and personal connections, an artist’s curiosity and a young man’s desire to see more 
of  the world before returning home.

This is not to say that, once in Ghana, Brathwaite was not quickly fired by what he 
saw, whom he met, and how he lived. Nor does it have much bearing on the more pertinent 
question, which is whether and in what ways the time in Ghana affected his poetry. But it 
does clear some space for attempting to answer this question. More importantly, the corre-
spondence with Swanzy makes it possible to determine with greater precision the corpus 
of  Brathwaite’s Ghana poems (see table 2). It allows us to identify (and therefore exclude) 
several poems that appeared in print between 1955 and 1962 but that were in fact drafted 
prior to his departure. By decoupling chronologies of  composition and publication, it also 
allows us to bracket several more poems (shaded grey in table 2) that closely resemble others 
of  the pre-Ghana period.8

Table 2: Brathwaite’s Ghana Poems

Title Venue & Date of  Publication
“Doctor Emmanuel Rath” Bim 25 (July–Dec. 1957)
“The Spade” Bim 25 (July–Dec. 1957)
“Sappho Sakyi’s Meditations” Bim 26 (Jan.–June 1958)
“Poems from Ghana”: Bim 27 (July–Dec. 1958)

“The Beast”
“News Item”
“The Pawpaw”

“South” Bim 28 (Jan.–June 1959)
“Three Portraits” Bim 29 (July–Dec. 1959)
“Six Poems”: Kyk-over-al 27 (Dec. 1960)

“I Piano”
“II The Blues”
“III Skin”
“IV Solo for Trumpet”
“V Interlude for Alto Saxophone”
“VI The Listener”

“The Leopard” Bim 33 (July–Dec. 1961)
“Poems for the End of  Summer”: Bim 34 (Jan.–June 1962)

“The Flood”
“St. George and the Dragon”
“Erzulie”
“Eucharist”

“Boy at the Blind School” Bim 35 (July–Dec. 1962)
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Rhymes of  Sound and Sense: Poems from Ghana

Strikingly varied in theme and form, Brathwaite’s Ghana poems do not constitute a 
neat group. Given what scholars have said about the importance of  Ghana to Brathwaite’s 
poetic practice, as well as the momentous political changes then underway in the country, 
the Ghana poems might also seem underwhelming—and only a few give any indication of  
the locale of  their composition. Even in those poems that do, the evocations of  West Africa 
can be subtle. In “Sappho Sakyi’s Meditations,” for example, different features hint at a 
Ghanaian background, but there is little that is explicit. The titular figure, to whom this se-
quence of  thirteen short poems is attributed, seems a composite of  the ancient Greek lyric 
poet identified with a highly fragmentary oeuvre and a member of  one of  the Cape Coast’s 
prominent families, perhaps even Kobina Sekyi, the nationalist politician and writer who 
had died in 1956 (Sakyi, Sekyi, and Sackey are alternate spellings of  the same family name). 
But what purpose do such allusions serve?

Similar ambiguity shades Brathwaite’s choice of  genre. Of  the thirteen poems in the 
sequence, ten pass comment on or poke fun at social practices by framing them in relation 
to animal behaviours. Thus, “the deep-sea Angler-Fish / Who moves through darkest sub-
diluvial space” is presented as a warning to “interplanetary suitors” who propose to “move 
forward into space” (“Sappho Sakyi” 81); and “the case of  the common Cuckoo” who 
occupies “the nest / Of  some Christian-like bird”, such as “the Sparrow or Warbler”, be-
comes a lesson that “Christianity’s / Almost defenceless/ Without retribution and slaugh-
ter” (“Sappho Sakyi” 82). But while the poems, as didactic animal tales, might recall West 
African storytelling genres, the animals to which they refer are not readily identifiable with 
these traditions.9 The same is true of  the human figures, except in the case of  the “market 
women” who are mentioned in poems II and VIII.10

The moments in which the sequence cuts through this ambivalence are, however, 
significant. In poem III, the persona abandons the animal world entirely and comments 
directly on nuclear threat and the politics of  the Cold War through a telling reference to 
an African historical personage, a monarch associated with the arts, and especially with 
sculpture, weaving, and textile manufacture:

Shamba Bolongongo, the Bushongo King of  the Congo 
Patron of  arts and a preacher of  peace 
Abolished in war the use of  dangerous 
Weapons and drugs, instructing his soldiers carefully only to wound.

Even this king, it appears, would have come 
To agree to the limited use of  the hydrogen bomb.

(“Sappho Sakyi” 81)
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A seventeenth-century king of  the Kuba people, Shamba Bolongongo was not connected 
with Ghana in any way. Nevertheless, the poem indicates a localized and specifically Afri-
can frame of  reference that is entirely absent from Brathwaite’s previous poems and which 
passes judgement implicitly on the claims made by the twentieth century’s various global 
superpowers to civilizational pre-eminence.

An African frame of  reference seems pertinent also to the first poem of  the se-
quence, which concerns a spider:

Like sun- 
Rise 
The Wise 
Old spider 
Comes 
Into view. 

(“Sappho Sakyi” 80)

The identification of  the spider’s ascent with the rising of  the sun has a narrativizing pur-
pose: day breaks, and the sequence begins. But the spider’s wisdom grounds another figure:

Bone- 
Less 
His 
Brain in 
His belly 
He is

The perfect 
Philosopher. (80)

The source of  the figure is initially obscure: Why should the perfect philosopher have no 
bones or a brain in the belly? Does the poem mean to imply that the best philosophy avoids 
rigidity and remains attached to bodily need? Perhaps, though these are by no means the 
only significant features:

Thread- 
Spinning Socrates 
And that other 
Fellow

Who 
Lived in his 
Tub 
Might 
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Easily have become 
Spiders. (80)

The references to “Thread- / Spinning Socrates” and to Diogenes the Cynic, “Who / Lived 
in his / Tub,” associate the spider’s wisdom with spoken discourse—neither Socrates nor 
Diogenes committed their thoughts to writing—as well as a certain irreverence and even 
mischievousness, and a disregard for authority. All of  which is to say that this “Old spider” 
recalls Anansi, the trickster figure identified in both Ghana and the Caribbean with story-
telling and who, in poem VIII, reappears as “the little spider” who “Lives alone,” avoiding 
the censure of  “Certain loquacious market women” (“Sappho Sakyi” 82). The epigraphic 
meditations that follow belong to him not only because of  his inaugural role but also be-
cause animal tales of  this kind would “be classed by the Akan-speaking African under the 
generic title of  ‘Anansesem’ (Spider stories), whether the spider appeared in the tale or not” 
(Rattray xiii). Thus, in an understated way, Brathwaite’s sequence invokes both an element 
of  local literary culture and a connection with the Caribbean.11

If  connections of  this kind have more to do with theme than with form, what evi-
dence do we find here of  a changed poetics? Broadly, the arrangement of  short poems into 
prosodically varied sequences—a noticeable feature of  The Arrivants, which “[o]utwardly 
. . . presents a great array of  rhythmic techniques and textures” (Etherington 191)—is 
something that Brathwaite does almost from the outset of  his career. “Shadow Suite,” for 
example, written and published before he had left for England, is itself  a sequence of  nine 
parts, none of  which suggests any attachment to metre. Here, by way of  illustration, is the 
second part:

Before time or existence 
There was void 
And darkness on the face of  waters. 
The palmtrees wither on the beaches 
And the islands are without light and scripture. 
Across the grey-skinned water 
The voice of  preparation 
Dashes its bitter gospel on the spray chipped rock. 
There is no shadow even in the heat of  day 
And darkness, darkness on the face of  inter-island waters. 

(“Shadow Suite” 326)

The biblical allusions and their accompanying lexicon, syntax, and figurations of  apoca-
lypse, may seem to belong to a more distant poetic world, but there is little here that might 
be described as “Keatsian.” On the contrary, both Rohlehr and Warner-Lewis follow Col-
lymore in identifying traces of  T. S. Eliot.

Yet “Sappho Sakyi’s Meditations” does seem formally innovative in one important 
respect: the sharply enjambed “short lines” (Warner-Lewis, E. Kamau Brathwaite’s Masks 20) 
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or rather “broken lines” of  one or two beats (Etherington 198), which we find in I and XI, 
have no real precedent in the poems published while Brathwaite was based in Cambridge 
but become characteristic of  Rights of  Passage and of  The Arrivants more broadly.12 Indeed, 
lines 7–10 of  poem I reappear twice, in modified form, in “Folkways,” the second sequence 
of  “The Spade” (The Arrivants 27–46):

I am a fuck- 
in’ negro, 
man, hole 
in my head, 
brains in 
my belly 

(The Arrivants 30, 31)

But is this what Brathwaite means by his new “sense of  rhythm,” the addition to his rep-
ertoire of  this broken line? In fact, when we look more carefully at the poems composed 
before and during his West African sojourn, a more complicated picture emerges.

“The Pawpaw” appeared in Bim 27 (July–Dec. 1958) beneath the heading “Poems 
from Ghana.” Discovering it in this context, readers might have been forgiven for antici-
pating a missive from the decolonizing vanguard, arriving in Barbados as a harbinger of  a 
future freedom. Yet on first encounter, the poem seems rather anodyne:

Four little boys, tattered. 
Fingers and faces splattered 
With mud, had climbed 
In the rain and caught 
A pawpaw which they brought, 
Like a bomb, to my house. I saw 
Them coming: a serious, mumbling, 
Tumbling bunch who stopped 
At the steps in a hunch. 
Releasing the fruit from the leaf  
It was wrapped in, I watched them   
Carefully wash the pawpaw 
Like a nugget of  gold. This done, 
With rainwater, till it shone 
They climbed into the house 
To present the present to me. 
A mocking sign of  the doom of  all flesh? 
Or the purest gold in the kingdom? 

(“The Pawpaw” 140)
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Some of  the poem’s distinctiveness, however, and certain of  its key innovations, become 
apparent when we compare it with an earlier poem, “Gift,” which has a related theme 
and was published the year before Brathwaite’s departure for Ghana, in Bim 20 (Jan.–June 
1954):

Words are the child we have
The breath that would be worlds
The flesh unborn
Could I, the speaker
Seek them from my dreams.
But no, the worlds are streams
No substance cups the flow
The poem is unborn.

And so for world I give a gift of  words
The child beats in my wrists
Would leap to light, would live
And walk in you the streams
That should be cupped with love
But when I turn from dreams
I find the sleeper
Gone—the poem is unborn.

So words will do
Which hearing will be sip and substance of;
The dream I had that you
Had been the cup and keeper
Of  the child the poem is unborn. 

(“Gift” 304)

“Gift” is a poem about the making of  poetry, about the poet’s creative urges and capacities. 
It is also a poem about the substantiality or insubstantiality of  verse, and the relationship 
between words, worlds, and the world. Yet, for all its talk of  flesh and substance, it comes 
across as oddly bloodless. Even its central motif, “the cup,” seems an artefact of  the poet’s 
delight in morphological play (appearing first as a present-tense verb and then as a past 
participle, before resolving into a noun) and of  a symbolism lifted from Christianity, an em-
anation from the landscape of  dreams through which “the speaker” “seeks,” rather than a 
concrete object. One is unavoidably reminded of  Swanzy’s assessment: “scholastic poetry, 
tight and inorganic.”

Read against the background of  “Gift,” “The Pawpaw” seems a good deal more sol-
id, for at least two reasons. First, instead of  an excursion into the metaphysics of  creation, 
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we have an anecdote, relating a particular event (and the jarring repetition of  “present” in 
line 16 emphasizes this): an encounter between a far more substantial “I,” who is firmly lo-
cated in a “house” at the top of  some “steps,” and a group of  little boys, whom the persona 
sees, hears, and watches approaching. Indeed, the poem foregrounds the persona’s sensori-
um in its attention to details of  sight and sound that are only gradually or partially disclosed 
(the colour and texture of  the fruit, the indistinct speech of  the boys) and in the way its 
own rhythms mimic the movements it describes (as when the strong-weak-weak pattern of  
“coming: a serious mumbling, / Tumbling” ends abruptly at “stopped”). Second, the 
poem is attuned to its contexts, infused, however subtly, with an historical and ethnographic 
consciousness. We see history in the insistence on the presentness of  the present and also 
in the reference to the “bomb,” a word keyed to the anxieties of  the mid-1950s; and we 
sense an ethnographic awareness in the references to gold and its particular value in Akan 
cultures (“the kingdom”).

“The Pawpaw,” then, is far more alert to its surroundings and thus feels less abstract. 
It gives evidence of  a change in orientation, which Rohlehr finds also in Brathwaite’s essays, 
where there is “a much more positive and direct commitment to public and social issues, 
and to the concrete solid world of  facts, objects and events” (Pathfinder 15). But there are 
nevertheless continuities, even beyond the thematic resonances of  children, gifts, and flesh, 
which are especially pertinent to the question of  Brathwaite’s changing “sense of  rhythm.” 
Both “Gift” and “The Pawpaw” make use of  occasional but pronounced rhyme, especially 
internal rhyme, as the source of  a kind of  rhythmic energy that dynamizes the lines but 
also cuts against their individuation and organization. For example, in the first verse para-
graph of  “Gift,” the lines vary somewhat in length, but all except lines 3 and 4 have five or 
six syllables, and the preponderance of  monosyllabic words helps to establish a three-stress 
pattern (“Words are the child we have / The breath that would be worlds”). The 
basic shape in all of  the lines seems to be iambic, with metre itself  creating some interest-
ing adjustments in articulation: we are invited to treat the final /ǝ/ in line 4 as the initial 
syllable of  line 5, and to distinguish more clearly the two syllables of  “poem.” However, 
although the rhythm created by syllabic arrangement and lineation is affirmed in the end 
rhyme of  “dreams” and “streams,” for the most part rhyme produces a subtle current that 
moves beneath this rhythm, as in “words” and “worlds,” “breath” and “flesh,” “speaker” 
and “seek,” “no” and “flow,” “substance” and “cup,” and even “flow” and “poem.” If  the 
general effect of  this is to give special weight to already stressed syllables, it is also to disturb 
lineation, often by emphasizing initial beats in a way that suggests syncopation.

If  we turn back to “The Pawpaw,” we see a similar interaction between the rhythms 
of  lineation and rhyme. Across the poem, three-stress lines predominate, with variations 
at significant moments: two-stress lines where the motion described is somehow arduous, 
halting, or tentative, and a four-stress line where the poem becomes meditative. Repeated 
patterns of  phrasing and stress also establish significant correspondences. Lines 6 and 13, 
for example, which figure the pawpaw first as a “bomb” and then as a “nugget of  gold,” 
have an identical stress pattern, and especially strong caesurae marked by full stops (“Like 
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a bomb to my house. I saw”; “Like a nugget of  gold. This done”). This pattern is 
recalled in line 9—“At the steps in a hunch”—though the final phrase is omitted, mak-
ing the pause at the end of  the line emphatic. In contrast, the deviation in line 11 (“It was 
wrapped in, I watched them”), which is the only two-stress line in which caesura and 
ending occur after an unstressed syllable, produces a lull and a hushed quality, just at the 
moment that the poem describes a more delicate activity and implies the persona’s concen-
trated attention.

As in “Gift,” rhyme in “The Pawpaw” works sometimes with but often against these 
rhythms established by lineation and stress. In the later poem, however, there seems a far 
greater or fuller awareness of  rhyme’s rhythmic and organizational potentials. The redu-
plicating “pawpaw” itself  plays a part in patterning, since end rhyme, which is used in the 
opening lines (“tattered”/“splattered”; “caught”/“brought”), appears to be interrupted by 
the arrival of  this word, which disturbs the poem as much as its referent disturbs the per-
sona, initiating a different set of  repetitive strategies, with rhyme now working within and 
across the lines. For example, “pawpaw” is echoed in “saw”; “coming” in “mumbling” and 
“tumbling”; “bunch” in “hunch”; “releasing” in “leaf ”; and “watched” in “wash.” Then, 
at the end of  line 12, “pawpaw” reappears, with several consequences: First, there are no 
more of  these internal rhymes, but there is a slight return to a muted end rhyme (the slant 
rhyme of  “done” and “shone”). Second, there is an almost chiasmatic repetition of  single 
words from the first part of  the poem (“rain,” “climbed”) and a doubling of  words of  the 
final part: “gold” and, rather jarringly, “present,” which occurs first in the infinitive “to 
present” and second in the noun phrase “the present.” And finally, there is a shift in tone 
and in rhythm, as the lines lengthen and become more reflective.

We might therefore say that rhyme is used in “The Pawpaw” with greater purpose: 
interacting with syllabic arrangement and lineation, it helps to organize the movement of  
the poem, creating three distinct and differently textured sections (lines 1–6, lines 6–13, and 
lines 13–18). But this purpose is also semantic: rhyme is used to give further emphasis to the 
pawpaw, which is anyway foregrounded by the title and by the very strange simile that fig-
ures the fruit as a “bomb.” And this intensifies questions about other of  the work’s oddities: 
at the very moment of  the African nation’s independence, why send a poem about a paw-
paw back to Barbados under the heading “Poems from Ghana”?13 Why figure the fruit as 
an explosive and treat it as the site of  so much meaning and ambivalence, a gift that makes 
manifest the singularity of  the moment but conceals its intentions? And why call special 
attention to the word’s reduplicative, rhyming qualities, as if  these had special significance?

An answer to all of  these questions hinges on the several ways in which pawpaw and 
poet constitute what we might call, after Hugh Kenner, a “subject rhyme” (399). In one 
sense, both are transplants from the Caribbean, the tree as genus, the man as individual. 
In another sense, thinking of  the poet in light of  his ancestry and the tree in light of  its 
individuality, we might say just the opposite, that both belong to the Gold Coast. And then 
there is a further echo, which becomes audible precisely because of  the manner in which 
the reduplicated, internally rhyming word is made to bear so much weight, so that readers 
are alerted to rhyme itself  and thus to the possibility that rhyme might be working not only 
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within the poem but also beyond it. Attuned by echoes of  sound to echoes of  “sequences,    
...deeds, ... energies” (Kenner 399), we may begin to hear in the reduplicated word “paw-
paw” the resonance of  its homophones—papaw, papaa, popo—and thus of  the long history 
of  transatlantic slavery.

Grand-Popo (Pla or Hula), now a town in south-western Benin, and Little Popo 
(Aného), now a town in south-eastern Togo, were two slave-trading ports in West Africa 
whose names (nonindigenous, but perhaps derived from a Yoruba term for Gbe speak-
ers) became metonymically attached to their inhabitants, as well as to those they delivered 
into slavery. It was sometimes used in an even “wider sense, to include persons from other 
communities in the region” (Law 257). Indeed, precisely this use is “attested in the British 
West Indies,” where “Papaw” was “applied generically to slaves exported through Ouidah” 
(257–58). One especially striking instance is found in James Grainger’s long poem The 
Sugar-Cane, where “papaw” refers both to trees beneath which the “GENIUS of  Africk” 
reclines, and also to the peoples best suited to “labours of  the field” (Digital Grainger). Taking 
homophony to indicate lexical identity, Grainger makes the mistake of  suggesting that the 
tree, like the people, has been named for its West African origin. Whether others have made 
a similar mistake, the several variants of  the ethnonym (pawpaw, papaw, popo) are attested 
late into the twentieth century, and, though associated by the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 
with British, US, and West African English (“papaw,” n.), the word is included in F. G. Cas-
sidy and R. B. Le Page’s Dictionary of  Jamaican English, where its usage is identified also in 
Barbados and Guyana. As for the tree and its fruit, the word pawpaw has been connected 
from the outset with the history of  empire and trade. Up to the 1950s, almost all references 
attested in the OED are found in accounts of  travels in Central America and the Carib-
bean, and the fruit early on becomes one of  those exotic species included in lists—a trope 
of  colonial travel writing and verse—that signify the fecundity of  the tropics, especially 
the Caribbean. Where such lists go hand in hand with accounts of  slave labour, as in The 
Sugar-Cane, the texts themselves disclose the truth of  bountiful nature’s material conditions.

The co-presence of  poet and tree in rural Ghana therefore speaks to a submerged 
history of  a global trade entangled at its roots with empire, slavery, and the settlement 
of  the Caribbean. And the poem itself  seems to suggest that, in seeing and touching this 
golden fruit, the persona apprehends something familiar, something that rhymes with and 
reminds him of  home; but in its name—itself  made by a doubling of  a sound—he is also 
reminded of  and alerted to a people and place identified with the history of  slavery. Thus 
the pawpaw—the present or gift that is presented by the boys—is also the present, a mo-
ment in time, but one that must be jarring, disturbed by echoes of  a past whose conse-
quences endure in forms of  dispossession. It is for this reason that the persona cannot 
decide whether the pawpaw is given as mockery or tribute. All of  which is to say again that, 
although we find a similar rhythmic rhyming in “Gift” and “The Pawpaw,” it is only in the 
later poem, after his arrival in Ghana, that Brathwaite seems to realize all of  its semantic 
as well as organizational potential. What the poem seems to demonstrate, in other words, 
is a growing consciousness of  something already embryonic in Brathwaite’s earlier poetry, 
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an understanding that the “poet may rhyme without rhyming the sound of  words: he may 
rhyme events” (Kenner 395), and that rhyme might therefore be used in order to think 
about social and ethnographic relations and the persistence of  the past in the present. It is 
in “The Pawpaw,” then, where there are echoes of  subjects as much as sounds, that rhyme 
achieves a fullness of  sense and purpose.

Rhyme to Rhythm: Three Calypsos

If  what I have been suggesting seems rather speculative, there is more evidence 
to support the claim that Brathwaite’s experiences in Ghana precipitated conceptual and 
aural adjustments—changes in the way he understood and heard his poetry—rather than 
comprehensive modifications in technique. The most pertinent are poems that take shape 
early on and are later incorporated in The Arrivants with relatively minor revisions. Some, 
such as “The Spade” and “South,” were first published while Brathwaite lived in West Af-
rica. The former appears with the addition of  four lines as the second poem in “The Jour-
neys” (The Arrivants 37-39); the latter is included under the same title as the final poem in 
“Islands and Exiles” (The Arrivants 57-58), with changes in tense and pronoun across the first 
five stanzas, the lines of  the sixth stanza rearranged, and the final stanza deleted. But there 
are other such poems that had been completed long before Brathwaite’s arrival in Ghana.

The most important is “A Caribbean Theme,” which Brathwaite sent to Swanzy 
early in 1952 when it had already been published in Poetry from Cambridge (1951). It would 
appear again in Caribbean Quarterly (1956) as “Caribbean Theme: A Calypso,” before taking 
up residence as “Calypso,” the opening sequence of  “Islands and Exiles,” the third part of  
Rights of  Passage. It is an extremely well-known poem, not least because Brathwaite cites its 
opening four lines in “History of  the Voice” in order to illustrate “an ancient form which 
has always been there, the calypso,” which he regards as central to the project of  breaking 
“down the pentameter” because it “employs dactyls” and “therefore mandates the use of  
the tongue in a certain way, the use of  sound in a certain way” (271–72).

In Rights of  Passage, these initial lines appear as follows:

The stone had skidded arc’d and bloomed into islands:
Cuba and San Domingo
Jamaica and Puerto Rico
Grenada Guadeloupe and Bonaire. 

(The Arrivants 48)

But here are the two earlier versions:
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The stone had skidded, arched, and                  
      bloomed into islands
Cuba and San Domingo
Jamaica and St. Christopher
Grenada, Guadeloupé and St. Kitts
Nevis, Barbados, and Bonaire.

(“A Caribbean Theme” [1951], 9)

The stone had skidded, arc’d, and  
      bloomed into islands
Cuba and San Domingo
Jamaica and Puerto Rico
Grenada, Guadeloupe and St. Kitts
Nevis, Barbados and Bonaire.

(“Caribbean Theme: A Calypso” [1956], 246)

On its way to the final version, there are certainly some important changes. In the second 
version, the soft /tʃ / of  “arched” is replaced with the hard /k/ of  “arc’d,” strengthening 
the alliterative run on /s/, /d/, and /k/ (“stone . . . skidded . . . arc’d), while the deletion 
of  the commas in the third version helps “the voice” to travel “in a single forward plane 
towards the horizon of  its end” (Brathwaite, “History” 272). Replacing “St. Christopher” 
with “Puerto Rico” in the second version corrects the odd double reference to “St. Kitts” in 
the first, but, as with the deletion of  “St. Kitts / Nevis, Barbados and” in the third version, 
the change also ensures more energetic line endings and rhythmic consistency. In spite of  
these several adjustments, it is difficult to ignore the fact that, rather than being “unrecog-
nizable” or “Keatsian,” Brathwaite’s earliest poems appear more than capable of  working 
through the propulsive dactylic or trochaic patterns celebrated in his mature work.

The continuity between the three versions is clearer still in the lines that immediately 
follow:

The speed of  the curving stone 
hissed into coral reefs

White splash flashed into spray
Wave teeth fanged into clay 
Bathsheba Montego Bay.
Bloom of  the arching summers:

Speed of  the curving stone hissed 
into coral reefs

White splash flashed into spray
Wave teeth fanged into clay 
Bathsheba, Montego Bay.
Bloom of  the arcing summers:

curved stone hissed into reef
wave teeth fanged into clay 
white splash flashed unto spray
Bathsheba Montego Bay

bloom of  the arcing summers...

“A Caribbean Theme” (1951) “Caribbean Theme: A Calypso” 
(1956)

“Calypso” in Rights of  Passage 
(1967)

Again, there are noticeable changes—the compression of  the initial line especially, which 
makes emphatic a four-stroke rhythmic pattern—but so much of  the third version, includ-
ing the pattern itself, is already present in the first.

Even small changes might point to and depend upon profound or fundamental shifts 
in perspective and understanding. In his “cellular approach” to the “rhythmic methods” 
deployed in Rights of  Passage, Ben Etherington cites lines 5–7 of  the third version, “Calyp-
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so,” to illustrate the manner in which the collection’s cellular elements “reappear not as 
whole words or morphemes, but as phonemic elements, or close approximations” (193). 
The first cell’s “Drum skin whip / lash” (The Arrivants 4)—encountered at the outset of  
the collection in “Prelude”—is recalled in “curved stone hissed”, guiding the “reading of  
‘wave teeth fanged’ . . . such that emphasis is distributed more evenly and deliberately, and 
this is confirmed and rewarded in the third line when ‘lash’ . . . occurs twice, the second 
time with particular onomatopoeic force” (Etherington 193). Here we find a motive for the 
changes in the third version of  “Calypso,” not only the compression of  the first line but 
also the reordering of  the second and third, and the segmentation into verse paragraph. 
Far from localized revisions, these are adjustments made in light of  large-scale “strategies 
of  rhythmic organization” (186).

Broadly, these strategies involve the use of  “[l]exicon” as “an instrument for the 
dissemination of  melodic and rhythmic energy,” that is, as the basis for making thematic 
and rhythmic links across Rights of  Passage, and for amplifying resonance and distributing 
emphasis (Etherington 194–95). In Etherington’s account, the basic units of  this energy are 
strokes rather than the accentual stress associated with the metrical norms of  British Stan-
dard English. These strokes are summoned in several ways, including through the kind of  
repetition we see in “Calypso,” where the delivery of  groups of  four consecutive strokes is 
accompanied, or perhaps made manifest, by phonemic parallels and approximations. This 
is an instance of  what Etherington describes as horizontal coordination. A no less import-
ant means of  coordinating rhythmic strokes is “vertical” (because operating across multiple 
“broken lines”) and depends principally on “rhyme” (194). Indeed, it depends on precisely 
the kind of  internal rhyme and half-rhyme that comes to the fore in “The Pawpaw,” and 
which, along with other varieties of  phonemic and morphemic repetition, help to generate 
the “inter-related skeins of  sound” (Rohlehr, Pathfinder 59), thereby producing “poetic co-
herence” across the whole collection (Etherington 194). With this in mind, it seems reason-
able to argue that, while many of  the features associated with Brathwaite’s mature poetry 
are visible in the poems of  the early to mid-1950s, it was only during his residence in Ghana 
that their potential was realized, in a movement of  discovery not very different from the 
calypso’s disclosure of  an “ancient form which has always been there,” nor from the one he 
describes in “Timehri,” when he returns to the Caribbean to find that “it was still Africa; 
Africa in the Caribbean” (38).

But what are we to make of  Brathwaite’s insistence that it was from Ghana that he 
acquired his “sense of  rhythm”? Perhaps the solution lies simply in hearing the phrase less 
as feeling for or facility with rhythm than as an understanding of  rhythm and of  its manifold ex-
pressions and possibilities. Then we might say that—along with new themes and subjects, 
a more grounded, concrete register, a more sharply “broken line,” and an appreciation of  
rhyme’s historical as well as poetic significance—what Brathwaite found in Ghana was how 
much rhythm could mean and how much it could make possible.
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Notes

 1 Similar claims about the importance of  Brathwaite’s Ghanaian residence 
are made by Peter Hitchcock (69) and Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins 
(217). 

2 Even Warner-Lewis and Rohlehr tend to treat the earliest works rather cur-
sorily. For example, both discuss “Shadow Suite,” the first of  Brathwaite’s 
poems in Bim, but Warner-Lewis does so merely to suggest an abiding 
preoccupation with the “motif  of  Time’s circularity” (E. Kamau Brathwaite’s 
Masks 36), while Rohlehr notes in passing that it is one of  several early 
poems—the others are “Caribbean Theme: A Calypso,” “Sappho Sakyi’s 
Meditations,” “Six Poems,” and “The Leopard”—“organized along the 
lines of  musical suites with four to eight movements each” (Pathfinder 4). 

3 These effects are apparent in Rohlehr’s discussion of  “Caribbean Theme: 
A Calypso.” Reading this poem in the context of  “the Trinidad Carnival 
issue of  Caribbean Quarterly” published in 1956 and of  the increasing pop-
ularity of  calypso in Britain and the United States in the “mid-fifties,” 
Rohlehr identifies it as “a reaction against this new minstrel stereotype” 
(Pathfinder 98, 101). However, a version of  the poem had appeared in print 
as early as 1951.

4 “The Prisoners” is mentioned in Brathwaite’s letter of  3 April 1954, “The 
Fear” in Swanzy’s of  25 March 1954, and “Machiavelli’s Mother” in 
Swanzy’s of  4 October 1954. Given what Kelly Baker Josephs describes as 
Brathwaite’s “penchant for revision” (6), especially his tendency to incor-
porate lines or passages from one poem in another, we cannot be certain 
that the poems themselves remained unchanged. Nevertheless, they clearly 
had their origins in Brathwaite’s European travels of  the early 1950s. 
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5 In the same letter, Swanzy reflects on the relationship between Bim and 
Caribbean Voices: “I realise that, in our yoked chariot, the BBC represents 
Mammon and cash, the magazine the spirit and credit.”

6 Victoria Ellen Smith also describes the ways in which Swanzy, through “so-
cial gatherings”—not unlike Collymore’s—attempted to “create a sense of  
community amongst young men and women who were a long way from 
home; and to provide work-in-progress sessions for writers wishing to de-
velop their art” (7). 

7 What I have identified as the earliest letter is in fact undated and currently 
placed in the folder for Swanzy’s correspondence of  1953. Internal evi-
dence, including the reference to the date of  composition of  the poem, 
suggests it was sent in 1952. A letter included in the folder for 1950 like-
wise seems misplaced. It is dated 18 November, by which point in 1950 
Brathwaite was in England, but a reference to the “Spanish incident”—
presumably the robbery mentioned in a letter of  6 October 1952—and 
Brathwaite’s gratitude for the “guineas,” suggests the letter was in fact sent 
in 1952.

8 It is striking that neither the two poems published in Bim 25 nor the “Three 
Portraits” published in Bim 29 contain any references to Ghana. On the 
contrary, “The Spade” specifically evokes an “urbane” Parisian setting 
(53), while “Doctor Emmanuel Rath” alludes to the central character 
in the film Der blaue Engel (1930) and has a title almost identical to Pe-
ter Redgrove’s “Dr. Immanuel Rath,” which appeared in Delta 2 (spring 
1954), within a few pages of  Brathwaite’s “Spring.” As for the “Three 
Portraits,” these seem considerably closer to “Machiavelli’s Mother” than 
to the “Poems from Ghana,” not only because they explicitly name Italian 
or Spanish persons and locations (Franchi, Sorrento, Barcelona), but also 
because they describe particular individuals. It is certainly possible that, 
like “Machiavelli’s Mother,” all three were included in one of  the batches 
sent to Swanzy in 1954. 

9 More than fifty individual animal species appear in the Akan-Ashanti Folk-
Tales collected by R. S. Rattray, who notes that “[t]he beasts and birds and 
fishes and insects which masquerade as human beings in these tales were 
not . . . selected haphazard. They were chosen with all the cleverness and 
insight into their various characteristics which one would expect from a 
nation of  hunters and dwellers with nature” (xii). Brathwaite’s familiarity 
with Rattray’s work is well documented by Warner-Lewis. 

10 Market women appear in other Ghanaian writings of  the period, for ex-
ample Albert Kayper-Mensah’s “Mami Takyiwa’s Misfortune.” Richard 
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Wright, in Black Power, his account of  his visit to Ghana in 1953, reflects 
at some length on the capacities of  “an average ‘mammy’ who buys and 
sells staples in the open markets” and who “handles, during the course of  
a year, a turnover amounting to £50,000!” (142–43). It is not entirely clear 
why Rohlehr believes “these ‘market-women’ have been selling more than 
peanuts,” or “vending their sexuality” (Pathfinder 59).

11 The first edition of  Anancy Stories and Dialect Verse, put out by Pioneer Press 
in Jamaica, and featuring Louise Bennett, had been published in 1950. 

12 As Ben Etherington remarks, effects associated with enjambment depend 
on syntactical surprise, which recedes as a condition of  possibility where 
lines are so regularly broken as in The Arrivants (198). 

13 Without further archival evidence, we cannot attribute the heading “Po-
ems from Ghana” with absolute confidence, but it seems likely that it was 
Brathwaite’s own, given that Collymore was otherwise happy to gather po-
ems by single authors under more prosaic headings, such as “Two Poems” 
(Daniel Williams, Bim 17; Raymond Tong, Bim 22; Stuart Hall, Bim 23; 
Brathwaite, Bim 28), and “Three Poems” (Mary Jackson, Bim 24 and Bim 
25; John Figueroa, Bim 27). 
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“this strange dark photograph 
at first so indistinct”: 
Kamau Brathwaite and the 
Photographic Image
Andrew Rippeon

Source: Tomasz Sroka | Unsplash 

“this strange dark photograph at first so indistinct”1

In April 2003, Kamau Brathwaite was at Wesleyan University, in Middletown, Con-
necticut, as the English Department’s distinguished Millett Fellow (see Goldberg). Suzanna 
Tamminen, director and editor in chief  of  Wesleyan University Press, attended the poet’s 
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lecture and reading on 2 April and recalls an almost hallucinatory event during which 
Brathwaite discussed Caribbean religious practices, read from new work, and projected 
photographic images that he had captured (Tamminen). The event was so singular that 
Tamminen approached the poet soon after to solicit his next work, beginning Brathwaite’s 
relationship with Wesleyan University Press and leading directly to three remarkable books: 
the Griffin Prize–winning Born to Slow Horses (2005), Elegguas (2010), and The Lazarus Poems 
(2017).2 One of  the photographs that Brathwaite showed on 2 April 2003, and which ap-
pears on the jacket cover of  his Born to Slow Horses, was of  Namsetoura—an unknown en-
slaved woman entombed in an unmarked grave on Brathwaite’s land in Barbados—whose 
image, as the book’s jacket copy notes, was “received by the author into his camera …April 
12, 2000” (Born, jacket flap). In that black-and-white image, Namsetoura stares back at the 
viewer; one eye is obscured by a kind of  lens flare, while the other recedes into darkness. 
She is wearing bangles in her nose and ear, and her mouth is partially open, as if  caught 
midspeech. The image is heavily pixelated, and—both on the cover of  Born to Slow Horses 
and in its earlier 2003 iteration as featured in the inaugural issue of  the online journal of  
Caribbean literature Anthurium—the image is “noisy” with visual artefact (see fig. 1).3

Fig. 1. Photograph of  Namsetoura, as scanned from the cover of  Brathwaite, Born to Slow Horses. Permission for all images reproduced in this essay 
have been granted by Beverley Brathwaite/Kamau Brathwaite’s estate.
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In several interviews around the publication of  the book, Brathwaite elaborates on 
the context of  capturing this spirit photograph. Having just returned to his small parcel of  
undisturbed land in Barbados and planning a sort of  retirement after many itinerant years, 
Brathwaite was informed by the government of  Barbados that his land was needed for an 
airport access road. “[W]hen I was told that I would have to leave,” Brathwaite recalls in 
conversation with poet Joyelle McSweeney, “I decided that I would try to photograph ev-
erything I could as a kind of  memory bank” (McSweeney). Discovering a spider in a web, 
illuminated by sunlight in a small grove of  trees near the ruins of  a small cabin, Brathwaite 
attempted to capture an image of  the spider. As he tells Leonard Schwartz,

I proceeded to photograph the spider. When I looked at the 
spider through my viewfinder, there was no spider, there was 
nothing but silence. When I looked with my naked eye the spi-
der was still there. . . . I decided that I would click the lens 
anyway, and try to capture this phenomenon. And when I did 
that, the lens split along its equator. (Brathwaite and Schwartz, 
“Namsetoura,” interview, 00:28:11–45; my transcript)

After several cameras mysteriously broke or otherwise failed mechanically during his re-
peated attempts, Brathwaite eventually captured a series of  images with an antiquated ana-
logue camera—as alluded to in the poem “Namsetoura,” “a simple borrow ko / -dax” (Born 
118), and in the interview with Schwartz, his wife’s Brownie box camera (Brathwaite and 
Schwartz, “Namsetoura,” interview, 00:29:41–53; my transcript).4 According to Brathwaite, 
when the film was developed, he discovered a series of  images not of  the spider but of  the 
spirit herself.

Brathwaite tells McSweeney that, in his attempts to write about the event, the poem 
becomes a form of  channeling: “I started out trying to get a narrative,” Brathwaite says, 
“but as I began to conceive of  a narrative, this image began to talk to me. . . . So that the 
poem . . . is in effect not only my description of  what happened, but the words Namsetoura 
begins to speak to me” (McSweeney). In Brathwaite’s account, Namsetoura tells him three 
related things: first, that she has been in this unmarked grave for three centuries, ill at ease 
because her death and gravesite were not properly commemorated:

Tree hundred years uh starin here under dis spider

web & bush,ananse at my door of  herbs. an now yu come 
disturb

 me wit yr camera destroy th ruin of  my spiral

with yr flash. . . . (Born 120)5

Second, she excoriates him personally: “Yu tink yu tall?// Yu say you writin poem about 
kimba slave//…Look wha be/ come-a yu! Mirasme buckra broni half-white back. / site 
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bwoy. eatin de buckra culcha” (120). As Brathwaite explains, despite whatever claims or 
connections he imagines he has to Africanity or Barbadian identity, “as far as she’s con-
cerned, I’m like all the other people through the last three hundred years, don’t know a 
damn about her, about her condition—her life here on the plantation as a woman, her life 
as an uprooted African princess or priestess or whatever she was. . . . I mean, she chewed 
me out properly” (McSweeney). And finally, Namsetoura charges Brathwaite with the re-
sponsibility to stay and defend his land and the unmarked graves beneath it. Brathwaite 
recalls,

[S]he implied that if  [I] want to really write a poem, having 
discovered her burial ground, and that if  I was to be a man, 
she said, using “man” in a very sexual manner—if  I was to be 
a man, I would have to have the balls to be able to defend her 
pasture. That was her indictment to me, her declaration to me 
that afternoon. (McSweeney) 

It seems that, as she speaks through him, Brathwaite is quite literally inspired by Namsetoura; 
as a result of  this experience, Brathwaite shifted his resolve, and rather than acquiesce to 
the Barbadian government’s claim, he took up Namsetoura’s charge to stay and defend the 
land.

As remarkable as these events are and as striking as the cover image and design of  
Born to Slow Horses are, Brathwaite’s capture of  the spectacular, spectral image of  Nam-
setoura might in fact be considered as part of  his lifelong thematic and prosodic engage-
ments with media: histories of  inscription, from petroglyphs to digital typography; aural 
information, from drumming to nation language, to “reel-to-reed” transcription (Arrivants, 
Liner notes); news media, from the daily newspapers of  Trench Town Rock to the documenta-
ry films of  Born to Slow Horses; and of  course, the computer as a bibliographical device and 
graphical interface, essential in the development and performance of  his own Sycorax Vid-
eo Style. Named for Caliban’s mother, the imprisoned sorceress Sycorax in Shakespeare’s 
The Tempest, Brathwaite’s Sycorax is characterized by a wide array of  typefaces in a variety 
of  sizes, striking variation in the point size and heavy pixelation of  those typefaces, inclu-
sion of  nonalphabetic glyphs and symbols, and not only left but also centre and right jus-
tifications. While Brathwaite has said of  Born to Slow Horses that it “celebrates [the Sycorax 
Video Style] in a very remarkable way . . . because . . . my publishers were able to give me 
the kind of  book I really wanted: a large format [with] enough mural space for the words to 
find their way on the page in a mural manner” (Brathwaite and Schwartz, “Namsetoura,” 
interview, 00:2:00–30), the practice begins to emerge at least as far back as his 1987 X/Self. 
In that book, the speaker in the poem “X/Self ’s Xth Letter from the Thirteen Provinces” 
(X/Self 80–87) first describes himself  as “writin in light”—that is, on a computer screen 
(87). The subsequent Shar: Hurricane Poem (1990) is notable for its early experimentation 
with point size, variable justification, black-letter glyphs, and font changes, as it recounts 
the destruction of  Brathwaite’s home and irreplaceable archives during Hurricane Gil-
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bert—events that Brathwaite witnessed not in person but rather on television while he was 
in the United States: “All I could do was watch that approaching terror without its sound 
on television” (Brathwaite, Shar).6

In other words, there are both etymological and inscriptive-technological cognates 
between the development of  Brathwaite’s Sycorax Video Style and televisual media and 
photography in particular, as (quite literally) drawing or writing with light (“Photography, 
N.”). Following the spirit-photograph of  Namsetoura, photographs and other images—not 
the familiar nonalphabetic glyphs established in his Sycorax Video Style—begin to crop 
up all over Brathwaite’s late, last books. After the cover of  Born to Slow Horses, three photo-
graphs appear in Liviticus, almost a dozen images appear in Strange Fruit, and half  a dozen 
photographs or film stills appear in The Lazarus Poems. In what follows, I consider these late 
developments and photographic inclusions, and how they situate Brathwaite’s work within 
a robust media history. I first provide context from Brathwaite himself  regarding his long 
relationship with photographic images and how photography offers both a metaphoric and 
a very real sort of  memory practice in the context of  colonial and postcolonial expropria-
tions. I then survey select images appearing in Brathwaite’s late books and offer commen-
tary on their textual context and how the images relate to their textual situation. While it is 
not possible to discuss all of  Brathwaite’s images, I have selected images from across these 
books, representing a range of  modalities and sources. Following this survey, I move to some 
theoretical coordinates on photography and spectrality: despite the spectacular nature of  
the image of  Namsetoura, her photograph is in fact part of  the long history of  spirit pho-
tography and the more spectral peripheries of  media studies.7 Because Brathwaite’s Syco-
rax style and his photographic images pose specific challenges to contemporary publishing, 
and because I am especially interested in how the materiality of  these images bears upon 
thematic engagements within Brathwaite’s late work, I provide context from interviews 
with those who have edited, designed, and published Brathwaite’s late works.

So much of  Brathwaite’s late work concerns a period of  great personal distress for 
the poet, including the strange and painful experiences Brathwaite describes as the “cultural 
lynching” of  the artist, or simply “CL.” Hinted at in the introduction to The Lazarus Poems, 
present throughout Liviticus, and detailed extensively in the introduction to Strange Fruit, the 
experience is of  a multi-fronted attack on the poet: physical illness; professional frictions; 
and the governmental expropriation of  his property, Cow Pastor, even as Brathwaite leaves 
his teaching post at New York University to return home to Barbados; but also, and perhaps 
most disturbingly, the covert theft of  thousands of  material artefacts from his personal col-
lection and private library. As I suggest in this article’s conclusion, there are both thematic 
and material-circumstantial resonances (after-images? apparitions?) between this period of  
distress and these late shifts to and incorporations of  photographic imagery in Brathwaite’s 
late work. I return in the final moments of  this article to some of  the most disturbing imag-
es in Brathwaite’s late practice to consider how image making and image capture might be 
thoroughly intertwined with these experiences in ways that have yet to be explored.
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“a part of  my internal photography”8

Speaking and reading during a book launch for Born to Slow Horses at the University 
of  the West Indies, Mona, in 2005, Brathwaite offers a long, contextualized discussion of  
the image of  Namsetoura. Recalling again (as he does with McSweeney and other interloc-
utors) how he first entered the small grove of  trees and then captured her singular image, 
Brathwaite further connects this context and the photograph of  Namsetoura to the much 
larger movements of  his return to Barbados (in his seventh decade) after nearly a lifetime 
away (Morgan et al.). For Brathwaite, the efforts to document the spider in the grove hear-
ken back to that first departure and a certain type of  memory practice that, in his own 
account, first enabled his poetry more than fifty years before. “I have spent, I realize now,” 
Brathwaite recalls,

. . . all my life trying to find a sacred space, a sacred place. 
And this is because I left Barbados at a very young age, just 
when I was beginning to recognize Barbados as sacred. . . . I 
left my tropical background, I left my home, . . . and I was ex-
posed to snow and ice, and indifference. (“Book Launch,” tape 
1; my transcript) . . . When I was leaving Barbados the first 
time, I started walking around the island, swimming around 
the island, driving around the island, cycling around the island, 
trying to understand every bit of  it. And that made it possible 
for me actually to write poetry because what I had witnessed in 
Barbados before I left became a part of  my internal photogra-
phy. (“Book Launch,” tape 2; my transcript)

Preparing for yet another departure, Brathwaite draws together events more than half  a 
century apart in a single sentence and observes that “on this occasion, instead of  trying to 
memorize it in that instinctive way I would take a photographic record of  Cow Pastor, which 
I proceeded to do” (tape 2; my transcript). While earlier iterations of  the project would have 
included “walking . . . swimming . . . driving, [and] cycling around the island,” this second 
anticipated departure from Cow Pastor and Barbados results in an idiosyncratic, personally 
curated mediascape, with the image of  Namsetoura at its inception and centre.

Following the 2005 Born to Slow Horses, that idiosyncratic memory practice and me-
diascape extends across a series of  books, as a wide variety of  images appear in the 2016 
Strange Fruit (Peepal Tree), the 2017 Liviticus (House of  Nehesi), and the 2017 The Lazarus 
Poems (Wesleyan UP). In Brathwaite’s already visually active page, images in these indepen-
dent and university-press publications vary widely in their composition, intentionality, and 
fidelity. Some images—like those of  a bearded fig (from which the island Barbados gets 
its name), Obatala priests, blurry black-and-white photos of  sparrows taken out the poet’s 
louvred window, local-interest news-media photos of  young schoolgirls or Crop-Over fes-
tival goers, or even the Crop-Over effigy Mr. Harding—might read as part of  those efforts 
to document the island. But other images, including rough, “noisy” black-and-white scans 
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of  either an Akuaaban doll or a rising full moon, or high-fidelity and full-colour licensed 
reproductions of  well-known international art, stretch the boundaries and meanings of  
that “internal photography” beyond “documentary.” Most disturbingly, perhaps, are those 
images and details Brathwaite borrows from early twentieth-century commercial postcards 
“celebrating” public lynchings in the North American context. Externalizing that “internal 
photography,” these images intersect with Brathwaite’s poetics on multiple levels.

Some images in these books act as points of  reference—as “source” or “inspiration” 
for the texts they accompany. In the poem “Corn-Rows,” for example, from Strange Fruit, 
Brathwaite takes a photo of  young schoolgirls from the Barbados Midweek Nation as the 
starting point for a brief  but touching meditation (see fig. 2).

Fig. 2. “Corn-Rows” and image from Midweek Nation, 13 June 2012 (Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 75)

In its six short lines, the poem both calls attention to and turns away from the dolls the 
girls play with. “[S]ome of  them black these days,” Brathwaite observes approvingly of  the 
dolls, as they represent a form of  inclusion, “if  still too golliwog”—that is, based on racial 
caricature. “[B]ut that’s not what // this picture bout – tho that is central too” he notes. 
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Instead, Brathwaite draws attention to the girls’ hair in the photograph and, by extension, 
to the “mothers’ hands of  skill & care & love” who braided the hair of  “the seven little dear-
ly beloved heads of  these girl-chilldren” (Strange Fruit 75). Other times, images appear as 
“decorative,” illustrations or (literal) framing devices, as in the poem “Moon,” also in Strange 
Fruit. Unlike “Corn-Rows,” the poem itself  does not mention the image that accompanies it 
(Strange Fruit 126), but, in the poem, the rarity of  the poet’s love for his partner Dream Chad 
is compared to the once-in-a-lifetime event of  two blue moons rising in a single calendar 
month.

Some images begin in a documentary register but then extend the metaphoric, con-
ceptual, and even archival engagements of  the texts. In his Liviticus, Brathwaite includes a 
slightly pixelated full-colour image of  a bearded fig tree (see fig. 3):9

Fig. 3. Text (from “Liviticus X”) and image of  a bearded fig tree (Brathwaite, Liviticus 24)
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In the accompanying text—“Liviticus X”—Brathwaite recounts how a bearded fig was cut 
down on Cow Pastor:

a likkle yellow bob-cat box-cyart traX-

cavator – a like a stealthy submarine

of  opportunity from ova at the Airport

– come cut-down the old ancestral beard

-ed ‘Los Barbados’ Tree of  Heaven (which

had been saved before by Intervention during the first

Fallujah – the first attack on CP years before . . .) an

(d) all my history + dream of  Seren-

getti razed + interdicted down in one

brief  bird. less egret afternoon of  sw-

oop + churn + up. turn dust + stone . (Liviticus 25)

Yet while an image of  a bearded fig—“Los Barbados,” “native to the i. lann which had / 
been given to this ole Portuguese colonial name / from the Beginning” (Liviticus 23)—ac-
companies this text of  personal trauma and destruction, that particular image (as noted in 
the front matter of  the book) was in fact not taken by the poet himself  but sourced from the 
Barbados-based Andromeda Botanic Gardens.

Other images are similarly borrowed and repurposed in Brathwaite’s use. In one 
such image in Strange Fruit, two women—Crop-Over celebrants—stand arm in arm, wear-
ing beaded thongs, feathers, and not much else. The full-colour image is doubled, appear-
ing first by itself  on a single recto page within a large neutral border and then on the verso 
of  that same page, enlarged edge to edge to a full-page bleed (Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 
113–14). Although the women doubtless are fully aware of  what they have chosen to wear 
for the festival and are likely indistinguishable from other revelers in similar attire, the im-
age nevertheless seems a bit invasive: the women face away from the camera and are photo-
graphed from behind and from a low angle. The resulting image is candid and anonymous, 
but it also feels covert, surreptitious, even voyeuristic—and in the enlarged second image 
in the sequence, this effect is even more pronounced, as the enlarging and cropping further 
emphasizes the women’s nearly bare backsides.

As is the case in the poem-photograph pairing of  “Corn-Rows,” these images (from 
the Barbados Saturday Sun) are also directly referenced in their accompanying texts—al-
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though their situation is a bit more involved. In a piece called “Revelation,” Brathwaite first 
transcribes the poet H. A. Vaughan’s 1945 poem “Revelation”—in which Vaughan’s speak-
er recognizes his lover’s “loveliness” and “dusky limbs,” praising them over “‘the face that 
launched a thousand ships’” and asking why other “fools / . . . prate of  Greece and Rome” 
rather than recognizing “burnished beauty nearer home” (Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 110).10 
In the next recto-verso spread, Brathwaite’s own poem “Nommo” faces the first smaller 
version of  the Saturday Sun photograph. In “Nommo,” the speaker is similarly struck by the 
beauty of  Blackness and projects this against a larger social context, commenting on both 
the photograph and the earlier poem: “These two black bonded + unbounded bodies / are 
boded well + well beyond Vaughan’s lovely / lyric” (112). “Well beyond” Vaughn’s “rev-
elation” of  a beauty that exceeds models from “Greece and Rome,” Brathwaite’s speak-
er praises the two women for their frank and immediate affection for one another: “You 
stare,” he writes, projecting himself  into the position of  the photographer as the women 
walk arm in arm and with an unguarded commitment to revelry, “while they stroll by be-
yond yr revelation // Such joy + doan-care caring” (112). In the next recto-verso spread, 
the same image is enlarged to fill the page, and it faces not a poem but a small explanatory 
note, providing attribution for the photograph and additional commentary, giving the can-
did news-media image a metaphoric and spiritual development beyond the lyric register of  
Vaughan’s poem: “[I]n 1945 . . . H A Vaughan is just discovering the maiden daughter of  
the orisha Oshun and she’s already ‘turn[ing] sideways’ tho we recover herself  and see her 
‘laughing eyes.’ In this 2012 poem the Nommo – Dogon Divine Twins – have fully turned 
their backs on the writer symbolizing that in the midst of  the revelry they are already dead 
sperrits and have turn their backs to the culture” (Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 115).

In these and other instances, borrowed images inspire, illustrate, or extend the the-
matic, metaphoric, and symbolic registers of  his writing. Aspects of  Brathwaite’s “internal 
photography”—a deep memory bank extending back to the first departure from Barbados 
and now re-emerging in advance of  his second departure—are in this way actualized and 
externalized. While the warmth of  some of  these images and meditations is apparent—the 
young girls and their mothers’ love in “Corn-Rows,” for example, or the frank unguard-
edness of  the “Nommo Twins” in “Revelation”—the bearded fig (cut down by excavator) 
and the burning Crop-Over effigy Mr. Harding (repeated in both Liviticus and Strange Fruit) 
clearly indicate the larger loss and conflagration of  the “Cultural Lynching” that so trou-
blingly impact Brathwaite’s last years. Before I address the specifics of  this context, I want 
to bracket momentarily the meaning of  these images and turn towards the material partic-
ulars of  their production. How does photography as a practice, with its own long history, 
add meaning to these theoretical, book-historical, and personal contexts?

“She is appearing in the most modern form possible. Through the camera.”11

In the early years of  portrait photography, technological and mechanical contexts 
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inadvertently lent photography a spectral cast. In his “A Short History of  Photography,” 
Walter Benjamin notes that “[t]he lower sensitivity to light of  the early plates made neces-
sary a long period of  exposure in the open,” and that this requirement made it “desirable 
to station the model as well as possible in a place where nothing stood in the way of  quiet 
exposure” (48). Benjamin further observes that the crude capture of  light-dark contrast 
in those early portraits often led to an inadvertent encircling of  their subjects in what he 
calls “a breathy halo” (48). Decades later, John Durham Peters observes of  portraits of  the 
same era that any movement by the subject during the process of  image capture “registered 
blurred and hence ghostly images” (Peters 97). To mitigate these mechanical and human 
faults, early photographers employed stagings that quite literally supported their subjects 
through the long sitting process of  the portrait: chairs or other supports upon which to sit, 
and tables or columns upon which to lean. As photographic technologies advanced, long 
sitting times became unnecessary, and light-dark contrast became a matter of  ever more 
precise chemical and technological control; yet later generations of  portrait photographers 
and, more importantly, their upwardly mobile clients retained and aspired to the trappings 
of  those earlier, costlier, and more spectral photographs. “The accessories in such portraits, 
with the columns, balustrades and little oval tables,” Benjamin writes, “recall the time when 
one had to give the models points of  support so they could remain steady during the long 
exposure” (48). Similar to these anachronistic stagings, “photographers in the period after 
1880 saw their task [as] simulating that aura through all the arts of  retouching” (Benjamin 
49).

While photography as a commercial practice might endorse and support class con-
ventions, the medium contained other potentials within itself. Part of  what is most com-
pelling about photography is, for Benjamin, its ability—“a magical value that a painted 
picture can never again possess” (47)—to reveal and preserve a grain of  the immediate 
present, despite and even against the art and artifice of  the photographer. As Benjamin 
writes, “All the artistic preparations of  the photographer and all the design in the position-
ing of  his model to the contrary, the viewer feels an irresistible compulsion to seek the tiny 
spark of  accident, the here and now” (47). In Benjamin’s account, that “spark of  accident, 
the here and now,” is able to pierce the awkwardly staged and anachronist mise en scène 
and postproduction camera effects of  portraiture as an early commercial industry. At the 
same time, that “spark of  accident” also licenses and lends credence to those who take the 
spectrality of  photography to its limits—photographers like post–Civil War portrait artist 
William Mumler (credited with popularizing spirit photography), early twentieth-century 
studio artists like James Van Der Zee (Harlem Renaissance portrait artist who openly used 
double-exposure techniques to create commemorative or aspirational images)12, or even the 
mid-twentieth century laboratory phenomenon of  Kirlian photography (where electrically 
charged objects placed on photographic plates seem to exude flaring auras from their dark-
er silhouettes). These practices draw on the same technological immediacy celebrated by 
Benjamin for piercing to “the here and now” and clearing out the spectral airs separating 
the viewer from what is shown in the picture: “that spark has, as it were, burned through 
the person in the image with reality, finding the indiscernible place in the condition of  that 
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long past minute where the future is nesting, even today, so eloquently that we looking back 
can discover it” (47). Whether spiritualist, impressionistic, or (pseudo-)scientific, practices 
like Mumler’s, Van Der Zee’s, or Kirlian lab imagery offer viewers what Peters attributes to 
all emergent media: “[b]y preserving people’s apparitions in sight and sound, media of  re-
cording helped repopulate the spirit world. Every new medium,” Peters goes on to observe, 
“is a machine for the production of  ghosts” (Peters 139).

In the case of  Namsetoura, the spectral photograph captured by Brathwaite also 
performs multiple functions that are, perhaps, at cross-purposes to one another, as he ex-
plains them in conversation with McSweeney. Namsetoura appears to Brathwaite first as 
an accidental image “received . . . into his camera” as he attempts to photograph a spider. 
In that sense, the accident of  the image reads both as a Benjaminian “spark” verifying “the 
here and now” and also, according to Peters, as “documentation . . . of  the objective ex-
istence of  spirits” (Peters 98). Furthermore, as Brathwaite tells McSweeney that Barbados 
has only one archaeologically documented slave burial ground—despite Barbados’s central 
role in the transatlantic slave trade—Brathwaite observes to McSweeney that the appear-
ance of  Namsetoura via spirit photograph is also “an indictment to [him],” with decidedly 
less spectral applications. “I began to think no longer of  leaving CowPastor as we’d intend-
ed to do,” he says, 

. . . I decided, why not stay here and try to defend the situa-
tion. . . . I was going to have to challenge the archeologists of  
Barbados and the Caribbean to come and do some digging . . 
. .  [What [Namsetoura] said is that I should do some real re-
search, I should defend her sacred space, and I should become 
concerned therefore with the environment, both historically 
and spiritually, from which she had come. And soon after that I 
began to make it clear to the government of  Barbados, without 
much response, that I was not going to leave CowPastor until 
I got some clear explanation as to why they wanted to build a 
road through this place. (McSweeney)  

Speaking, again, during the book launch for Born to Slow Horses at the University of  the West 
Indies, Mona, Brathwaite observed quite simply that 

[Namsetoura is] teaching me because she wants to make sure 
that I understand why she has appeared and why she has ap-
peared so reluctantly and so violently and in such a modern way. 
. . . [W]e think of  spirits and Africa as old fashioned but here 
she is appearing in the most modern form possible. Through 
the camera . . . Later on I’m sure she might have even—I might 
have heard her on a cellular [audience laughter]. . . . So she comes 
in the form that is most accessible to me. (“Book Launch,” tape 
2; my transcript).
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In Brathwaite’s assessment, the image of  Namsetoura is at once a mediated, medi-
umistic link to the spirit world, foundational archaeological evidence, and primary source 
for the voice in the poem that bears her name. Writing of  such contemporary mediums 
and spiritualist practices, Peters asserts that “spiritualists today use audiovisual media as 
means of  receiving messages from the dead,” and that, because mediums are themselves 
subjective beings with both conscious and unconscious processes that might bestow noise 
or interference in their practices, some contemporary mediums prefer machines, because 
“[m]achines offer a more objective way to register messages from the other side” (Peters 
100). The spectral image that serves as the cover to Born to Slow Horses and that also appears 
in online versions of  the poem corresponds to Peters’s description of  spirit photography as 
a genre, serving one or more of  several overlapping functions: documentary evidence of  
ghosts, comfort and care for both the living and the dead, and a unique form of  visual art 
or even entertainment (Peters 98). While my interests are in relation to Brathwaite’s larger 
image-making practice, an in-depth reading and contextualization of  Namsetoura reveals 
the ways in which Brathwaite’s twenty-first-century capture of  this spirit photograph in-
augurates an image-making aspect in his work and further positions his late book- and 
image-making practice at the fraught intersections of  nearly two centuries of  documentary, 
entertainment media, surveillance, and racial violence. I will return to the image of  Nam-
setoura in my final section, but before I do so, I would like next to consider how images ap-
pear in, intersect with, and complicate Brathwaite’s poetics at the level of  his bookmaking 
practice.

“Liviticus is performed in the author’s camera-ready Sycorax Video Style”13

Even prior to the development of  works in his Sycorax Video Style, Brathwaite’s 
work was noted for capturing Caribbean land-, sea-, and soundscapes; its keen attention to 
Caribbean idiolects and Brathwaite’s foundational notion of  “nation language”; its early 
and ongoing relationship with recording and broadcast media and writing technologies; 
and its intervention into and relationship with archives at once literary, historical, com-
munal, and personal. Maureen Warner-Lewis, for example, has located even Brathwaite’s 
earliest works in a “preoccupation with capturing West Indian sounds, voices, and speech 
acts [and] the orality of  African poetic performance . . . to which he was exposed during 
his employment in Ghana” (54). And Donette A. Francis has identified American jazz as 
Brathwaite’s “first language of  dissonance” (149). Anna Reckin and Kelly Baker Josephs 
have further developed these notions of  sound and dissonance in their attentions to the 
later Sycorax texts: according to Reckin, the Sycorax style “exploits the potential of  typog-
raphy and book design to produce a textual kinetics,” is “very attentive to the space of  the 
page and the way that the reader moves within the space of  the book,” and “manipulates 
the hierarchies of  graphic design, . . . for a range of  intra- and inter-textual manoeuvres” 
(4). Josephs extends the concept of  dissonance in Brathwaite’s work by turning to Édouard 
Glissant’s notion of  the opacity or “irreducible density” (Josephs 5) of  one language to 
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another as a means of  describing nation-language poetics. Josephs further suggests that 
the Sycorax style is itself  both a way of  maintaining and further developing in poetics the 
revolutionary capacity of  the language (6) and—by means of  Brathwaite’s relentless rewrit-
ing, transposing, and shuffling of  works into the Sycorax style and across volumes of  his 
work—a dynamic process of  archiving the self  that is “simultaneously intensely personal 
while reflecting sensitivity toward, and awareness of, Caribbeanness” (3).

In many such accounts of  Brathwaite’s work both before and after the development 
of  the Sycorax Video Style, the material and prosodic particularities of  his practice tend 
to be considered in their aural and typographic dimensions, emphasizing the input-out-
put function of  his work. For example, as an effort to represent nation language (what the 
poet hears; an aural input), Brathwaite develops his Sycorax Video Style (combining fonts, 
glyphs, and variable justifications; a visual output). Yet this has the unintended effect of  min-
imizing aspects of  Brathwaite’s practice that might be understood as creatively engaging 
with the contingencies of  book production and media fidelity. Recent work, however, has 
more closely examined the material process of  Brathwaite’s practice. Jacob Edmonds, for ex-
ample, has considered Brathwaite’s poetics as an engagement with “read-write” media such 
as xerography and magnetic tape—with a particularly exciting exploration of  Brathwaite’s 
early experiments in typography and contemporaneous print advertisements for the emer-
gent technology of  the office Xerox machine (Edmonds 20–61). Like Edmonds, Matthew 
Kirschenbaum has considered Brathwaite’s practice as situated upon and engaged with in-
formation infrastructures; in his Track Changes, Kirschenbaum investigates where, when, and 
how Brathwaite obtained various models of  computers or their operating systems (200–01). 
Kirschenbaum’s most recent work on Brathwaite has shaped some of  my own motivating 
questions here. In his Bitstreams, Kirschenbaum explores the accumulation of  the font li-
brary that enables Brathwaite’s Sycorax Video Style. Taking issue with the often-repeated 
but seldom-investigated idea of  Brathwaite’s “trademark” style, Kirschenbaum argues that 
Sycorax is “a thing that we should be able to talk about with some degree of  material and 
historical specificity,” asserting “the desirability of  understanding what Sycorax actually 
was and wasn’t, not just aesthetically or mythopoetically, but also, yes, materially and tech-
nologically” (Bitstreams 56–73).

Because I was interested in an adjacent question—Brathwaite’s images as materi-
al and/or digital objects, and what those objects are (or might have been)—I contacted 
the publishers of  his last books: Peepal Tree Press, House of  Nehesi Publishers (HNP), 
and Wesleyan University Press. In conversations with editors, project directors, and book 
designers at each organization, it became clear that the image-laden books that they pub-
lished for Brathwaite were managed and produced in similar ways. Publishers indicated 
that they received either a digital file or a paper manuscript, and that in each case the im-
ages that appeared in the final books were a part of  those digital or paper files. Jeremy Poy-
nting, founder and managing editor of  the UK-based Peepal Tree Press, which produced 
Brathwaite’s 2016 Strange Fruit, confirmed that all images appearing in that book “were 
entirely of  Kamau’s making” (Email, 19 May 2021). Poynting later added,
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One thing I do remember is that we had to persuade Kamau to 
send us the pdf  file . . . because the paper print-outs he sent to 
be used for printing the book were not of  good enough quality 
(particularly the images and small point-sized text). It was from 
these pdfs that the book was printed. (Email, 16 Aug. 2021) 

Lasana M. Sekou, projects director at HNP, responded to similar inquiries of  mine by 
sharing an interview he granted in 2020, regarding the production of  Brathwaite’s HNP 
books Words Need Love Too (2000) and Liviticus. Brathwaite’s relationship with HNP began 
in early 2000, after a conversation between Sekou and Brathwaite, during which the poet 
“appeared very troubled that major international publishers refused to accept his poems 
in the Sycorax Video Style. [Sekou] said it wouldn’t be a problem for House of  Nehesi” 
(Sekou, “Editor’s Note” 65).

When I asked Sekou specifically about the images in Brathwaite’s 2017 HNP publi-
cation Liviticus, he responded,

The ms was received camera-ready as a Word doc from, and as 
typed by, Kamau Brathwaite—fonts, images included. . . .

The photo images . . . that appear in Liviticus were integrated 
in the original ms received from Mr. Brathwaite. HNP secured 
the high resolution images from other sources and permission 
to use from the copyright holder[s] where applicable. . . .

The HNP graphic artist/book designer prepared the Liviticus 
camera-ready content pages file, which was submitted to print-
er as a high resolution PDF. (Email; emphasis in original)

As Sekou recalled in 2020, “Kamau was a virtual art director while we were laying out 
the Liviticus pages” (“Editor’s Note” 67), and as published, the book carries traces of  this 
process in its prefatory note to the reader, that “Liviticus is performed in the author’s cam-
era-ready Sycorax Video Style” (Brathwaite, Liviticus ix). The particularities of  the “cam-
era-ready” manuscript open multiple pathways for thinking about Brathwaite’s late work. 
In one regard, this places further emphasis on Brathwaite’s unique typographical practic-
es and how these in turn challenge commercial bookmaking conventions. From another 
perspective, this more squarely situates Brathwaite’s practice in relation to photography, 
since the commercial production of  works in his Sycorax Video Style exposes and renders 
opaque the intermediary print-production step of  shooting high-quality films in order to 
produce commercial printing plates.

It was in conversation with editors and book producers at Wesleyan University Press 
(where this inquiry began) that I most came to see these as inextricable from one another 
and essential to understanding Brathwaite’s late works. I had originally approached Wesley-
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an to learn about Namsetoura’s actual image. Could I track down a copy that Brathwaite 
had sent to the press? When I spoke with Tamminen, she suggested that I contact Barbara 
Williams Ellertson, retired founder of  BW&A Books, which designed and produced Wes-
leyan’s Born to Slow Horses. Ellertson and I spoke for several hours by phone, and I visited 
Ellertson in her home studio, in nearby Durham, North Carolina. Ellertson and I spent 
a full day together: we spoke further about her close work with Brathwaite—not only on 
Born to Slow Horses but also on a planned but never realized anthology of  his writings—and 
we reviewed the thick stack of  pages sent by Brathwaite to Ellertson as camera-ready copy 
for Born to Slow Horses. My questions prompted Ellertson also to bring out her correspon-
dence and production files pertaining to that book, where the material and production 
consequences of  running an author’s camera-ready copy became even clearer. While I was 
hoping to locate material evidence of  Namsetoura’s image, I came across correspondence 
between Ellertson and the commercial printers who ran the edition of  Born to Slow Horses, 
including the sign-off form for the first printing of  the book. Usually a standard document 
between the press and the commercial printer indemnifying all parties against any errors 
that might result from the process, this particular iteration added several sentences specific 
to the project: “We all understand that, since the text of  the book is being shot as camera 
copy from the author’s manuscript, there will be type unevenness and ‘jaggedness’ as the 
author intends as part of  his Sycorax style” (Ellertson, Sign-Off Form). More to the point, 
the spec sheet sent along with the sign-off form included a note on “ILLUSTRATIONS,” 
indicating that “text is in effect art, shot from author’s camera copy” (Ellertson, Print/Bind 
Specs).

From a production standpoint, this meant that each of  Brathwaite’s pages in the 
manuscript was itself  photographed, in order to produce films that were then used to pro-
duce printing plates for the commercial printing process. Changes to the manuscript—in 
pagination, for example, or in blocks of  text and their relative placement to one another—
required a literal cutting and pasting, and Ellertson showed me a version of  the hot-wax 
coater (or “waxer”) she used to apply a removable adhesive backing to snippets of  text 
when they needed to be moved within the manuscript. This impacts even the most seem-
ingly mundane apparatus of  the book, in that each and every one of  the page numbers in 
the nearly 150-page Born to Slow Horses—typed in one of  Brathwaite’s preferred typefaces, 
Stop—was actually a small snippet of  paper materially waxed into place before films were 
made of  the waxed-up manuscript pages.14 Further production correspondence between 
Ellertson and the commercial printers revealed further consequence. In a memo dated 13 
July 2006, amid other production notes, there was a brief  comment from Ellertson, stating 
that it was “[i]mportant to run the text cleanly, since this author uses little specs to signify 
poetic meaning” (Ellertson, Memo). Readers of  Brathwaite would be familiar with such 
“little specs”—the full stops he places at or near the ends of  his lines, at or near the ends of  
words within lines, or even within words to break them into their constitutive parts. When 
I asked her, Ellertson clarified that her instructions to “run the text cleanly” were a request 
that the printer be sure to brush the pages free of  dust before shooting films and to be 
sure that the films themselves were free of  dust before printing commenced—because dust 
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motes, marks made in the process of  cutting and pasting, or even simple burnishing of  the 
pages due to handling would all show up in the films and the plates. Ellertson then showed 
me pages where marks had in fact been screened with page-correction tape or fluid, and 
although these corrections had an obvious visibility and even three-dimensional tactility in 
Ellertson’s home studio, when she placed these leaves on her studio table and adjusted the 
intensity of  her work lamp, the page corrections simply disappeared before my eyes. In this 
way, she said, clean films were shot of  marred, heavily emended, or corrected pages (see 
fig. 4 and 5).

Fig. 4. Detail of  manuscript page 118 from Born to Slow Horses, viewed in raking light. Note the waxed page number in Brathwaite’s preferred 
typeface Stop and the correction tape in the left and right margins. Courtesy of  Barbara Williams Ellertson.
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Fig. 5. The same leaf  in the Born to Slow Horses manuscript, scanned by Ellertson to demonstrate how emendations or changes made by waxer 
“disappear” in photographic reproduction. Courtesy of  Barbara Williams Ellertson.

While I might have visited Ellertson in order to find a single photograph that became 
the cover of  Born to Slow Horses, I left with a sense of  that book and Brathwaite’s subsequent 
image-heavy works as situated more fully within and against a backdrop of  the long history 
of  photographic images and emergent media. In fact, I left Ellertson’s studio with a sense of  
the text of  Born to Slow Horses as itself  a series of  photographs—each of  them touched and 
retouched so as to give the appearance of  immediacy between Brathwaite and his reader, 
to eliminate or erase the process or presence of  an editor, printer, or book producer. These 
photographically enabled appearances and disappearances, these covertly mediated imme-
diacies, these profoundly mundane spectralities echo alongside and call us back once again 
to the image of  Namsetoura.
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“The Surveillance factor”15

I never found an image of  Namsetoura such as I had hoped to find. I did find both 
sides of  the correspondence between Ellertson and BW&A, on the one side, and Wesley-
an, on the other—a sticky note from Leslie Starr, marketing manager at Wesleyan, that 
seems at one point to have been adhered to the front of  the image, and Ellertson’s response 
accompanying the return of  that same image. “Here is the cover art for the Brathwaite 
book,” Starr writes in a note dated 4 August 2004. “Supposedly it’s a photo of  the spirit 
that Brathwaite uses in some of  the poems. We thought it would be a nice, simple image w/
his digital type for the cover” (Letter to Barbara Williams Ellertson). Ellertson’s response, on 
BW&A stationery, indicates return of  the image: “Leslie, enclosed please find the original 
art of  the cover of  Born to Slow Horses (“photo” as laser print of  Namsetoura)” (Letter to 
Leslie Starr). Fittingly, the notes are attached to each other, and the image is absent. In Ell-
ertson’s recollection, the image had been submitted as a laser print of  the photograph, and 
when the cover had been produced, the image was returned, via the press, to Brathwaite 
himself. Yet the absence of  the image does not stop there; it continues to reverberate.

In two extraordinary documents published in the Bajan Reporter, under a preface and 
with the byline AirBourne, Brathwaite lists many of  the objects stolen from him (including 
tapes, books, manuscripts, medals, and other items) and, at the same time, inserts searing 
commentary on the experience as he undergoes it. Noting the personal and archival, as well 
as monetary, value of  items stolen, Brathwaite makes clear how he sees these events:

I think we can say now <15 Dec 2006> that some 1/3 of  my 
library has been pillaged here in NYC at NYU). . . . you can’t 
imaj the TIME WASTED, the negative effect on mt TEACH-
ING WRITING & RESEARCH, and the sense of  INSULT 
– that someone . . . who clearly feel that perhaps I shdn’t have 
what i have – after all, who is this likkle black bwoy from the 
Caribbean w/all this rare & valuable STUFF – and the terrible 
angst of  having to look look look SEARCH for these precious 
items before I can sit down and write them here as MISSING. 
(AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite”)

In noting that among the books, tapes, and medals are also thousands of  rolls of  film, as 
well as analogue and digital photographs (“5 CDs – some 1000 digital photos – mainly my 
pictorial archive & research Bdos 1996–2007,” “GHANA PHOTOGRAPHS – my pics 
1955–1962”), Brathwaite indicates the place these hold in his personally curated archive 
(AirBourne, “Professor Kamau Brathwaite”). Namsetoura’s images, too, are listed as stolen: 
item 106 and items 110/115 in part 1 are listed as “Namsetoura – orij photo negatives, 
prints & transparencies” (AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite”) and in part 2, simply “Nam-
setoura Pics & docs from the Tobago 07 Mas” (AirBourne, “Professor Kamau Brathwaite”). 
But the cultural lynching has a more peculiar relationship with the image than merely that 
of  theft of  photographs as artefacts.
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There are, for one, absent artefacts that remain only as photographs. The image of  
Namsetoura might be principal among these (a photograph that became a laser print that 
became a book cover, with only the lattermost seeming to remain). Brathwaite also records 
and presents the theft of  an Akuaaban doll, first, in a poem that describes the doll and its 
social, cultural purpose, and then—in a facing-page spread—with that same poem super-
imposed over a “noisy” scan of  a photograph of  an actual Akuaaban doll (see fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Brathwaite, “Akuaaba,” Strange Fruit 82–83, verso-recto spread

In its greyscale representation in the book, the doll hovers in a hazy cloud of  pixels at the 
top, with bitmapped edges and a vertical line marring the image where the toner has broken 
either in the scanning or printing of  the image. In a barely legible note to the second itera-
tion of  the poem (both the image and the poem are in greyscale, and are therefore difficult 
to distinguish from each other), Brathwaite describes the doll as “my lone akuaaba doll giv-
en me by the Princess Dafoë. yr grandmother [illegible] and STOLEN from our apartment 
(NYC/CL) december 2010” (Strange Fruit 83). Here is photograph as evidence—not of  a 
spectral realm but of  material absence from this one, as the cultural lynching accumulates.
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In its most sinister register, however, the relationship between the cultural lynching 
and the image involves what Brathwaite identifies early on as “The Surveillance factor” 
(AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite”) and later as a “huge sophisticated apparatus” (Strange 
Fruit 18). Despite changing the locks in his university-sponsored housing, speaking to depart-
mental and university leadership, and even installing security cameras, nothing, it seems, 
is able to stop the thefts or even identify their perpetrators. “[W]hen this thing started,” 
he recalls in October 2007, “we assumed it was Homeland Security/CIA spying on me 
– profile of  Terrorist or of  Black Danger. pho tapped. I’m sure there are bugs all over the 
apt” (AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite”). But that surveillance becomes more than passive 
audiovisual recording: “I think they hoping to make it appear that i mad /we mad and get 
me to commit suicide,” he speculates (AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite”), later extending 
these considerations in Strange Fruit:

The master-plan of  the CL was/is to make it seem that the 
TEEFIN was/is a ‘figment of  my imagination’. that i was/am 
in fact suffering from a MANTAL problem – DEMENTIA . . 
. as STATISTICAL PROBABILITY & XPECTATION – i’m 
then 81 . . . which is WHY i’m so easily misrepresented as re. 
TIRED (21)

Perpetuated by agents who are able to evade audiovisual surveillance, the extractive aspects 
of  the cultural lynching are enabled by and depend upon that very same surveillance: “such 
AWEsome & ALLseeing SURVEILLANCE . . . that if  we left the apartment by itself  for 
just 10 mins. you cd be SURE that if  they wish or need it SOMETHING GONE” (20). We 
might paraphrase this by saying that while the process of  cultural lynching is a relentless, 
painful, and distressing theft of  personally significant items, it is also a matter of  being sub-
jected against one’s will to audiovisual surveillance and image capture, and what Brathwaite 
has done in openly indicting this “huge sophisticated apparatus” is to expose and put a 
different name to what David Marriott identifies as “the discursive frameworks, political 
and commercial interests, that ensure that some social ‘targets’ are rendered more visible by 
surveillance than others” (xiv).

That visibility and social targeting is most certainly what underpins the images 
with which Brathwaite both begins and ends his introduction to Strange Fruit, entitled “The 
Lynching Tree”: first, an awful detail from and later the full image of  a picture postcard 
depicting an early twentieth-century lynching (see fig. 7 and 8).
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Fig. 7. Detail of  photograph, Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 17
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Fig. 8. Full image of  photograph, Brathwaite, Strange Fruit 25
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The impressionistic and unsettling connection that Brathwaite draws here is between his 
own experience of  unwanted surveillance and theft—hypervisibility and social targeting—
and the commemorative celebration of  the lethal effects of  racial terror. Such commercial-
ization of  racialized violence and death is certainly a precursor to Marriott’s notion of  “in-
fotainment” as the circulation and commodification of  “images of  racial catastrophe” (xx). 
Yet, because Brathwaite retains spectral possibilities in his images and in his relationship to 
photography—his photographic capture of  Namsetoura; his surveilling yet unsurveillable 
antagonists; his artefacts that survive only as images; and, not the least, the very leaves of  
his books that are not pages of  text but rather photographs of  pages of  text with their own 
unseen handlers and retouchings—it seems more apt to consider Fred Moten’s ruminations 
on the strange, even eerie temporalities pertaining to the image of  Emmett Till.

According to Moten, Till’s death was “haunted” by all similar such deaths that pre-
ceded it in anonymity—similar, except for the lack of  a widely circulated photograph. That 
infamous, widely circulated photograph of  the murdered boy in his casket was said to have 
sparked a resistance movement, but it only could have done so, Moten observes, if  the 
movement the image is said to have sparked had in fact already begun and been prepared for 
such a catalyst. So, to attend to the image of  Till in his casket, “you need to be interested 
in the complex, dissonant, polyphonic affectivity of  the ghost, the agency of  the fixed but 
multiply apparent shade, an improvisation of  spectrality” (Moten 196). To look upon the 
image of  Till is to experience “a general disruption of  the ways in which we gaze at the face 
and at the dead” (199), and to therefore risk “slipping, not away, but into something less 
comfortable than horror” (201). What is less comfortable than horror? Moten suggests a “poly-
phonic affectivity” of  “aesthetic judgment, denial, laughter, some out and unprecedented 
reflection, movement, murder, song . . . an inappropriate ecstatics that goes along with this 
aesthetics” (201). To bring this into final resonance with Brathwaite: to look upon any one of  
his images is to confront its content, but to more broadly consider the practice and poetics 
of  the photographic image across his works is, as Moten might say, “to hold open the ques-
tion of  what looking might mean . . . what the aesthetics of  the photograph might mean 
for politics” (198). As it braids together spectrality and documentary evidence, artefacts of  
presence and absence, spectatorship and surveillance and voyeurism, Brathwaite’s poetics 
of  the photograph call his readers/viewers into that uncomfortably “inappropriate ecstat-
ics” as they encounter a counter-rational poetics resonant with racial terror and redemptive 
love—a self-archiving practice and/against erosions of  the self  and archive.
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Notes
1 Brathwaite, “Namsetoura & the Companion Stranger” 78.
2 Despite Tamminen’s recollection of  cameras set up to record, librarians 

and archivists at Wesleyan have not yet been unable to locate recordings 
of  the 2003 event. My interests in this introduction are to present the im-
age of  Namsetoura and the circumstances of  its photographic capture, 
but those interested in performance of  this poem should consult the widely 
available interview with Brathwaite conducted by Leonard Schwartz on 
his radio-show Cross-Cultural Poetics (see Brathwaite and Schwartz, “Nam-
setoura,” interview). An audio-recording was also made of  Brathwaite 
performing Namsetoura’s poem during a 2005 book launch for Born to 
Slow Horses, at the University of  the West Indies, Mona. In that reading, 
Brathwaite projects and discusses images of  Namsetoura; audio indicates 
that he moves towards the projection (i.e., away from the microphone) to 
emphasize key features of  the projected image. In later sections of  this ar-
ticle, I turn to key moments from that 2005 recording; my thanks to Sean 
Mockyen at the University of  the West Indies, Mona for locating record-
ings of  the book launch and for providing digitized copies for my review. 

3 As a jacket cover, the image is in fact black and silver: the jacket is printed 
with a glossy, highly reflective metallic ink, while the rest of  the cover is a 
reflective beetle green and the lettering reflective silver. That metallic sil-
ver emphasizes those noisy visual artefacts—especially the lens flare over 
Namsetoura’s right eye. 

4 In the poem, Brathwaite’s speaker produces the image: “i click de pic / 
-ture” (Born 118); in conversation with Schwartz, Brathwaite states that his 
wife took “three or four pictures” (Brathwaite and Schwartz, “Namsetou-
ra,” interview, 00:29:45–52; my transcript), which were then developed 
into the extant images of  Namsetoura.

5 As in the case of  all quotations, I here retain Brathwaite’s spacing, spelling, 
and punctuation but do not attempt to represent the typographic identity 
of  poems in his Sycorax Video Style.

6 Significant early works in the Sycorax Video Style include Trench Town Rock 
(1994), Dream Stories (1994), and Ancestors (2001). For more on marking this 
moment of  transition in Brathwaite’s practice, see Josephs 6–8.

7 For an account of  spectrality and sound media, see Collins on Brathwaite 
and the radio. For an account of  Brathwaite and the ghostliness of  
word-processing and early computer communication, see Kirschenbaum, 
Track Changes 201–03. 
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8 Brathwaite, “Book Launch,” tape 2; my transcript.
9 The image pixelation is likely from resizing a digital file included in the 

PDF of  the manuscript as submitted to the press. See discussion to follow 
on the provenance of  Liviticus.

10 This poem anticipates in verse Brathwaite’s later argument in “History of  
the Voice” that pedagogy in the colonial context impoverishes the poetic 
imagination of  colonial subjects (see “History” esp. 263). The expropria-
tive context echoes and anticipates Brathwaite’s own struggles over Cow 
Pastor: observing that the poem is from Vaughan’s collection Sandy Lane and 
Other Poems, Brathwaite notes that Sandy Lane “is one of  the most beauti-
ful parts of  ‘Beautiful Barbados’ – probably an ancient Amerindian settle-
ment and used to be regarded . . . as ‘sacred ground’ by all Bajans esp the 
large black underclass” (Strange Fruit 110). At the time of  Vaughn’s writing, 
the location “was already being sold-off to (rich white) foreigner/colonial 
landowners and today it is a ‘no-fly’ enclave reserved for them” (Strange 
Fruit 110). Vaughan appears as a reference and example in Brathwaite’s 
“History of  the Voice” as an important precursor to nation-language po-
etics (“History” 287). 

11 Brathwaite, “Book Launch,” tape 2; my transcript. 
12 According to Van Der Zee, “I wanted to make the camera take what I 

thought should be there” (Dundun).
13 Brathwaite, Liviticus ix. 
14 To consider the impact of  this process further, readers should compare the 

first printing of  Born to Slow Horses with subsequent printings of  the work, 
in which the pagination has been slightly amended. For further discussion 
of  Brathwaite and the typeface Stop, see Kirschenbaum, Bitstreams 56–73.

15 AirBourne, “Kamau Brathwaite.”
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“like quetzalcoatl flying”: 
Afro-Caribbean and 
Amerindian Entanglements in 
Kamau Brathwaite
Dashiell Moore

Source: Matt Artz  | Unsplash 

Introduction

When asked why he was first drawn to poetry, Barbadian poet and scholar Kamau 
Brathwaite recollects that he was inspired “to create images, and not just images but i was 
aware that i needed to create a native image. Stress this word native because of  the destruc-
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tion of  the sense of  nativity and birth, the whole thing bout a slave woman not being able to 
give birth to a free child” (Brathwaite and Saje 204). Hortense Spillers clarifies Brathwaite’s 
association of  the creation of  a “native image” to the “whole thing bout a slave woman not 
being able to give birth to a free child” when she suggests that the destruction of  “matri-
lineal relations” in the transatlantic slave trade between Africa and the Americas disrupted 
all concepts of  “creation” and “cultural inheritance” (80). Therefore, Brathwaite resists a 
semiotic system that aligns Afro-Caribbean reproduction with the accumulation of  capital 
in enslavement. He uses poetry to develop an alter-native concept of  creation from this nexus 
of  birth and destruction. Brathwaite defines this alter-native in Contradictory Omens as the 
Indigenization of  Afro-Creole culture in the Caribbean, “a real Alter-native Tradition since 
they have successfully replaced the Amerindians as the folk . . . tradition” (24). In this formu-
lation, enslaved subjects are able to become native to an inherited landscape by inscribing 
their own cultural forms upon the landscape. The creative genesis of  African natives forced 
to new lands challenges essentialist constructions of  native identity in Western discourse 
under ethnic or regional categories. In “Jonkonnu in Jamaica,” Sylvia Wynter describes this 
process as the landscape’s inscription

with gods and spirits, with demons and duppies, with all the rich pano-
ply of  man’s imagination, . . . a powerful and pervasive cultural process 
which has largely determined the unconscious springs of  our beings; a 
process we shall identify and explore as the process of  “indigenization” 
a process whose agent and product was Jamaican folklore, folk song, 
folk-tales, folk-dance. (35)

Like Brathwaite, Wynter suggests that Indigenization refers to the process of  rooting one’s 
culture into an inherited soil but goes further to suggest that Indigenization counters an 
overemphasis on secular modes of  thought that sublimate native identities to primitivism, 
in that “gods and spirits,” “demons and puppies” are central to “the unconscious springs 
of  our beings”. Her turn to imaginative inscription to reclaim Indigenous identity for a 
transplanted people suggests a wider critique of  secular modes that define what it means to 
be human.

However, returning to Brathwaite’s definition of  Indigenization as an alter-native 
concept of  creation, what is or what is not considered a “native image” appears contingent 
upon the “successful replacement” of  Amerindian culture (24). The sense of  entanglement 
that pervades the poet’s “Alter-native Tradition” reflects the tension between his desire to 
poetically recover a transatlantic past and the necessities of  cultural self-definition in Indige-
nization. The formulation belies the fact that there are records of  Amerindian survivance in 
the Caribbean region across the historical period that I describe later, as does Brathwaite’s 
account of  Caribbean history in “History of  the Voice,” which relates “the destruction of  
the Amerindians, which took place within 30 years of  Columbus’ discovery (one million 
dead a year),” an absence that requires “the Europeans to import new labour bodies into 
the Caribbean” (261). Brathwaite’s development of  native images is inflected by his belief  
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in the causal relationship of  the genocide of  Amerindian cultures and the forced transpor-
tation of  enslaved Africans into the Americas, a dynamic that entangles Amerindian “gods 
and spirits” in the “unconscious springs” of  Afro-Caribbean consciousness. Brathwaite’s 
sense of  creative origins or genesis is shaped by this contingent and relative understanding 
of  native identity, as something that can be achieved by channelling a nexus of  African, 
Asian, and Amerindian presences in the present, as opposed to the literary appropriation of  
distant cultures as fixed entities. While the majority of  examples I cite refer to Brathwaite’s 
engagement with Amerindian peoples, following Shona Jackson’s prompt to take native 
identity “as a starting point for modern Caribbean history and political and cultural the-
ory” (16), they inflect back upon the poet’s commitment to Afro-Creole Indigenization by 
virtue of  this entanglement. Amerindian entanglements have been largely discarded in fa-
vour of  the dominant Afro-Creole orientations that frame his work, with Brathwaite having 
“effectively articulate[d] the Négritude consciousness of  ‘race,’ history and language” (Ku-
bayanda 124). Hence, introducing Caribbean Culture: Soundings on Kamau Brathwaite, Nadi Ed-
wards describes Brathwaite’s use of  alter-native as designating the creation of  “something 
torn and new” from the “broken ground” of  the region’s history (2). The framing makes 
Afro-Creole birth contingent upon the “broken ground,” a line coded with Amerindian 
absence, rather than a continued presence that is constitutive to the poet’s work.

Brathwaite consistently attempts to recover Amerindian presences in a poetics of  
entanglement and recursion. Patricia Hilden, a descendant of  the Nez Perce band of  the 
Pacific North-West, provides a fitting example of  this desire for recuperation in a lecture 
republished in Issues in Indigenous Caribbean Studies (2005). After attending Brathwaite’s 1990 
T. S. Eliot Lecture in Canterbury, Hilden recalls visiting Brathwaite in Barbados to “hunt 
for Arawaks”:

I visited Kamau Brathwaite in Barbados and he took me to look for 
Indians, in this case, the Arawaks, who had “disappeared” almost im-
mediately after the first contact with Europeans, their diseases and 
their guns. We sought a site around a point at Pico. Brathwaite has 
written of  this place, in Barabajan Poems. . . . We didn’t find Pico that 
day, though I have been there since. It remains a sacred place, despite 
the depredations of  artifact-hungry archaeologists, who have lifted as 
much as possible of  the indigenous material history of  the island and 
placed it inside the post-independence Barbados Museum, where it 
lies in a special room designated “prehistory,” producing a “heritage” 
for contemporary Barbadians in a manner familiar in North America. 
(3)

While “artifact-hungry archaeologists” represent Pico as a nostalgic pre-colonial “heritage,” 
a formulation that suggests both its inescapable pastness as well as its utility in Barbadian 
cultural nationalism, Hilden suggests that it remains “a sacred place” to Brathwaite. While 
anecdotal, Brathwaite’s pursuit of  Arawaks speaks to his perception of  their place in the 
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contemporary Caribbean landscape. Amerindian sites are dotted across Brathwaite’s oeu-
vre, as in his report on the 1970 Carifesta festival in Guyana (“Ancestral Consciousness”), 
the figures of  Arawak Barbados in Contradictory Omens (1974), the Amerindian landscapes 
of  X/Self  (1987), the Aztec cities dedicated to Zea Mexican in the The Zea Mexican Dia-
ry (1993), the aforementioned descriptions of  Amerindian sites in Barabajan Poems (1994), 
the cenote described in Magical Realism (2002, the inclusion of  the island of  Guanahani 
alongside the African “Kumina’’ in Born to Slow Horses (2004), and in Strange Fruit, where 
Brathwaite remarks that Sandy Lane is “probably an ancient Amerindian settlement . . . 
regarded as ‘sacred ground’ by all Bajans” (110). Amerindian presences play a continuous 
and significant role in Brathwaite’s poetic oeuvre, marking a tension between his literary 
recovery of  the past and his desire to create a new alter-native image in the place of  these 
figures. Far from a tension to be resolved (Brathwaite does not articulate fixed “either-or” 
expressions), Afro-Caribbean Amerindian entanglements are constitutive to his alter-native 
concepts of  creation necessitated by the transplanting and enslavement of  Afro-Caribbean 
peoples. As I demonstrate, the poet draws upon this cross-cultural nexus by possessing Am-
erindian presences in poetic forms, whether the pre-colonial Arawaks, his first wife, Doris 
Monica Brathwaite, or Caliban of  Shakespeare’s imagination.

While not specifically expressed in these terms, these entanglements inform what 
Edwards describes as the “anxieties of  sovereignty” that haunt Brathwaite’s work (17) and 
the need to create “a legitimizing Genesis,” to quote the late Michael J. Dash (197). In the 
most explicit reading of  this dynamic, Jackson calls this nexus an “epistemic condition” of  
“becoming native” that is “predicated on its own and on New World aboriginal displace-
ment, and on the nation-state and the creation of  an identity within it that will ultimately 
govern this new native status” (82). Jodi Byrd gives a similar finding when she traces repre-
sentations of  Amerindian absence in the work of  Wilson Harris, who frames “Amerindian 
presences . . . as ‘alien,’ ‘lost,’ and ‘vanished,’” in order to establish a “center from which 
these experiences have been ‘lost’ or ‘vanished’” (Byrd 157). Building on this scholarship, 
I do not suggest that Brathwaite is in any way complicit with colonialism, an outcome 
Nandita Sharma warns of  in the expansion of  Indigenous studies, whereby “all past and 
present people constituted as migrants are situated as colonizers” (171–72). Rather, I ex-
amine Amerindian-Creole entanglements to illuminate what is a structural phenomenon 
shaping Brathwaite’s poetic practice, an entanglement between Amerindian recovery and 
Creole Indigenization that displaces the break between those who experienced enslavement 
and settler-colonialism and their descendants, in which no period, place, or culture is set-
tled or synthesized. By reading for the recurrence of  Amerindian-Creole entanglements 
across Brathwaite’s work, I complicate the rupture separating the poet’s early and late work, 
a split precipitated by a series of  crises he describes as “the time of  Salt”: the death of  
Brathwaite’s wife Doris in 1986, the destruction of  his home in Jamaica in 1988, and a 
robbery at gunpoint inside his Kingston apartment in 1990. That rupture is most often 
read as a separation of  the poet’s nonautobiographical early work, where his identity is of  
little concern in comparison to the forces he channels into writing, from later work more 
focused on his insights as a writer. Hence, Gordon Rohlehr observed in his 1971 review 
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of  Brathwaite’s trilogy, Islands (1969), Masks (1968), and Rights of  Passage (1967), that the 
poet performs “the several faces, masks, poses, and voices of  the deracinated African in the 
New World” (Rohlehr, “Islands” 174), whereas in 2010, Rohlehr suggested that Brathwaite 
uses “autobiography as history” (Rohlehr, Ancestories 4). Brathwaite’s capacity to channel 
ancestral voices has always been framed by specific historical and geographical conditions 
in ways that complicate this framing, a point I draw out in relation to his representation 
of  alter-native forms. On this basis, I take a nonchronological reading of  the unresolved 
tension between Brathwaite’s sense of  native genesis and his recovery of  Amerindian par-
adigms. After doing so, I take a wider view of  Brathwaite’s engagements with Indigenous 
communities beyond the Caribbean, based on the poet’s comments in ConVERSations with 
Nathaniel Mackey (1999, 115) that each of  the world’s continents “has a culture paradigm 
which can be ‘read’ from the totems of  their landscape: Americas (cenote), Europe (missile), 
Af  (circle), Asia (pagoda), Australasia (wave/boomerang),” as well as Brathwaite’s engage-
ment with writers and scholars working across those fields, as in Elizabeth DeLoughrey’s 
Routes and Roots (2007). In this sense, Brathwaite’s legacy remains the creation of  “an arte-
fact that succeeds in articulating for his community a shared understanding of  their world” 
(Cobham-Sander 117–18).

Afro-Creole and Amerindian Entanglements

Despite having a continuous presence in the Caribbean region, Amerindian peoples 
gain a figurative life as absent, bygone cultures in Brathwaite’s early work on Afro-Creole 
Indigenization. Reporting on the inaugural 1970 Carifesta festival in Guyana, Brathwaite 
describes an “ancestral consciousness” that stems from “the African-oriented arts of  the 
Caribbean: in the African-oriented life of  the Caribbean” (“Ancestral Consciousness”). 
However, Brathwaite frames that “African-oriented life” against “the true indigenes here . . .  
the Amerindians: folk of  forest, river, hilltop, promontory, seashore,” referring to the exis-
tence of  Carib communities in the Guyanese hinterland. He also sets “the new Caribbean 
gods: Shango, Legba, Mam Aisa, Vanda, Yemajaa” against Indigenous cultures across the 
planet, including a “stripped, flayed” Amerindian culture: “Christ and Lazarus, the Vir-
gin. Saint Michael the Archangel; and Vishnu, Shiva, the many faces of  Braham; and the 
stripped, flayed gods of  the Amerindians” (“Ancestral Consciousness”). Situated in a Guy-
ana marked by the imperialist quest for Afro-Creole, Brathwaite cannot help but reiterate 
the paradoxical absence and presence of  Amerindian peoples, simultaneously “stripped” 
and “flayed,” and yet persisting as a folk culture. A similar description informs his defini-
tion of  Afro-Creole populations in Contradictory Omens two years later, “born in, native to, 
committed to the area of  living” (xv; emphasis added), while noting a few pages later the 
Amerindian “ancestral languages still persisting in the Caribbean” (6).

In his essay “Timehri,” originally published in the second 1970 issue of  Savacou, 
Brathwaite emphasizes the necessary entanglement of  Amerindian and African cultures, 
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the ancestral past and the present. The version I cite here refers to the reprint of  the essay 
in Is Massa Day Dead? Black Moods in the Caribbean (1974). Brathwaite writes there of  the in-
spiration of  Guyanese artist Aubrey Williams: 

Williams claims ancestry from both peoples – he is spiritually a 
black Carib. . . . Africa in the Caribbean at that time was still hidden 
and/or ignored. But what Williams’ work has revealed – and what . . .  
I have largely unconsciously stressed – is that the distinction between 
African and Amerindian in this context is for the most part irrelevant. 
What is important is the primordial nature of  the two cultures and 
the potent spiritual and artistic connections between them and the 
present. (42) 

Such a “point of  entanglement” allows Brathwaite to develop the connection be-
tween form and landscape, as in the creation of  “word for object and image for the word.” 
Hence, in “New World A-Comin’” in The Arrivants (1973), Brathwaite couples European, 
African, and Amerindian ancestors such as “Cortez,” “Prempeh,” and “Montezuma” to-
gether in the singularity of  the New World, with Montezuma an always-already silent figure 
observing the alliterative doubling of  “new soils” with “new souls” just as “new worlds” arise 
from “new waters” (9–11). Afro-Creole Amerindian entanglements exemplify the working 
of  Brathwaite’s sense of  literary lineage, which binds both cultures against one another in 
an emerging semiotic system predicated on recursive movements across time. In this way, 
his literary entanglements displace the break between pre-colonial and decolonial historical 
periods. “New World A’Comin’” is a realization of  his displacement, as Brathwaite speaks 
back to the present from an ancestral past, “the pride of  our ancestors mixed / with the 
wind and the water” (11). The poem’s transtemporal shift is explained by his essay “Timeh-
ri,” often referred to in the Afro-Caribbean context of  Brathwaite’s return from Ghana 
(see Vetoratto), a framing that excises the significance of  Guyana to his work, as in his 1970 
attendance at the Guyana Carifesta festival and the meaning of  its title, deriving from an 
Amerindian word meaning “painting and drawing on the rock.” In a republished excerpt 
from “Timehri” that Brathwaite includes in ConVERSations with Nathaniel Mackey, the poet 
suggests that poetry can tap into older aesthetic forms such as the “petroglyph,” “a human 
imprint with all that’s recorded in and by that imprint” (201). Poetry can thereby unlock the 
“enigmatic silence” of  the Amerindian past. Brathwaite acts as a witness to “ancient mem-
ory - the sound of  the forest, trees and rivers, slant of  sunlight on the slopes of  mountains, 
anima of  dream and nightmare, the voices of  all those voiceless generations” (228). These 
early formulations suggest that Amerindian presence continues to pervade the Caribbean 
landscape, albeit in de-animated and opaque forms, only to be reiterated in a recovery of  
genesis.

Brathwaite recovered this “ancient memory” as emerging Caribbean nation-states 
decolonized themselves and achieved independence. Jamaica, Brathwaite’s long-time place 
of  residence, gained independence from Britain in 1962, followed, in 1966, by Barbados, 
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Brathwaite’s birthplace, and Guyana, the birthplace of  his wife Doris. Jackson suggests 
that, at this time, Indigenous and Black populations were not considered “equally human 
within the postcolonial nation-state. . . . Indigenous Peoples and blacks are affected differ-
ently by the state and its role as the backdrop for the enactment of  belonging” (91). Jackson 
posits that populations whose labour or productivity is recognizable within contemporary 
theories of  economic production are seen as the inheritors of  the nation-state, whereas 
Indigenous people are viewed as failed market identities, in that they exist outside of  mar-
ket forces. In her following analysis, Jackson suggests that this manifests in the perpetual 
absence of  Amerindian peoples from the postcolonial nation-state. Therefore, the postcolo-
nial nation-state is consolidated by the consensus view that the Caribbean region’s Arawak, 
Taino, and Carib people were wiped out in the early years of  European settlement, despite 
their continuous presence in a number of  islands across the colonial period into the present. 
In Brathwaite’s Barbados, we know that the Caribs lived on the island through the late sev-
enteenth century, with many either migrating voluntarily to escape enslavement or enslaved 
as labourers and moved across the Caribbean region to work on other plantations. Drawing 
attention to a 1676 act outlawing the importation of  Amerindian peoples into Barbados, 
Linford D. Fisher posits that “enslaved Indian presences persisted well beyond and in spite 
of  laws such as this one in 1676” (121). In the National Archives of  Barbados, one can find 
a number of  acts with references to enslaved Amerindian peoples after 1676 that attest to 
their continued presence, such as in 1708, “an act that prevent the vessels that trade here, to 
and from Martinico or elsewhere, from carrying off any Negro, Indian, or Mulattoe slaves,” 
and in 1731, “Act for the Governing of  Negroes and for providing a proper maintenance 
and support for such Negroes, Indians, or Mulattoes as hereafter shall be manumitted or 
set free” (qtd. in Hilden 2). The references to Indians and mulattoes foreground a contin-
uous existence that was erased under blood-quantum doctrines, the consolidation of  the 
nation-state, Afro-Creole Indigenization, and overly rigid ideas of  settler-colonialism as 
solely defined by the conquest of  Indigenous land and the later forced transportation of  for-
eign labourers. Challenging this view, Fisher writes, “Indian enslavement in the Americas 
is as old as colonization itself, even if  it has received relatively little attention from scholars 
until recently” (101). In the contemporary period, Carib, Taino, and Arawak communities 
are becoming more recognizable in the public sphere, as in the recent tracking of  DNA 
evidence of  Amerindian populations in Puerto Rico or in the recognition of  the Carib 
community by the Guyana government in 2006 under the Amerindian Act. Nevertheless, 
Jackson argues that the narrative of  Amerindian extinction is widely accepted in literary 
studies, whether in regards to Kenneth Ramchand’s announcement in 1970 that “the ab-
original Indian seldom appears, and is not a centre of  social or political interest either in 
verse, in drama, or in fiction by writers from the West Indies” (Ramchand 164), or in Chris-
topher Miller’s 2010 statement that “by 1656 the aboriginal people of  Guadeloupe were 
eradicated and three thousand enslaved Africans worked on the island, in the presence of  
twelve thousand French people” (qtd. in Jackson 35). The apparent absence of  Amerindian 
peoples in Caribbean literature is a figurative labour that consolidates the postcolonial na-
tion-state and its ties to a native Creole population.
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Brathwaite has a complicated position in this context. His recovery of  “ancient 
memory” inscribes forms of  absence and nonpresence while also underscoring aesthetic 
and cultural continuity in ways that upend the nation-state’s economic and political con-
stitution. Brathwaite blurs the points of  contact between African, Creole, European, and 
Amerindian cultures in ways that interrupt the bifurcation of  Indigenous and Black expe-
riences for good reason: his refusal to resolve “entanglement” is constitutive to his answer 
to the problem of  creative birth, “the pride of  our ancestors mixed / with the wind and 
the water” (“New World A’Comin” 11). Nevertheless, Brathwaite varies on the subject of  
the extinction myth in ways that complicate his recovery of  Amerindian paradigms. The 
poet’s 1970s references to replacement jar with his later recognition of  persistence and 
survivance. In “History of  the Voice,” first delivered as a lecture at the 1976 Carifesta and 
published as a stand-alone essay in 1979, he relates “the destruction of  the Caribs, which 
took place within 30 years of  Columbus’ discovery (one million dead a year),” an absence 
that caused “the Europeans to import new labour bodies into the Caribbean” (261). In the 
same section, he incorporates their influence by placing the Carib “gods and spirits” in the 
“unconscious springs” of  Caribbean consciousness (261). Much later, the poet questions 
the extinction myth in ConVERSations with Nathaniel Mackey: “the Amerindian presence was 
– is – not as ‘totally eroded’ as the stereotype has it . . . and is at the moment even now 
consciously trying to ‘unterrorize’ – revitalize – reterritorialize itself ” (199). As in “New 
World A-Comin’,” that reterritorialization takes place within the poet’s frame of  reference. 
The tension between these descriptions of  Amerindian survival is exemplified by a recent 
digitization of  an earlier definition of  Caribbean literature published on the Encyclopedia 
Britannica website in 2019, where Brathwaite suggests that Amerindian cultures had little 
influence upon the region’s writing: “The pre-Columbian American Indians left few rock 
carvings or inscriptions (petroglyphs), and their oral traditions did not survive 16th-century 
Spanish colonization” (“Caribbean Literature”). While it is difficult to place the original 
quote in context, judging by its closeness to Brathwaite’s comments in “History of  Voice,” 
it likely emerged while Brathwaite worked at the University of  West Indies, Mona, at the 
end of  the 1970s. The return of  the quote illustrates Brathwaite’s inability to resolve this 
tension between his literary recovery of  an Amerindian past and the need to create a new 
alter-native image in the place of  these figures. The poet recuperates this tension in his de-
sire to repossess Amerindian bodies, voices, and forms in writing.

“Hunting for Caribs”: Amerindian Possession in Kamau Brathwaite’s Poetry

Brathwaite’s poetic repossession of  Amerindian figures in the development of  al-
ter-native images is exemplified by the poem “Colombe,” first published in Rights of  Passage 
and quoted here from his 1993 Middle Passages collection (9–10). In the poem, Carib voices 
merge with the poet’s own to retell Christopher Columbus’s “First Encounter” with the 
“New World.” From their vantage point, Brathwaite observes Columbus’s hesitation before 
the island of  Guanahani, quite different from the land he would read about in travellers’ 
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tales like The Adventures of  Marco Polo. We witness the atmospheric collision of  water and the 
rocks, a figure of  the synchronization of  dream and physical landscapes, “watched heights 
he hoped for, / rocks he dreamed. rise solid from my simple water” (9). The poem re-enacts 
the interpretive conflict between these visions, as we wonder, “did his vision / fashion as 
he watched the shore?” The poem expresses this interpretative conflict by placing the poet 
among a Carib community, “the soft voices mocking in the leaves,” as signalled by his use 
of  first person as he writes, “stars” melting “in liquid amber drifting through my summer 
air,” “rocks . . . rise solid from my simple water,” a “tipped black boot in my belly,” “the high-
est ridges / where our farms were hidden,” and, at the pivotal moment in the poem, is able 
to say, “I watched him pause” (10; emphasis added). Brathwaite’s recovery of  this interpre-
tative conflict reflects his desire to inherit the “enigmatic silence” of  the Caribs. The poet 
reverses the pivot through which the event is witnessed (from the perspective of  the native, 
not the explorer) but cannot capture it with complete felicity. A case in point, Brathwaite 
withdraws the Caribs from view, only discernible as “soft voices mocking in the leaves.” The 
Carib community is neither visible in the poem nor in the explorer’s dream landscape, an 
exemplification of  the limits of  entanglement; an act of  emulation or domination can never 
fully resolve the complexity of  being defined as a discrete self  by our relationship with oth-
ers. The poet is unable to recover the vision or fathom how the Caribs will survive until the 
contemporary period. The “I” in this poem is therefore the poet himself, transported onto 
the beach alongside the Caribs, a signature of  the beginnings of  Afro-Creole Indigeniza-
tion. In this way, the poem inaugurates its own cosmological and historical consciousness, 
an alter-native image in the making.

Brathwaite also engages Amerindian presences to sense divergence from the ances-
tral past after the Time of  Salt, just as his initial alter-native concept is framed by Amerin-
dian absence/presence, an entanglement that continues across the juncture of  the poet’s 
early and late work. Brathwaite describes the Time of  Salt in Magical Realism as “a violent 
intervention of  circumstances” that triggered a new approach from the necessity of  de-
struction:

in one fell year, nearly every art & particle of  what we have become 
to feel/know/enjoy as COSMOS . . . is gone . . . nearly every tone & 
token of  what, as I say, I now know & call “cosmology,” is gone: . . . the 
ignominous castration of  the Nommo/Time beyond re/call/beyond 
re/covery it seems, beyon(d) “re/pair” (2:408)

The Time of  Salt is continually framed as a loss of  attunement to the entangled Amerin-
dian and Afro-Caribbean cosmological consciousness recorded in poems like “Colombe.” 
He remembers that Irish Town underpinned the very possibility of  “Indigenization,” com-
memorates his late wife Doris as “the muse” of  his native image, and associates the robbery 
with the fate of  “Cortez w/the Lake of  Mexico away” (408–15). Brathwaite’s figurative loss 
of  an alter-native and, by extension, creative genesis, necessitated that he develop a new 
way of  attuning to ancestral traditions by way of  what he calls Sycorax Video Style.
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Sycorax Video Style refers to a mode of  poetic writing in a number of  typesets, justi-
fications, and sizes, often against hieroglyphic symbols and images. In the poetry collection 
X/Self, Brathwaite writes of  his discovery of  the spirit Sycorax, from Shakespeare’s play 
The Tempest, on his late wife Doris’s computer, a figure that imbues his written words with a 
kind of  embodied (or encoded) presence. Sycorax has a distinct link to transatlantic history 
as the exiled mother of  the New World, a legacy that Brathwaite subverts by positioning 
her within an Amerindian context by describing Video Style as “like quetzalcoatl flying” 
(ConVERSations 205). Video Style is not always framed by such spirits, with a number of  
nonrepresentative and stylistic features that serve the purpose of  structuring and amplify-
ing the poet’s voice. However, Video Style often foregrounds the emergence of  feminine 
ancestral figures in visual graphics, as in the star emerging from the stem of  a flower that 
honours Brathwaite’s wife Doris in Zea Mexican Diary, the Jamaican grandmother walk-
ing across continents on the cover of  ConVERSations, and the sitting female figure at the 
beginning of  Elegguas (2009). These figures tie Amerindian entanglements with a distinct 
gendered identity as the alter-native mothers of  that which is lost in the Time of  Salt, a 
dynamic that reflects Rhonda Cobham-Sander’s point that there is “an implicit opposition 
in his work between woman – as place, land and mother – and man – as intellect, alienat-
ed subject, keeper of  the word of  the father” (257; see also Brown). Importantly, Jarrel De 
Matas suggests that the graphics evoke the “poet’s historical and cultural fascination with 
the link between ancestry and modern technology” (22). De Matas indicates that Video 
Style represents a new formal response to an older problem: the need for creative “native 
images” stressed in Brathwaite’s interview with Natasha Saje, as reflected in the turn back 
to Sycorax, the monstrous mother of  Shakespeare’s imagination. Brathwaite reinforces this 
reading in a later reflection on his turn to Video Style in Magical Realism, where he suggests 
that Sycorax is “imprisoned in natural forces,” a “captive of  her own womb” (2:606).

Brathwaite’s reconnection with Sycorax via the conduit of  Doris’s computer reveals 
the close association of  his Guyanese wife Doris with the genesis of  his poetry. In a sense, 
Doris is the exemplary Sycoraxian figure in acting through and in relation to the poet to 
resolve the problem of  creative birth. Brathwaite openly reflects on Doris’s editorial assis-
tance in The Zea Mexican Diary: “giving her my manuscripts & asking her to keep the various 
“versions” & dinning into her how she would have to speak/speak up for me/the work 
when I was gone” (27–28). Doris was, Brathwaite acknowledges, “my wife / the perfect 
poet’s wife – I mean the perfect wife of/for the poet” (152). He also praises her navigation 
of  the literary marketplace on his behalf  in dealing “w/people . . . from marketwomen to 
workmen to editors professor(s) madpeople & specialists” (73). To Brathwaite, Doris’s pro-
tection of  the poetry reverses the inscription of  the enslaved woman as that which can only 
birth monstrosity (e.g., Caliban). For this reason, her death has dire consequences for the 
future of  his work. Brathwaite has tied Doris so closely with the act of  writing that her death 
is synonymous with the death of  his poetry: “what I fear/fear for is not the future me/but 
future of  the poems” (182).

Doris’s capacity to induce creative labour is inextricably linked to her ancestral links 
to Amerindian and Afro-Caribbean traditions as the titular Mexican in The Zea Mexican 
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Diary. Brathwaite also makes this association in his dedication to “Mex” in Rights of  Passage 
and to “Mexican, my wife” in Jah Music (1986). Doris’s Amerindian and Afro-Creole ge-
nealogy make her an ideal channel through which a “growing chorus” of  ancestral spirits 
can make themselves heard from across the Atlantic Ocean: “And all the letters that have 
come have join this growing chorus >Doris was gold/Doris is gold<< from Ramases of  all 
people” (Zea Mexican Diary 120). As the means by which Brathwaite taps into this “grow-
ing chorus,” Doris is, like Sycorax, “imprisoned in natural forces” (Magical Realism 2:606) 
a statement that can be read metaphysically as a contemporary Sycorax and materially 
in that she embodies an ancestral connection to Aztec gold, a contemporary El Dorado. 
Brathwaite gives a similar formulation when he remembers the moment he introduces Do-
ris to his family, “really a whole Cloud of  Witnesses!” as “my lady of  the golden warakuna 
skin my te my te my Tetemexticantl” (123; emphasis added). The deliberate misspelling 
(“calibanism”) of  tête-à-tête as “te my te” and the inclusion of  “my Tetemexicantl” bring 
together the figure of  a face-to-face encounter with the Nahuatl phrasing of  Mexican in 
mexicantl, as in the Nahuatl word for town, altepetl, an allegory for the coming together of  
different ancestral traditions in the one moment. Brathwaite’s linguistic aerobics reinforce 
what is at play across the majority of  his poetic works, a temporally recursive link between 
the ancestral past and present, a dynamic that is inextricably linked to Doris’s role in work-
ing through and in relation to Brathwaite, an analogy to the absent/present Amerindian 
figure, “imprisoned in natural forces.”

Brathwaite recovers Doris’s capacity to tap into “this growing chorus” by consuming 
the figure “imprisoned” in gold. He describes a private moment after the funeral where he 
swallows a portion of  Doris’s ashes: “when I was going downstairs to get the second vessel, 
I put some of  the ashes on my tongue & swallowed her” (Zea Mexican Diary 199). The line is 
devoid of  extemporaneous detail, a scarcity that evokes a tragic clarity. It is difficult to read 
into this moment in light of  the intense grief  that marks The Zea Mexican collection, not to 
mention Brathwaite’s recent passing in 2020. Nevertheless, the act of  ingestion registers on 
many levels. It marks a transubstantiation of  body and spirit that is literal and symbolic, the 
release of  the imprisoned figure of  El Dorado. Where Doris enabled Brathwaite to tap into 
the ancestral history of  the Americas by way of  their personal relationship, the act of  con-
sumption can be read as an attempt to confer this capacity onto the poet himself, as emerg-
ing from his own voice rather than from another interlocutor. The event also foregrounds 
the geological and cultural sedimentation of  human presence in the earth, a subject taken 
up by Kathryn Yusoff in A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None (2018) and DeLoughrey in Al-
legories of  the Anthropocene (2019). In these studies, geological matter allegorically reveals the 
splicing of  successive human cultures in soil sedimentations and stratifications. From this 
perspective, it is significant that Brathwaite deliberately folds Doris’s presence into various 
forms of  matter: in gold, in ash, and in his computer. The poet aligns her (and therefore 
himself, through digestion) with the physical landscape he is left with, tortured as it is (Glis-
sant). Doris’s imbrication in the landscape reinscribes Brathwaite’s hunt for Arawak traces 
at Pico after Doris’s passing in 1986. We may imagine that when he combs the land for 
traces of  Amerindian presence, he is also looking for Doris and, by virtue of  digestion, to 
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himself, a figure of  the self-same reflected back from the earth. From this perspective, the 
act of  consuming ash represents an attempt to unify stratified modes of  existence in the one 
body and thereby transcend the entanglement of  Creole Indigenization and the Amerin-
dian past.

World Order Models and Trans-Indigenous Connections

Brathwaite’s Amerindian and Afro-Creole entanglements draw attention to his liter-
ary interest in Indigenous cultures across the world. Here, I largely refer to more contempo-
rary essays from the 1990s onward, a time when his work as a theorist inspired scholarly and 
literary work in places like Canada, the Pacific, and Australasia.1 The first indication of  this 
trend is his coverage of  the 1970 Carifesta event (“Ancestral Consciousness”) and his essay 
“Timehri,” originally published in the same year, where he writes of  “a vision of  a world, 
scattered utterals of  a remote Gestalt; but still there, near, potentially communicative” (40). 
More than a decade later, in his 1985 essay “World Order Models,” Brathwaite posits that 
the world is made up of  “circle (traditional)” and “missile (expansionist)” cultures: “These 
two images are primordial, antagonistic and linked. The First Man threw in a stone or 
dug a hole. And that choice of  action, his environment and psyche determined the nature 
of  his culture” (54). Where missilic cultures expand through space in a progressivist logic, 
circular cultures develop nomadic patterns to navigate a scarcity of  resources. Brathwaite’s 
descriptions are projections, not prescriptions, based on his subjective sense of  the world. 
To Brathwaite, our paradigms reflect the demands of  surviving a particular geographical 
environment, “aboriginally dictated by who we are, where we live and what kind of  preju-
dices (ideologies) we inherited with baby-bottle or mother’s milk” (53). One implication of  
this formulation is that nativity is geographically relative, rather than culturally, historically, 
or ethnically specific. Brathwaite builds on his studies of  distant Indigenous cultures in 
ConVERSations with Nathaniel Mackey. There, he argues that future Caribbean writers should 
research ethnological accounts of  “explorations of/contact with the Americas – and Pacific 
Asia – and Australasia” (198). Building on this research, he states the existence of  the “cul-
ture paradigms” I quoted in this essay’s introduction (115).

Brathwaite’s Magical Realism, released as two volumes by Savacou North in 2002, is 
his most sustained piece of  writing on the subject of  culture paradigms. Developed from his 
experience as a teacher at NYU (New York University), the book charts the entanglement 
from another perspective, that of  anglophone Caribbean social realism, which he describes 
as “a critical vocabulary of  the box” (1:344), and Latin American magical realism, encom-
passed by “the dream & pressure of  metaphor breaking out of  the prison” (1:347). In Mag-
ical Realism, Brathwaite defines literary practice as something encoded by geographically 
specific meanings, a “cultural gene produced by a certain kind of  circumstance a way of  
apprehending that circumstance & dealing w/it/xpressing it” (1:66). By working from the 
example of  Latin American magical realism and its attendant connections to Amerindian 
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paradigms, Magical Realism develops the poet’s earlier list of  totemic paradigms from Con-
VERSations:

Africa    circle, capsule

Americas   cenote

Asia    pagoda

Caribbean   crab antics, crossroads, kaiso,  
    contradictory omens, reggae

Europe & EuroAmerica missile

Greenland/Antarctica igloo, frozen ocean crossroads,   
    white horizontality, the unmirage of   
    aurora borealis

Himalaya   bell, blue & white, green 
    verticality, crossroad of  vertigo,  
    silence

MiddleEast   crescent, crossroads, pillars 
    (stelai) of  stone or fire 
 
Pacifica/Australasia  tidalectics/boomerang & wave-  
    motion

Plantation Americas  jazz, blues, soul, salsa, gospel,  
    vodoun, santería

Sahara   tent (portable dwelling), caravan,  
    crossroads & crossroadslessness, 
    sand, fire, blue/white orange 
    horizontality, harmattan,  
    belllessness, oasis, mirage

(Magical Realism 1:68; boldface in original)

While Magical Realism takes a “megascale” view of  these totemic paradigms, the book fo-
cuses in detail on the cenote of  the Americas, the pagoda of  Asia, the circle of  Africa, 
the wave/boomerang of  Australasia, and the missile of  Europe (1:133). The cenote, “the 
stepp, flat-top pyramid,” is upturned to catch “rainwater & eyes & eyewater of  the stars,” 
an analogy to the “recycling” of  “human soul/spirit in the form of  blood sacrifice” (1:135). 
Its cyclical ethos evokes the recursion of  the past into the present moment in his earlier 
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writings on the re-emergence of  Amerindian traditions in contemporary forms. Brathwaite 
comments that these figures are not fixed or final in any way (he notes “other choices, oth-
er emphases”), each paradigm “its own organon: varieties, stresses, omissions, additions, 
variations, differences” (1:69). While discursively limited to the poet’s vantage point, these 
paradigms productively disrupt the conventional aesthetic and historical logics by which we 
make sense of  the world. Each paradigm exemplifies a different cosmological understand-
ing of  time and space and time than the missilic, to use Brathwaite’s word, logics of  civili-
zational progress often taken to be universal, “a variation of  cosmos” (1:131). In so doing, 
he critiques representations of  the planet as a singular, universally accessible and graspable 
object, a trend that he deems to be deeply unsustainable and destructive. Hence, he echoes 
Gayatri Spivak who asks us to “imagine ourselves as planetary accidents rather than global 
agents, planetary creatures, rather than global entities” (339). In this sense, these variations 
can be read as world making, in that they allow us not only to fathom the world from an-
other perspective but also to recognize that our line of  sight is contingent and among others 
(Cheah).

Brathwaite’s culture paradigms can also be read as a re-expression of  his posses-
sion of  Amerindian figures. A case in point, Australasia appeals to Brathwaite’s sense of  
aesthetic recursion, much like his contemporary Édouard Glissant (Rowe; Moore). While 
in Magical Realism Brathwaite associates Australasia with a degree of  distance, “terra incog-
nita, antipodes, . . . ‘down under’” (1:251), he is able to recognize that Pacific and Carib-
bean Indigenous communities share a tidalectic relationship with the ocean, “tidalectics/
boomerang & wave cultures” (1:68). Confronted by the distance between the regions and 
the lack of  “Pacific material” available (1:56), Brathwaite wonders, “what wd be the sym-
bolic ikon here? kangaroo? Boomerang? dreamtime? (tho the more one looks at < the MAP 
the more one discerns a unity…)” (1:155). The poet’s answer to this problem is what he 
describes as the “Dreamtime Boomerang Wavemap,” a Marshallese Islander wave map 
located in the Geography and Map Room of  the Library of  Congress in Washington, DC. 
Wave maps were put together from wood, cowrie shells, and coconut fronds to represent 
island locations, wave crests, currents, tides, and wind changes. They allowed navigators to 
provide instruction to a learner and detect changes in the seascape with an understanding 
of  “wave, curve, return & circularity . . . the navigational arts of  memory - in this cosmos 
of  wave-tips, wavelips, eternal wave forms” (1:155). Together with the boomerang, itself  a 
figure of  circular return, wave maps exemplify the recursive sense of  time Brathwaite uses 
to entangle Amerindian and Afro-Creole cultures. Moving across this paradigmatic bridge, 
the poet likens the fates of  Pacific and Caribbean Indigenous peoples, using the collective 
“our,” as he does in his poem “Colombe”:

the intimate cosmologically-dependent movement along our archipel-
ago was lost w/ the destruction of  Carib & Taino culture after 1492 
in the same way that these Pacificos met their cosmological death to-
wards the end of  th(e) 19th century - tho our fishermen, like, I suppose, 
theirs, still steer, largely - tho again less and less - by wave, memory, & 
motion. (2:610; emphasis added)
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From one tidalectic to another, Brathwaite envisions a shared time between the Pacific 
and the Caribbean in colonialism, as in the contemporary Caribbean and the Marshallese 
Islands, he writes, there is “no relationship, as w/ the Marshalles, Carib & others, to a 
(working) cosmology” (610). While the description usefully evokes a Caribbean conception 
of  world space, it is worth acknowledging its limits. Maori scholar Alice Te Punga Somer-
ville challenges the idea of  an epistemological break with the pre-colonial past in Once Were 
Pacific (2012) by recovering evidence of  intercultural connections between Indigenous and 
migrant communities across the Pacific Ocean.

Brathwaite recovers the vision of  Marshall Islanders as he did the Caribs of  “Co-
lombe” by re-enacting a scene in Mary Browning’s ethnographic study of  the wave maps 
(qtd. in Magical Realism 2:610-12). Browning suggests that Marshellese Islander children 
often floated on their back to learn what the sea felt like at various distances from land. In 
response, Brathwaite identifies with the figure of  the child, as a beginner learner in the Mar-
shall Islander culture. He writes of  “floating on my back, eyes close for lon(g) periods” in the 
Caribbean Sea to attune to the dynamic changes of  the seascape. The poet notes its “feel” 
at “certain places, certain distances out at different times of  the day,” the “multitudinous” 
character of  the tides, the “diff clutch of  dreamwater from beach to beach,” and suggests 
that the process allows him “to know the look of  those wave crests moving in/to the chan-
nel between the islands” (“Colombe” 611). Like the Caribs, Marshallese Islanders are both 
present and absent for the poet, inevitably disrupted by the colonizing process yet eternally 
manifest in ocean-going paradigms.

Conclusion: Reading Kamau Brathwaite in Indigenous Studies

Amerindian presences undergird the cosmological consciousness that orients 
Brathwaite’s alter-native images and, therefore, his sense of  creative genesis. For this rea-
son, he cannot discard or ignore their continued resonance, even as his formulation of  In-
digenization suggests that they have been replaced. This leaves the poet with a paradoxical 
tension that manifests in his recursive recovery of  the past in the present through recurring 
logics of  repossession such as channelling, digesting, or unearthing. Brathwaite’s continuous 
reiteration of  the Amerindian past illuminates his uneasy position within and against Indig-
enous studies. With this in mind, I close this article by examining Brathwaite’s tenuous posi-
tion within Indigenous studies as evinced by his reception as a poet and theorist. Alongside 
Wynter’s sustained critique of  the colonial logics that have defined what we consider to be 
human (“Unsettling”), Brathwaite resists essentialist ‘either-or’ positionings of  Indigenous 
cultures in a distant past or in Euro-American modernity. He is as likely to depict Amerindi-
an ancestors emerging from the grounds at Pico as speaking through the computer in Video 
Style, “like quetzalcoatl flying,” an approach that affirms Mark Rifkin’s recent theorizing on 
relativity and Indigenous temporality. Where shared temporality affirms “a kind of  recog-
nition that merges Native people(s) into a conception of  the present whose contours emerge 
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from the ongoing assault on Indigenous sovereignties” (Rifkin 8), Rifkin argues that a more 
productive approach will explore the ways that “discrepant temporalities . . . can be under-
stood as affecting each other, as all open to change, and yet as not equivalent or mergeable 
into a neutral, common frame” (3). Working through the complicated layering of  Caribbe-
an colonial history, Brathwaite persuasively argues for the confluence of  discrepant times and 
places by connecting contemporary and ancestral presences through the vehicle of  the text.

Likewise, the scale of  the poet’s vision dovetails with trans-Indigenous theories by 
scholars such as Chickasaw scholar Chadwick Allen. Allen deliberately juxtaposes Indig-
enous-authored literary texts, films, and artworks in order “to invite specific studies into 
different kinds of  conversations, and to acknowledge the mobility and multiple interactions 
of  Indigenous peoples, cultures, histories, and texts” (xiv). To do this, he proposes a series of  
literary experiments that place Indigenous aesthetic and cultural traditions side by side, in 
what he calls “trans-Indigenous methodologies.” Similarly, Brathwaite tracks back and for-
ward between distant cultures without fixing them into a particular point in time: “Americas 
(cenote), Europe (missile), Af  (circle), Asia (pagoda), Australasia (wave/boomerang)” (Con-
VERSations 115). Both approaches establish interpretative and relational continuums that 
are not defined by singular, colonial terms. However, where Brathwaite develops a sense 
of  the world that is undeniably subjective and often framed by ethnological research on 
Indigenous cultures available to him, Allen’s trans-Indigenous methodologies work through 
Indigenous-authored texts to “recognize, acknowledge, confront, and critically engage the 
effects of  differential experiences and performances of  Indigenous identities” (Allen xxxii). 
That difference in voice and source material mark the tension between Indigenization and 
recovery that frames and constitutes Brathwaite’s work, a potential limit to the poet’s rela-
tionship with current theories in Indigenous studies.

However, while Brathwaite highlights singular elements of  Indigenous cultures, 
ironically, a range of  Indigenous scholars also take on particular aspects of  his work to place 
him in the field of  Indigenous studies. As I have indicated, DeLoughrey argues that the po-
et’s concept of  tidalectics unsettles the rigid bifurcation of  Indigenous “roots” and Creole 
“routes,” a “paradigm of  rooted routes, of  a mobile, flexible, and voyaging subject who 
is not physically or culturally circumscribed by the terrestrial boundaries of  island space” 
(Routes 3). She asks that we avoid pinning the theory to diaspora, given that “diaspora the-
orists, by and large, have focused primarily on the dialectical tension between the originary 
space of  dispersal and the space of  arrival without pausing to consider tidalectics, or the 
experience of  movement between national /cultural spaces” (61). By reading Brathwaite’s 
tidalectics as a normative concept with which to read Pacific Islander cultural expression, 
she productively frees up Brathwaite’s work from singular ideological or aesthetic mooring 
points. Another example comes as Hilden locates traces of  Amerindian culture after listen-
ing to Brathwaite’s Canterbury lectures:

[T]he indigenous sounds of  North America were similarly muted, and 
even silenced, in our own version of  “Lil’ Englandism,” and second, 
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that something in what he was doing recalled an Indian amongst that 
African sound. . . . Even as I listened to Kamau sing us the drumming 
sounds of  Mile and a Quarter that drizzly night in Canterbury, I really 
did hear, too, the softer sounds audible nearby at “Indian Groun(d)” 
(now a Seventh Day Adventist Church), these the sounds of  the houm-
fort, the tonelle, the music of  his Great Uncle Bob’ob the Ogoun (and 
the sounds of  prejudice: “white man better than red man better than 
black man”). It was not a fantasy. Hearing Brathwaite, I was hearing 
our Indian sounds, too, the drumming, the sounds of  moccasined feet 
dancing the earth. (6)

Hilden’s attunement to “the sounds of  moccasined feet” suggests a degree of  cross-identi-
fication with the poet, as designated by the collective plural Brathwaite uses in “Colombe”: 
“Hearing Brathwaite, I was hearing our Indian sounds, too.” Hilden’s recognition of  Am-
erindian figures in Brathwaite’s work disrupts the cultural and historical orientations with 
which we understand Caribbean literature. Like Brathwaite’s recollection of  submerged 
voices in the Caribbean, she indicates that we may also hear voices underpinning his in an 
“unheard chorus.” Another radical disorientation of  Brathwaite’s alter-native project came 
in 2005, as renowned Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith coined the Indigenous literary 
journal Alter-Native, a term that derives from Brathwaite’s Contradictory Omens, to celebrate 
contemporary Indigenous writing. While it could not be confirmed in correspondence with 
Alter-Native’s editors that Smith associated the term with Brathwaite, its duplication with a 
difference elsewhere suggests that Indigenous and Caribbean thought production cross over 
with one another in ways that necessitate careful contextualization as to the intersections of  
Indigenous and Caribbean studies. Across these engagements, Brathwaite’s writing towards 
Indigenous cultures provides an artefact by which to trigger this work, an alter-native to the 
essentialist models that limit Caribbean and Indigenous becoming.
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Notes
1 Among other cross-cultural connections, Brathwaite’s tidalectics inspire 

Indigenous poet Wayde Compton to explore multimodal connections to 
Indigenous communities in the Pacific. See Heather Smyth, “The Black 
Atlantic Meets the Black Pacific: Multimodality in Kamau Brathwaite and 
Wayde Compton.” 
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Hope for the Pluriverse, 
Defeat of  the Universe in the 
Work of  Kamau Brathwaite
Elaine Savory

Source: Ivan Bandura | Unsplash, cropped

sea-weed salt-sea sea-moss smell; and far away, where the fisher- 
men were, the flying fish flew like corn that was tossed through 
the drizzling air . . . sun streaks spread like webs over rock and  
the patterned carpets of  green purple grass where a crab scuttled  
spotted with coral and pink and a starfish closed its eye. the whole 
wild floor of  the bay was like flowing so the dark rocks breathed . . .

if  I could learn to breed-in water like a fish 
i could stay underwater for as long as I wish . . .

—Brathwaite, Sun Poem 23, 26 
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…altho we know it coming even while we count 
the deed the dead the cruel lame the gnash the cost 
the small the blind the debris falling from the air of  shar 
 
& lashes lashes lashes. such lash. erations of  the hurt 
& herd.

—Brathwaite, “9/11 Hawk,” 98

 Poetry in Kamau Brathwaite’s making is resilient, because its making requires a 
special kind of  strength and flexibility.1 Resilience is something we associate with surviv-
al, adaptation, and strength, exactly what is needed to get through environmental crisis. 
Talking to poet Nathaniel Mackey, Brathwaite asks what happens to a poem when it can 
no longer be written “about a beautiful bamboo that becomes a flute” but must instead 
address a “mountain of  mud” that has replaced the bamboo. Instead of  allowing this to 
defeat the act of  writing a poem, Brathwaite asks, “What kind(s) of  form become possible . . 
.” (ConVERSations 274).2 Rob Nixon argues “Writer- activists can help us apprehend threats 
imaginatively that remain imperceptible to the senses. . . . [I]maginative writing can help 
make the unapparent appear . . .” (15). We are familiar with Brathwaite as a writer-activist 
in his work, engaged with race, colonialism, and class. This essay explores another deep 
concern of  his: the environment.

At the end of  Golokwati 2000 (2002), Brathwaite listed nine principles for creating 
“Tomorrow’s Harvest” (end matter). These principles are noticeably environmental. The 
second is “Be great cultivators, both of  soil and soul.” There need to be “strong links in the 
chain between heaven and man,” between the “hedges of  the past & the hegemonies of  
the future.” Let chains not be coercive but instead a chain in the sense of  “a flower” (like a 
daisy chain or flower necklace). Build always with “the bloom of  green-gardens & garlands- 
to celebrate Nature” and the ancestors. If  you live on an island, love it but also the wider 
world, seeking education and action. Finally, learn to make and honour cultural icons such 
as the drum. In these principles, the ecological is threaded with the idea of  community, 
earthly and spiritual, human and other-than-human.

Brathwaite creates a Caribbean-centred pluriverse in his way of  thinking: his histo-
rian’s perspective, his poet’s imagination, his deep curiosity about all knowledge, his facing 
of  crisis and pain, and, most importantly his sense of  the complex web of  being. The term 
pluriverse has a spectrum of  meanings. It has been used in the context of  political struggles 
about land rights in South America, part of  activism towards decolonization, but, as Joan-
na Page argues, it needs to be understood more broadly to include “an understanding of  
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the complex and co-constituting relations that different forms of  being – humans, animals, 
rivers, forests, mountains – maintain with each other,” living in “multiple but interconnect-
ed worlds” (216). Such an understanding is not easy to come by, for our world breeds divi-
sion of  all kinds, preventing humans from empathizing even across one species. Capitalism 
not only invented hereditary racial slavery to maximize profits, but it also promoted a “uni-
verse,” a place where all things could find their proper place in an impossible idea of  union 
without equity. It promulgated what Jason Moore calls “Cheap Nature,” “in a double sense 
. . . cheap,” in price and cheapened in political and social terms (2–3), and also fundamen-
tally separated from people. But in fact, we would not breathe or eat without our pluriverse, 
most critically oxygen-making forms of  life in oceans and forests.3

On the microlevel, scientists know that the human body depends for life on the 
interaction of  different life forms. Donna Haraway proposes the term sym-poesis, meaning 
“making with” (M25). It is, she says, “a word for worlding” (M25). Scott F. Gilbert goes 
further and reminds us that our particular symbionts (such as bacteria in the gut) are the 
reason we digest particular kinds of  complex elements in our food: we are not, therefore, 
“genetically individual,” for we rely on particular bacteria for our gut to develop and work 
properly (M78). Some Western science is finally coming around to making the case for the 
body as a holobiont or assemblage of  interconnected species working through cooperation 
(a kind of  pluriverse). Gilbert states unequivocally that human beings are “multilineage 
organisms,” in which symbionts, such as beneficial bacteria, are “full citizens of  an evolving 
and heterogenous community” (M84). This idea complicates the idea of  being a person.

This essay argues that Brathwaite’s work disrupts imposed borders between mind, 
heart, and spirit; between island, nation, and cosmos; between printed book, oral tradition, 
and music; between the living and the dead. In terms of  genres, Brathwaite reinvented 
and interconnected poetry, fiction, memoir, history, and essay. His texts together make up a 
complex and evolving organism, heterogenous, multilineaged, a pluriverse in formal terms 
and in its intent to assemble divergent elements in kinetic association. His work proposes a 
multivalent understanding of  the world and the cosmos that enables healing and productive 
energies in defiance of  the brutal divisions of  the past. This is a profoundly environmental 
consciousness, of  the greatest urgency. Of  course, Brathwaite was of  his time and gener-
ation, of  his place of  birth, shaped by his education.4 In “X/Self ’s Xth Letters from the 
Thirteen Provinces” (1987), when Caliban takes possession of  the computer as a vehicle 
for his mother Sycorax’s voice, Brathwaite was redirecting a justifiable anxiety in the 1980s 
that the developed world would simply exploit this new opportunity to dominate the rest 
of  the earth. Who could have known then that the coming of  the computer would lead 
to a new competition for extraction (rare earth) and fear of  massively increased emissions 
(bitcoin “mining”)? That white male billionaires would compete to shred the atmosphere 
with missilic spacecraft? We now live in a perilous moment where Brathwaite’s vision and 
testimony are of  critical importance. The path of  extractivism, making a few rich, has led 
us through obscene violations of  human rights and those of  other species to the precipice 
of  climate change and resulting food precarity, loss of  secure human habitats, and a result-
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ing uncertain future. In addition, some people are destructively embracing old divisions of  
race, gender, and class.

But Brathwaite had a fearlessness in his complex, multivalent way of  apprehending 
the world. He travelled away to come home knowing. Raised in a colonial Barbados of  the 
1930s and 1940s, he discovered jazz as a teenager, teaching himself  awareness of  a creolized 
art form from another culture (jazz was not approved of  by the African-descended colonial 
middle class in Barbados). After his first degree at Cambridge in the conservative 1950s, he 
lived in Ghana for almost a decade. There, he learned not only Ghanaian cultures and his-
tory but also his own complicated relation to them, as a descendant of  victims of  the trans-
atlantic slave trade. Some in West Africa had torn the fabric of  community by colluding 
with slave traders to sell enemies or those who lost in a war, like Paramount Chief  Takyi, 
both seller and sold, who would eventually lead a slave rebellion in Jamaica. Brathwaite was 
a historian, always requiring his readers to remember what their cultures have caused them 
forget, showing us how history makes its mark as much on the land as on its people, but also 
how much resilience and creativity has been shown by Caribbean people. His work requires 
us to celebrate the best and face the worst, which the environmentally conscious also must 
do. He also holds all the variant cultural threads useful in a particular moment and place: 
in one of  his last collections, The Lazarus Poems (2017), he engages deeply and often with the 
relation of  death and life. A critically important aspect of  facing environmental crisis is to 
understand the place of  death in the world, not reject, deny, or falsify it: we are intended to 
be born, live, and die in harmony with where we live, not expect endless extensions of  life 
or think the earth will be endlessly patient with us.

Brathwaite’s natal land of  Barbados was built on division and hierarchy, education 
fashioned to support the colonial project. Though what we now understand as environmen-
tally responsible living was practiced by indigenous peoples, he grew up in Barbados that 
was overdeveloped from early in colonial settlement, with no evident Amerindian popula-
tion. He was not alone in his generation in trying to think about the relation of  people and 
their environment. Wilson Harris and Sylvia Wynter can certainly be read productively this 
way.5 But it is difficult to develop a formal way of  representing the profound interconnect-
edness of  environmental awareness in linear storytelling or essays. Harris’s dense, mean-
dering plots and Wynter’s thicket of  ideas in her essays can both be read as signs of  their 
attempts to break out of  Western linear thinking and imagining, necessarily complicating 
expectations of  development and resolution.6 Poetry provides Brathwaite with many tools 
in its complex and layered formal identities, identities that he refashioned for his own pur-
poses. He understood the power of  juxtaposition and how layering of  meaning, through 
innovative word forms, could complicate the reader/listener’s understanding in good ways. 
One of  the functions of  his Sycorax Video Style is to suggest multidirectional thought and 
apprehension of  experience, as kinetic as music, caught on the page by changing fonts. This 
kinesis is impossible to convey in the conventions of  the Western book (or by the logic with 
which much Western thinking is structured). Brathwaite’s innovative fonts and arrange-
ments of  words on the page contribute a textual or formal manifestation of  inclusivity, 
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another pluriverse, within which all elements find a dynamic place. His production of  huge 
volumes, such as Barabajan Poems (1994), large in both page size and length, affirmed the 
sense of  the book as a precious text in which subversive employment of  space assisted the 
purpose of  multivalent understanding.

Cajetan Iheka, in his ecological study of  African literature, offers an inclusive read-
ing of  the African pluriverse, in which he introduces a term helpful in defining this kinetic 
relation of  disparate elements:

[I]f  colonial modernity elevated the human as the avatar, the 
center of  the universe, often to the detriment of  the nonhuman 
worlds, both seen and unseen, how has African literature rein-
stated the nonhuman in relation to the human? How does the 
pluriverse– the agglomeration of  worlds, human and non-hu-
man– appear in African literature? In answering these ques-
tions, I claim that alongside those African literary works that 
relegate the nonhuman world to a mere backdrop or setting 
for human exploration, there exists another body of  literature 
characterized by an aesthetics of  proximity. (22; italics in original)

This term, aesthetics of  proximity, helps us understand Brathwaite’s practice of  profound jux-
taposition. Iheka explains it as having two applications, “a spatial sense of  nearness” and 
“a form of  proximity brought about by similarities and shared characteristics” (22). He ex-
plores how magical realism enables this, undermining a social realism that he rightly points 
out is usually human centred (22). It can provide opportunity for interconnection between 
the human and the nonhuman, as well as multispecies proximity and interaction, displacing 
the human as central to the work.

In the attempt to bring us beyond the parochial and the self-interested, Brathwaite 
has often employed bold metonyms. In MR, he introduced a number of  them that could 
be called stereotypes (Africa as the circle, Australia as boomerang, etc.), but they make us 
think about the relative destructiveness of  different cultural priorities for the earth and 
those who live on it (131–76). His metonymic representation of  Europe as a missile, relating 
to conquests and colonization, also fits recent space jaunts by billionaires, ignoring climate 
change. In his embrace of  magical realism, Brathwaite produced a two-volume reader with 
his map of  the cosmos. MR’s wide-ranging references include Albert Einstein, Lewis Car-
roll, Gabriel García Márquez (of  course), Hieronymous Bosch, William Shakespeare, and 
John Donne. The kind of  intersecting knowledges that inhabit MR are delivered through 
innovative text and images, a method that Iheka’s term aesthetic proximity aptly describes.

Brathwaite understood, as environmentalists do, that we need to move to “planetary 
thinking” (Hui) and away from talking about the earth. Planetary thinking involves under-
standing how everything is connected, from outer space to each planet and to the tiniest 
element in each planet. His representation of  the cosmos has circles intersected by straight 
pathways, within which fluid identities move and interact in multiple simultaneous direc-
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tions. In his notes to this diagram or map, Brathwaite says that it is multidirectional and 
proceeds from the oumfô (kumbla/womb) outwards in all directions, intersecting space and 
time (MR 263).7 The oumfô itself, a version of  the location of  the heart of  Haitian Vodou 
ritual, is a place where boundaries between human and spirit and nonhuman are breached. 
This is a kinetic cosmos in which energies can flow and recombine freely.

His work is also very conscious of  disparate elements in our environment, such as 
light, water, and rock—three essential supports for life on earth. In the way he connects 
stone and water to the history and nature of  human life, his work relates to material eco-
criticism. This argues that there is “creativity” in matter usually considered lifeless (Iovino 
and Oppermann 21), and whereas simple anthropomorphism is a problem, material eco-
criticism can link contemporary and indigenous narratives that embrace ancient modes of  
thought that connect everything: human and other-than-human, sentient and that which 
is considered without life, such as stone. Serpil Oppermann offers a fascinating account of  
bacteria cooperating, for millions of  years, clearly with agency (“From Ecological Postmod-
ernism”).8

Chris Campbell, in an interesting essay on the work of  Brathwaite and John Cow-
per Powys, observes that the English South-West and Barbados have similar geology: their 
limestone/chalk/coral deposits. He reminds us that Brathwaite’s Mother Poem (1977) begins 
with a preface, “This poem is about porous limestone: my mother, Barbados . . .” (Camp-
bell 74), and proposes that Brathwaite has “always been a poet of  the stone as much as the 
force of  the winds” (73). This recalls Brathwaite’s famous remark about the hurricane not 
roaring in pentameters in History of  the Voice (1984), a work that Campbell rightly says, along 
with Shar (1990), is likely to figure in discussions of  Brathwaite’s “literary ecology” (Camp-
bell 73). It is true that coral rock is a major signifier in Mother Poem, bringing together the 
durability of  stone and the empathy of  a protective matriarch: limestone is a metonym for 
hidden strength in a country where Africa had been culturally hidden under the overlay of  
colonialism. But Brathwaite’s work is so multistranded that no one element dominates, and 
it is reductive to claim, as Campbell does, “The foundation of  his Caribbean experience is 
the geology of  Barbados: his understanding of  historical and social relations grounded in 
landscapes of  coral limestone” (73–74).

David Abram says tale telling involves “our whole speaking and gesturing organ-
ism,” but also impacts other beings near us (humans, crows, a termite-riddled old oak tree, 
the ruin of  an old factory)—all of  which can register the sound.9 As we hear sounds made 
by the other-than-human in our environment (e.g., a coyote or water running), they will 
“enter into and alter the story” (“Afterword” 312–13). Moreover our speech depends on 
the profoundly physical activity of  breathing. Whereas we might just hear the tale, Abram 
tries to hear everything around it and how it is made, turning for inspiration to Native 
American cultures to help promote a way of  thinking that is inclusive and plural. Similarly, 
Brathwaite’s sequence “The Making of  the Drum” (in Masks, within The Arrivants) rep-
resents Ghanaian understanding of  connections between human, other-than-human, and 
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divine. Poems represent elements of  drum making: an animal (the goat, for its skin), the 
tweneduru tree (a type of  cedar, for its wood), and the forest plant that provides the drum-
stick. Accompaniments come from the calabash gourd and the gong-gong made of  metal 
by humans. The tweneduru tree is favoured for drum making because it is easy to carve but 
strong enough to make a durable instrument.10 All of  these become a cooperative unit to 
make the music that brings God (Odomankoma) to speak: a perfect example of  proximity 
serving an aesthetic purpose to demonstrate that the world is intact and full of  positive 
energies.

But Brathwaite experienced Ghana after the impact of  the slave trade and colo-
nialism, and he does not romanticize the internal tensions that enabled those intrusions. 
The poem “Masks,” opens with a formal greeting to a “God of  the tree,” but “your tree” 
has been “split / by a white axe / of  lightning; /” (130) presumably armed colonialism. 
There is a corruption in the human world that manifests as a sickness and division that will 
destroy, and the poem ends with an anxious question: “Will / your wood lips speak / so we 
see?” (131). In “The Golden Stool,” the story is told of  this previous icon of  Ashanti pow-
er, brought from heaven but turning out to be a blessing for those in power in the Ashanti 
Empire. There is a sinister hierarchy: “Blood ruled and my cut tribe, // wailing like flutes, 
/ whipped for their weakness” are subordinate to the power of  the Stool—“die: for the 
Stool’s honour, shrine’s wealth, // lean slaver’s health of  money” (145). The last words of  
“The Golden Stool” are “Onyame’s now / leafless air” (145). The triumph of  greed and 
desire for power turns the Ashanti leadership heartless, opening the door to dealing with 
slave traders and weakening the power of  Onyame, the supreme deity. But it is important 
that this is described in terms of  the loss of  leaves, an environmental image: the natural 
world and the human diminish together.

In their introduction to Arts of  Living on a Damaged Planet, Elaine Gan et al. point out 
that “[e]very landscape is haunted by past ways of  life” (G2). Brathwaite, professional his-
torian and beloved griot, represents so much consciousness of  loss in the landscape of  his 
birth, Barbados. What a huge irony to read Richard Ligon—Barbadian planter, writing in 
the mid-1650s, thirty years or so after English settlement—describing “high, large and lofty 
trees, with their spreading branches and flourishing tops” (30), and relating the harmony 
of  local flora to a political utopia: “truly these Vegetatives may teach both the sensible and 
reasonable creatures, what it is which makes up wealth, beauty and all harmony in that Le-
viathon, a well govern’d Commonwealth” (30). Such lessons from plants were entirely lost 
on a planter class with only profit in mind, who set about turning every usable foot of  soil 
into sugar-cane production and thus bequeathing trauma and division to the generations 
to come.

From his first work, Brathwaite had a keen eye on the relation between people and 
place, in an environmental sense. By this I mean that the place is a character—shaping the 
people as much as they might shape it—not simply setting. The Arrivants opens with a dias-
poric framing, from the Americas to West Africa, including desert, savannah, and forest. 
Barbados, like Britain, was cleared of  forests early in settlement, so as to facilitate profitable 
farms. Brathwaite’s depiction of  human life in West Africa brings the other-than-human 
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close: “Leaf  / work for the roof  and vine / tendrils” (“Prelude” 7). He represents the origi-
nary environmental catastrophe, the establishment of  a monocrop grown by forced labour: 

The islands roared into green plantations 
ruled by silver sugar cane 
sweat and profit 
cutlass profit 
islands ruled by sugar cane . . . (“Calypso” 48) 

“South” seems like an answer to Langston Hughes’s “The Negro Speaks of  Riv-
ers”: “My soul has grown deep like the rivers” (Hughes 23). Brathwaite’s poem responds, 
“We who are born of  the ocean can never seek solace / in rivers” (“South” 57). Living by 
the sea brings memory of  creatures (blue seashells, small urchins, a starfish, gulls) that are 
a precious part of  childhood. But in Brathwaite’s poem “Mammon,” something terrible 
(extreme capitalism) has happened to the environment: “Hot airless evenings and the night 
of  dogs / the howling morning sun, prowling / among rocks and fowls” (73). The persona 
in the second part of  this poem is tormented: “This was the land- // scape where his fears 
/ were born;” though he is “slave no more / now harbor- // less no more,” (75). However 
his choice of  “progress” desecrates the land on which slavery took place. He must cut the 
“cane-/ fields of  Chaguaramas down,” “the soil too soiled / with whip, with toil / with 
memory” (75) only to find they are replaced with: “...soil- / less, stain- / less, name- / less 
stalks // of  steel like New / York, Paris, / London town” (75-76).  

In “Postlude/Home,” the persona speaks for those who have come to resent the 
land, so deeply implicated in violence and exploitation. It is impossible to see the earth as 
good: “with- // out that fixed / locked, mem- //ory of  love- less toil . . . (79). It is like being 
chained to the sun, “like a snail // to its shell / and the hatred / it dragged/ in its trail” 
(Brathwaite, “Postlude/Home” 79). 

The anthropocentric image of  the snail is hauntingly vivid. There is a direct line 
from the desecration of  land for the plantation to the desecration of  people forced to work 
that abused land to the desecration of  the land again by the descendants of  both planter 
and the enslaved, for different reasons. Brathwaite’s “Littoral” and “Legba” also explore the 
fracturing of  connection among the three planes of  existence: human, other-than-human, 
and spiritual. The last section of  “Legba” is devoted solely to the other-than-human world, 
from the blackbirds to the gaulin, the pear tree, and jack bird. The sugar cane screams, a 
victim now of  the cutlass, the rain is “shorn,” the cactus is stung by weather, the drought 
affects the roots of  the clammy-cherry tree. Doubt follows, “crack- / ing the blue” (176).

At the beginning of  Islands (within The Arrivants), “Jah” represents a bleak, nihilistic 
New York where “…the land has lost the memory of  the most secret places”, the gods are 
forgotten or hidden, the sea is not a life giver, and even the sun is “now a flat boom in the 
sky” (164). But in the following poem “Ananse,” Ananse the creator makes his formidable 
presence felt, with “his brain green, a green chrysalis / storing leaves” (165). Brathwaite 
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offers no easy path, but in a number of  poems, people turn to making something out of  
natural materials. In “Ogun,” his uncle the carpenter and carver channels his anger into a 
wood sculpture of  the Yoruba god of  war. This is not the peaceful resolution of  “The Mak-
ing of  the Drum” but the other-than-human come together to access the spiritual (“Ogun” 
243). In “Vèvè,” “it is the bird that sings, / the green that wavers, wavers, wins / the slave 
rebellion of  the rot of  dust” (264). The other-than-human stores the memory of  human 
resistance: “it is this that glitters / in the salt / lagoon, // that crusts the coral / with foun-
dation stone, / that stirs the resurrection / out of  Tacky’s bones (264).

 Tacky (mentioned above as Takyi) led a major slave revolt in 1760 against the British 
in Jamaica, ironically ended with Maroon help, since they had signed an agreement with 
the British to protect themselves by helping put down slave rebellions. But the spirit of  resis-
tance never dies, and in this poem, it is the environment that protects it, allying with human 
freedom. In “Dawn,” the lives of  human and other-than-human are wrapped together, in 
pain and pleasure, framed by the sun and the sea, supported by common cause: “and I see 
you, my wound-  / ed gift-giver of  sea / spoken syllables: words salt on your lips/ on my lips 
. . . (238). Human gives voice to the sea.

The first two collections of  the second trilogy, Mother Poem (1977) and Sun Poem (1982), 
are also profoundly concerned with the environment and give us evidence of  the close at-
tention, the close seeing and hearing that Brathwaite practiced with regard to the nonhuman 
all through his life. The writing is often stunningly visual, so observant: “the brown stalks 
wrinkled and curled in the wind like scarecrows of  orange angels /and butterflies flickered 
as the clipped straw clicked /on its pin as it picked up speed (“Milkweed” 1977, 52). In “Sun 
Poem”, poetry and poetic prose follow each other, like different elements of  an ecology 
working together. A pair of  long lines, isolated together, enable us to focus on seeing closely: 
“sea-moss salt-stale inside-shell fell onto the spattered floor /and the pure gold pale gold 
sea-egg roe were veins of  the sea-egg shell (“12” 24).

 Barabajan Poems revises and reorders earlier work (a core strategy Brathwaite uses in-
creasingly after the first two trilogies) to echo the close seeing and hearing of  the earlier col-
lections. It is clear that in this text, the revisions emphasize the environment, often through 
large and/or bold font that positions a word or phrase on the page to make emphasis. The 
short poem “Pebbles,” from The Arrivants, reappears without title, spread over ten pages; the 
font is very large and bold. How the poem is divided between the pages often emphasizes 
a focus on environment, “my island” or “is a pebble” (Barabajan Poems, 99, 100) demanding 
more attention for these words.

Brathwaite tells the environmental story of  the “white Ital Baje” Julian Hunte who 
swam alone around Barbados (59 miles over twelve days in December 1992). Hunte, con-
sidered mad by many, was trying to raise money for a green world. Hunte’s account appears 
in Barabajan Poems, so his voice is captured. There is a scene where a group of  swimmers 
with backup boats pass Hunte, who has no backup at all:
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“As soon as they approached me the whole tranquillity of  the 
swim disappeared. The high power boats were sheeting the wa-
ter with oil; oil all around me; diesel . . . gas . . . fumes hitting 
me . . . carbon monoxide . . .” (Barabajan Poems 290)

Brathwaite’s witness of  environmental degradation is important and timely. Exploiting land 
for profit has changed methods over time but by no means has gone away. A few years after 
his first trilogy The Arrivants appeared, we can see the disturbing language of  early postcolo-
nial development advice in the OAS (Organization of  American States) report The Ecology 
of  Development Administration in Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and Barbados (1974). Jean-Claude 
Garcia-Zamor wrote:

The West Indian governments will themselves have to deter-
mine the goals of  their development strategy . . . the ends of  
development should be seen in terms of  the well-being of  their 
populations and the maximum utilization of  their resources. 
This is the primary goal of  development administration: the 
management and allocation of  the resources by an elitist group. 
(107)

If  that creole bureaucracy reads development only in material terms, then much of  
the old will have to be destroyed to make room for the new, continuing the environmental 
destruction that colonialism and the plantation set in play, a classic neocolonial strategy. A 
small, overpopulated coral island (Barbados) with few natural resources and a dependen-
cy on tourism is challenged to provide a social-support network for its population without 
encouraging expansion of  hotels and other resources for visitors, which becomes problem-
atic with regard to the conditions and expectations of  foreign capital. There has been a 
long-simmering battle between the desire of  hotels to have tourists believe there are private 
beaches on Barbados and the desire of  local people to assert their legal right to access to the 
sea. Brathwaite reminds of  “…the rip-off of  Gravesend…” and the “…ripp-out of  Sandy 
Lane & Heywoods & Six Men’s Bay…” (Barabajan Poems 121). These were all developments 
that changed beloved places, sometimes removing easy access. It is one thing to have legal 
rights to a beach and another to be able to get to it when a hotel can shut off the most direct 
road or path.

Governments have to be aware of  the dangers, trying to balance the needs of  the 
vital tourist industry for the economy and citizens’ free access to the coast. As part of  this, 
environmental concerns are evident. In an essay on the Jamaican tourist industry, Eliza-
beth Thomas-Hope and Adonna Jardine-Comrie quote from a master plan by the Gov-
ernment of  Jamaica for sustainable tourism development: “ʻTourism must take a lead role 
in achieving environmental sustainability, ensuring its own negative impact on the environ-
ment is minimized, and where necessary mitigated�” (126). Barbados’s Central Bank pub-
lished a similar report in 2007 that set out goals for mitigating damage to the environment 
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(Greenidge and Greenidge). This was Brathwaite’s concern in the section of  Golokwati 2000 
in which he wished that Needham’s Point had become a national park and not the Hilton 
Hotel complex, which was done for “the quick Tourism dollars” (416). He also talks about 
the impact of  a new highway and water treatment plant on an old established coastal vil-
lage, Emmerton. Calypsonian Gabby’s powerful song “Emmerton” mourns this loss: “You 
tell me tu forget / that you uproot my people / & scatter them to and fro” (“Mighty Gab-
by”). Brathwaite describes the song as “[t]he great cry out/lament about this own-native 
dispossession” (Golokwati 2000 418). The song is not only about the eviction from a place 
where generations formed community and had access to a beautiful part of  the coast but 
also about the lack of  power to stop it: “All right, I say I shall go,” as Gabby’s voice becomes 
resigned (“Mighty Gabby”).

There is also the plan to convert cane fields to make links good enough for inter-
national golfers, which Brathwaite rightly calls making a “GIGANTIC GOLF CURSE 
GOLF COURSE” (Barabajan Poems 121). Golf  courses require perfect grass (therefore, like-
ly tons of  herbicide and nitrogen-rich fertilizer) and a great deal of  water, which can deny 
water supplies to surrounding villages in the dry season. But since Barabajan Poems, more 
developments have arrived in Barbados, from the Port St. Charles high-end marina to an 
expansion of  Crane Beach Hotel into blocks of  timeshares and a fake village as a frame 
for shopping, as well as increasing appropriation of  the beach. Brathwaite directly links the 
original exploitation of  people and land for sugar cane with the present developments that 
offer the poor little and take much from their environmental space. He speaks of  a govern-
ment plan that was developed “for the DEVELOPMEN(T) = DESTRUCTION+ ‘EN-
VIRONMENTAL’ & CULTURAL ‘DEGRADATION’” which would have  gone “right 
through the last remaining section of  magical Barbados” (Barabajan Poems 309).

In another part of  the same book, Brathwaite wonders:

where- and how- a young poet grieving up or celebrating out 
today will find real growing green in our little 166 sq minds of  
coralstone & stand if  we don’t stop soon stop soon step soo(n) to 
save what we have left-to take it back, if  we can, some of  what 
we’ve lost & spoiled/despoiled -before it is too late. (121)

Here, Brathwaite becomes directly polemical because it is urgent to provoke local conscious-
ness and action. His own poetic development began in what was still available as pathways 
to the sea and green spaces though within an island with a population over 300,000 in 144 
square miles and dependent on tourism. One of  the most painful environmental threats 
for Brathwaite in Barbados was the government’s plans to extend the airport perimeter 
and runway, which threatened his home in Cow Pastor (Pasture) in Barbados. His power-
ful poem “Namsetoura” is set there, telling of  an encounter with an ancestor, an enslaved 
woman buried without ceremony long ago. Human, other-than-human, and spirit come 
together on a morning that began with looking carefully at a spider web and trying to take 
a picture, though cameras are destroyed by the attempt. At last, an old box camera—prim-
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itive technology—succeeds. It alone can capture the energy coming from the web, which 
coalesces into a face. Attention to the natural world is the doorway to apprehension of  the 
spiritual and also to correction of  mistakes in human perception and action. This is the fur-
thest possible point from the pastoral, which is always an escapist, privileged version of  the 
nonhuman world, designed for pleasure and evasion of  uncomfortable realities. 

Both Brathwaite’s protests about the airport development scheme and “Namsetou-
ra” are key to raising environmental consciousness and questions about endless economic 
growth as a model. Julie Livingston, writing on Botswana, challenges the commonly offered 
rationale that economic expansion provides collective benefits:

Growth-driven development is also predicated on a facile evo-
lutionary model. . . . And yet, these developed economies that 
are the aspiration are the prime engines of  a kind of  voracious-
ness which is leading us off a cliff. . . . What else might we find 
if  we take seriously those forms of  knowledge that have been 
purged or suppressed? (8)

Livingston rightly argues that we cannot simply go back to a pre-industrial world, but instead 
can educate ourselves to take better care of  the one we have. This is what Brathwaite tries 
to do in his work. Enslaved people must have been buried in many places in Barbados over 
a long time, yet very few of  these sites have been found, so the lives of  the enslaved are 
really erased, their burial places a kind of  suppressed knowledge. Brathwaite’s exploration 
of  history becomes an exploration of  the connection between reverence for place and rev-
erence for people. Even his theory of  creolization is a kind of  social ecology, stressing that 
cultural influence came from the majority enslaved population to the minority white elite 
(Brathwaite, Development).

Finally, Brathwaite represents love as key to surviving environmental disaster. His 
9/11 elegy ends with affirmation of  affection: “o let me love you love you love you love you” 
(“9/11 Hawk” 114). It is a way to hope for restoration of  balance and peace, an ecological 
space in which life might thrive again. Like James Baldwin, Brathwaite believes in the pow-
er of  love: it is the antidote to the kind of  despair and defeatism that those working towards 
social justice and environmental balance can feel. Running through Brathwaite’s work is a 
powerful thread of  belief  that, no matter what is lost, human affection provides not only the 
means to bear it but also the means to cherish life once more. His 2000 collection of  poetry, 
Words Need Love Too, offers a possibility that, by facing the worst and with the help of  love, 
words can help us to understand how to go on living. The elegy for his first wife, The Zea 
Mexican Diary (1993) offers the same possibility after all-encompassing grief, so when some 
of  Zea Mexican’s ashes are interred under a tulip tree, planted for this purpose, the human, 
nonhuman, and spiritual combine again to give the strength to go forward (199). Planting 
a tree is a commitment to an ecology of  place, to renewing something that enables human 
life (through producing the oxygen we need to breathe). In The Zea Mexican Diary, this is a 
multilayered act of  love. In “Journey from Catastrophe and Radiance” (2008), an essay on 
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Brathwaite’s journey, I wrote, “[L]ove must face history. The injuries that remain on this 
side of  the slave trade and the plantation are not going away” (Savory 147). Those injuries 
are environmental as much as they are individual and human. The environmental richness 
of  Barabajan Poems also spoke to me early in my reading of  it (1994).

Brathwaite’s work turns us to a deeper ecological consciousness and to move towards 
social justice, equity, and wholeness. He once said poetry is encoded with “that ancient 
memory- the sound of  the fir-st (forest), trees and rivers, slant of  sunlight on the slopes of  
mountains, anima of  dream and nightmares, the voices of  all those voiceless generations      
. . .” (ConVERSations 201). His poetry offers us a chance to be on the side of  life, in the pluriv-
erse, in whatever form.
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Notes
1 Although I would like to follow Brathwaite’s preference to be called sim-

ply Kamau, just as James Ngugi became Ngugi wa Thiong’o and more 
recently simply Ngugi, I respect the academic convention that Kamau 
Brathwaite or Brathwaite be used throughout this essay. Brathwaite is the 
plantation name, just as Edward and Lawson, his Christian names, were 
British in origin. 

2 I have not attempted to reproduce Brathwaite’s variant fonts, which are 
often impossible or simply difficult to reproduce on an ordinary printer.

3 To embrace the environment, intellectual work has to try to get out of  the 
silos in which it has been grown for a very long time. Elizabeth Deloughrey 
et al., in their introduction to Global Ecologies and the Environmental Human-
ities (2015), define postcolonial environmental humanities as advocating for 
“the power of  the imagination as expressed collectively across the full range 
of  cultural practices. It draws comparatively on cultural resources to delin-
eate a more equitable and ecologically restorative vision of  the world” (5). 
Ursula K. Heise’s definition is also helpful in thinking about Brathwaite’s 
integration of  history, literature (oral and scribal), music, and intellectual 
history (including science) into his poetry with full consciousness of  the 
environment and social justice: “The environmental humanities, then, are 
defined by the productive conceptual tension between humans’ agency 
as a species and the inequalities that shape and constrain the agencies 
of  different kinds of  humans, on the one hand, and between human and 
non-human forms of  agency, on the other” (6). The Caribbean is an im-
portant part of  the world in many ways, and particularly with regard to 
environmental frontline work on islands facing climate change. However, 
the Caribbean has so far formed only a small part of  global surveys of  en-
vironmental work. J. R. McNeill and Erin Stewart Mauldin’s A Companion 
to Global Environmental History (2015) contains only a few references to the 
Caribbean, the most substantial of  which is a brief  mention of  Haiti with-
in the Latin American chapter. The Heise et al.’s The Routledge Companion 
to the Environmental Humanities (2017) has one (important) essay by Lizabeth 
Paravisini-Gebert and passing reference in another essay. But Deloughrey 
et al.’s Caribbean Literature and the Environment (2005) was a pioneering step in 
the right direction. Since then, Caribbean ecocriticism has grown, and ec-
ocriticism centred in other parts of  the world is also beginning to notice its 
contribution. Deloughrey et al. point out that “[if] it is true that the current 
global environmental crisis is in part due to human alienation from nature 
and inattention to history, as many have argued, Caribbean literature has a 
vital contribution to make” (Caribbean Literature 4). The Journal of  West Indian 
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Literature also featured a special issue on ecocriticism (2016), guest edited by 
Elaine Savory. 

4 If  there are times when Brathwaite seems to settle for almost pastoral de-
light in the other-than-human, this does not weaken his activist clarity 
about what needs to be understood and done.

5 Wynter scholars have found Brathwaite helpful in thinking about their 
work, and sometimes it is an environmental metaphor that has captured 
their attention. Paget Henry finds Brathwaite’s term tidalectics helpful to 
talk about Wynter’s reconceptualization of  ideas and of  history itself. 
For Clevis Headley, Brathwaite’s idea of  fragments helps when thinking 
about the creative possibilities in Wynter’s conception of  what comes after 
man, challenging white male supremacy and replacing it with an inclusive 
humanity. For Wynter’s own views on the environment, see Wynter and 
McKittrick.

6 Harris began as a poet, and utilized poetic devices and strategies in his 
fiction, evading the “linear” realism that dominated a good deal of  Carib-
bean fiction in the immediate postcolonial period. He resisted “uniform” 
narratives, which deflect acute analysis and revisionary ideas, and he had a 
deep environmental engagement and consciousness. In his essay, “Literacy 
and the Imagination,” Harris points to elements we see in disturbing abun-
dance in our present moment in the global North, though he identified this 
in 1989 only in the “so called Third World”: “authoritarianism,” “false 
clarities,” and a “cult of  dis-information, which has to do with what is 
called realism” and “pervades many democratic societies” (17). Adopting 
a pluriverse vision of  the earth enables rejection of  rigid positions and in-
tolerance. In “Theatre of  the Arts” (2002), he emphasizes the value of  the 
“multifarious life of  the earth” (7), speaking of  “the incredible evolutionary 
detail that emerges in the animals of  Australia, the Andes, of  the Amazon, 
and elsewhere” (1).

7 He notes, about his map of  the cosmos, that instead of  proceeding from 
north to south or west to east, as in “the usual Western custom,” it can be 
understood as proceeding “from the oumfô outwards” or “from any of  
the cardinals inward towards the discovery of  the oumfô” (MR 263). The 
hounfour (oumfô) is the sacred ground of  Vodoun ritual.

8 Oppermann argues that we know enough about bacteria to be able to say 
that they exhibit agency and can act collaboratively and communicate with 
one another through chemical signals. So what is exactly alive? Material 
ecocriticism aligns itself  with ancient human thought (and Brathwaite’s 
own sense of  what lives) by “dismantling the binary distinctions between 
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organic and inorganic matter: and interpreting all physicochemical pro-
cesses as ‘living matter’” (34). In fact, stones can be considered to have 
their own stories, not to be simply dismissed as inert.

9 Abram’s book Becoming Animal (2010) argues for a shift in human self-ap-
prehension: “becoming a two-legged animal, entirely a part of  the ani-
mate world whose life swells within and around us, . . .” which seeks a new 
language, humble “in relation to other earthborn beings, whether spiders 
or obsidian outcrops or spruce limbs bent low by the clumped snow” (3).

10 The tweneduru (Cordia millenii) is native to tropical Africa, known as the 
“drum tree” (kyneboa) to the Ashanti people in Ghana. It has an important 
role in culture and history.
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Heroes, Mothers, and Muses: 
Teaching Gender in Kamau 
Brathwaite
Rachel L. Mordecai

Source: Collage created from photos from Hadis Safari, Oladimeji Odunsi, Sam Burriss | Unsplash 

In this essay, I make a case and suggest strategies for a gender-focused approach 
to teaching Kamau Brathwaite’s poetry to undergraduate students.1 Brathwaite’s poetic 
oeuvre, beginning in the mid-twentieth century and spanning more than five decades, in-
evitably contains work that replicates (at least on its face) conventionally binaristic notions 
of  gender that are increasingly being critiqued and revised both inside and outside of  
academia; indeed, this can be said of  the poems discussed in this essay. Nevertheless (or 
perhaps precisely for this reason), using a gender-analysis lens when teaching Brathwaite’s 
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poetry allows for several positive outcomes; this is in addition to the fact that Brathwaite 
himself  often foregrounded issues of  gender in discussing his work. One desirable outcome 
of  a gender-focused approach to Brathwaite is that it can offer a productive complication 
of  other, apparently settled, readings of  his work organized around such themes as the 
history of  slavery and colonization, race and class hierarchies, the ancestral link to Africa, 
creolization, orality, and others. Reading, thinking, and discussing gender in Brathwaite’s 
poetry should be seen as intersecting with and enhancing these interpretive rubrics, not as 
replacing them.

Furthermore, a gender-oriented approach to Brathwaite can create a space of  en-
quiry in which students (in Caribbean classrooms and outside the region) may be introduced 
to Caribbean gender studies and Caribbean feminist scholarship as a basis from which to 
examine what gender means, how it is constructed and performed, and—crucially—what 
happens when we understand both gender and feminism as culturally specific. Western 
feminism—even as it interrogates its own blind spots and becomes more inclusive of  those 
beyond its narrowest constituency of  white, middle-class women in the global North—can-
not be taken as adequately accounting for the experiences of  female-identified people ev-
erywhere. This may seem a truism, and yet in scholarly and pedagogical practice, it remains 
necessary not only to repeat this principle but also to enact it with intentionality. Creating 
lessons that help students to interrogate the premises of  their own ideas about gender and 
feminism and to understand the existence of  multiple, sometimes competing frameworks 
also operative under those names is a significant pedagogical achievement towards which a 
skillful gender-focused discussion of  Brathwaite’s work readily lends itself. Why Brathwaite? 
Well, not only Brathwaite, of  course; the work of  Caribbean women writers and queer Ca-
ribbean writers will be central to this as an ongoing pedagogical project. But we teach and 
will continue to teach Brathwaite, as we should, and I propose here that we can teach his 
work in ways that enrich, rather than elide, robust discussions of  gender.

It seems also worth noting that contemporary undergraduate students are generally 
comfortable with analysing literature through the lens of  gender; when engaging with work 
from an unfamiliar context (e.g., when North American students encounter Caribbean 
writers), they may readily turn to questions of  gender as a familiar “way in.” This is appro-
priate—and also, with the right resources and framings, can be made to yield a generative 
discomfort, as students encounter the contours of  both a gender system different from the 
one they know and a body of  feminism that responds to it. In other words, whatever ap-
proach the instructor centres, students are likely to home in on Brathwaite’s depictions of  
men and of  women; teachers can both direct and inform that focus in ways that ultimately 
produce better, more nuanced readings of  Brathwaite and open up the students’ ideas about 
gender as they encounter it in life and in literature. 

The poems I focus on below—mostly from Mother Poem (1977), Sun Poem (1982), and 
The Zea Mexican Diary (1993)—and the lines of  classroom enquiry suggested in this essay 
foreground Brathwaite’s depictions of  men and (especially) of  women, structured loosely 
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around the archetypes listed in my title: heroes, mothers, and muses. Of  course, my em-
phasis on these particular poems is not intended to imply that they are singularly fit subjects 
from among Brathwaite’s oeuvre for a gender-focused analysis; I merely consider them as 
examples. Further, I hope this focus will not overshadow or seem to discourage pedagog-
ical approaches that “queer” Brathwaite’s poems. Indeed, there are apertures into which 
Brathwaite himself  builds gender-subversive possibilities, as in the parsing of  his own name, 
Kamau, in Barabajan Poems, where he reads it first forward from the K as “the signal of  the 
male element” (239; italics in original) and then again backward from the U, which 

marks the beginning of  the name’s female meaning . . . 
so you see how the male & female elements of  the name

correspond with each other & confirm & xtend its

meaning. (240)

Caribbean students familiar with Anansi might be invited to consider the female-gendered 
spider in “The Nansetoura of  CowPastor” (Brathwaite, Words 55–57) as another such gen-
der-subversive aperture. While Anansi is commonly gendered male (as Anansi the Spider 
Man) in Caribbean folklore, here Brathwaite builds upon the figure’s more dynamic origins; 
as Giselle Anatol notes, “Anansi is not strictly male. . . . In the oldest West African tales, 
Anansi was gender-fluid . . . sometimes portrayed as male, sometimes as female” (qtd. in 
“Modern Trickster Figure,” par. 9). Other such apertures exist in Brathwaite’s work, and 
students should be encouraged to pursue them.

Caribbean gender studies and feminist scholarship constitute a broad and diverse 
field with which any teacher presenting Caribbean literature to students would do well to 
acquaint themselves; a solid academic grounding in the complexities of  Caribbean gen-
der ideologies and norms will be helpful whether the students are from outside the Ca-
ribbean (correcting any tendency to superimpose external frameworks on the region) or 
are themselves Caribbean people (in which case, evidence-based analysis will deepen their 
understanding and complicate their experience of  Caribbean gender ideologies). I will not 
attempt to survey the entirety of  the field here but rather to pull out some interventions that 
seem to me most salient in framing pedagogical approaches to Brathwaite’s work.2 Much 
of  what follows can perhaps be summed up by two main points: first, Patricia Mohammed’s 
assertion that a gender system that posits a public/private dichotomy and maps that divi-
sion onto a male/female dichotomy has some limited conceptual utility but does not apply 
to the Caribbean, where “a neat separation of  gender . . . into a privileged public masculin-
ity and a subordinate domestic femininity has assuredly never been an adequate description 
of  the lives of  men and women” (Mohammed, “Material” xv); and second, Janet Momsen’s 
formulation of  the “double paradox” of  gender in Caribbean societies:

Within the Caribbean regional diversity of  ethnicity, class, lan-
guage and religion there is an ideological unity of  patriarchy, 
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of  female subordination and dependence. Yet there is also a 
vibrant living tradition of  female economic autonomy, of  fe-
male-headed households and of  a family structure in which 
men are often marginal and absentee. So Caribbean gender 
relations are a double paradox: of  patriarchy within a system 
of  matrifocal and matrilocal families; and of  domestic and 
state patriarchy coexisting with the economic independence of  
women. (45)

Apprehending just these two main ideas would, for example, complicate and improve 
students’ encounters with the women in Brathwaite’s “The Dust” (from Rights of  Passage, 
collected in The Arrivants), who might be otherwise imagined as preoccupied with domestic 
concerns as they exchange pleasantries, gossip, and order groceries. The full significance of  
the poem—the symbolic freight of  the “pestilence,” the “fresh wars an’ rumours / of  wars” 
(64), and the poem’s central metaphor of  volcanic catastrophe and its aftermath of  dust—
becomes accessible only when one recognizes that these women are both public and private 
actors who bear vital, perhaps primary, responsibility for the economic and social welfare of  
their families and communities. Velma Pollard, whose essay “Francina and the Turtle and 
All the Others” is among relatively few pieces of  scholarship performing a general exam-
ination of  Brathwaite’s depiction of  women (although many pieces focus on specific female 
figures, such as Sycorax, Esse, or DreamChad), calls “The Dust” “a true classic.” Pollard 
positions the poem’s female characters in a genealogy of  Brathwaitian women that includes 
Francina from the eponymous poem in Islands and “a catalogue of  women in Mother Poem” 
whose endurance, manifold labours, and trenchant socio-political critique the essay fore-
grounds (46). The nuanced and critical roles these female characters play in Brathwaite’s 
work can only be thoroughly interrogated and adequately grasped when students have 
some understanding of  the complexities of  the Caribbean gender system.

The suggestions that follow for teaching approaches are loosely structured around 
three archetypes: heroes, mothers, and muses. There are, of  course, many other interpre-
tive angles to take with Brathwaite’s remarkable oeuvre; I have chosen to foreground these 
character types because they will likely be familiar to students and because their appearanc-
es in Brathwaite’s work offer opportunities for students to scrutinize the gender ideologies 
that underpin the poems and also to engage the questions that the poems provoke about 
readers’ gender assumptions. It should also be noted that these types are not bounded 
and separate from each other: the significant overlaps between mothers and heroes (as just 
one among many examples, the “mudda” who faces off against “ogrady” in “Nametracks” 
from Mother Poem [56-64]), heroes and muses (Défilée, of  the eponymous poem in Words 
Need Love Too [18-21]), and again between muses and mothers (pre-eminently, Sycorax) in 
Brathwaite’s work are in part what makes these figures productive markers by which to 
navigate the rich field of  his gender constructions. What follows are some central insights 
from Caribbean gender and feminist theory that may aid students in their thinking about 
Brathwaite’s heroes, mothers, and muses.
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First, students’ encounter(s) with Brathwaite’s poetry could be framed by an intro-
duction to the impact of  slavery and the socio-economic organization of  plantation society 
on the contemporary Caribbean. With regard to economic and labour relations, Bridget 
Brereton points out that “the consensus [of  historians] seems to be that the plantation re-
gime was largely gender blind with respect to field labour” (133). This created a situation in 
which most men and women had similar work lives and similar (not identical, and severely 
distorted by slavery) social positions. Even with changes in the centuries after emancipation, 
and allowing for nuances still being hashed out by historians, one can say broadly that most 
Caribbean women—especially those of  the majority peasant and working classes—have 
been economic actors (as enslaved and free labourers, small-scale farmers, market vendors, 
and later as wage earners in other roles) since the inception of  modern Caribbean society.

A second significant feature of  Caribbean social organization that has been traced 
back to slavery is the prevailing family structure (although some scholars dispute a direct 
causal link). As Olive Senior explains, “The pattern of  family formation in the Caribbean 
. . . is characterized by a high level of  non-legal unions, the prevalence of  ‘household’ over 
‘family’ units and a high level of  households headed by women” (82). Curdella Forbes re-
flects on the combination of  family structure with economic landscape in the post-emanci-
pation Caribbean and concludes:

All of  this meant that children’s experience of  gender relations 
and constructs were predicated on images of  dominant, eco-
nomically active mothers or mother surrogates, and of  fathers 
whose authority may have been postponed or itinerant. . . . 
Throughout the twentieth century, the specifics may have shift-
ed but the basic principle and pattern remained. (62-63)

These features—generations of  economically active women who are often the heads of  
(sometimes extended) households, serving as both primary decision makers and prima-
ry wage earners—may be woven into classroom discussions of  the gender ideologies that 
underpin Brathwaite’s depictions of  mothers (and fathers). Indeed, students should be en-
couraged to consider what challenges are offered to conventional gender systems (in which 
“mothering” is a heavily laden and often constricted function inextricably tied to the cat-
egory “woman”) by this kind of  social norm and where these challenges lie embedded in 
the poems.

Another important insight about the historical development of  Caribbean gender 
relations concerns the active participation of  women alongside men in resisting oppres-
sion.3 Barbara Bush notes, “Many Europeans in the West Indies declared women slaves to 
be more troublesome than men. . . . ‘[F]emale demons’ as well as the more common but less 
picturesque ‘bothersome’ slave women registered their discontent in numerous ways from 
the earliest days of  slavery” (53–55); and later, “[i]ndividual women sometimes carried 
their aversion to enslavement to such lengths as to risk severe punishment or even death” 
(62). As Forbes summarizes:
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In the struggle against the institution of  slavery, the slave pop-
ulation – regardless of  sex – showed equal involvement. While, 
with the exception of  Jamaica’s famous Nanny of  the Maroons 
and Barbados’ Nanny Grigg, we have no records of  women 
actually leading military engagements, we do know they were 
ferocious inciters, an active part of  the camps and a formidable 
intelligence network in such engagements. (35) 

As the heroes of  Caribbean history are often those who fought against enslavement and 
the subsequent colonialist oppression of  Black people, understanding that freedom fighters 
were not uniformly male will be important as students consider how Brathwaite renders 
the hero trope in his poetry and whether (and how) that trope is conventionally gendered.

In thinking about whether, why, and how heroes are gendered male in Brathwaite’s 
work, students will also be well served by some insights from Caribbean masculinity studies. 
As Rafael L. Ramírez, Victor I. García-Toro and Ineke Cunningham put it in their intro-
duction to Caribbean Masculinities, “With the exploits of  the conquistadors and the coloniz-
ers, the Caribbean . . . received the impact of  Western patriarchy,” including “hegemonic 
masculinity . . . an oppressive gender and sexual ideology” (vii). Overarching characteriza-
tions of  Caribbean masculinity—better rendered as Caribbean masculinities—are of  course 
both difficult and potentially dangerous, but some trends can be noted. Forbes describes 
two broad categories in the elaboration of  Caribbean masculinity: the “man of  speech” 
(exemplified variously by politicians, preachers, and popular musicians), who is skilled in 
“picong,4 hybridization of  registers, self-aggrandizement, circumlocution and diversion” (46; 
italics in original), and the “village ram,” who symbolizes “masculinity as authoritative, 
prolific and prodigal sexuality” (52).

Alternatively, Belinda Edmondson’s study of  masculinity, nationalism, and literature 
in the anglophone Caribbean argues that Victorian constructions of  masculinity can be 
summarized in the debate between Thomas Carlyle and John Stuart Mill over Governor 
Eyre’s actions in brutally suppressing a popular uprising at Morant Bay, Jamaica, in 1865:

For Carlyle and followers, a gentleman was essentially a man: 
strong willed, white, and British. For Mill and others, a gentle-
man was an educated Englishman with Christian moral val-
ues and aspirations. English manhood thus defined was a tense 
balance between physical virility – the ability to act powerful-
ly, even violently – and the moral sensibilities of  the higher 
evolved. (29)

Edmondson contends that “[l]ater West Indian discourse . . . was founded on an interpella-
tion of  these two differing yet fundamentally linked notions of  manhood and nationhood” 
(25). In planning discussions around the poems I engage below—and many others from 
Brathwaite’s oeuvre—instructors may lay out both the masculine types that Forbes iterates 
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and the dynamic tension between notions of  manhood as Edmondson describes them, and 
ask students to discuss what signs they can find in the poetry of  these ways of  imagining 
masculinity. This approach can helpfully contextualize both discussions of  heroic tropes 
in the poetry (as mentioned above) and interrogations of  how Brathwaite’s female muses 
are constructed by and around certain versions of  a masculine poet-speaker; it will also be 
worth considering where and how the poems seem to be interrogating, refusing, or expand-
ing these normative formulations.

Before moving into my discussion of  specific poems and suggestions for approaching 
them, I would like to emphasize here that the complex features of  the Caribbean gender 
schema that I have noted above should not be taken to suggest that patriarchy and male-su-
premacist ideology do not exist in the region. Rather, as Momsen’s “double paradox” for-
mulation reminds us, those formations coexist, in tension, alongside and punctuated by 
high levels of  women’s autonomy; the challenge is to help students understand the resulting 
fluid, multivalent gender situation as they consider Brathwaite’s work (and all Caribbean 
literature).

In what follows, I lay out some possible interpretive approaches that can be modelled 
for students, structured primarily around lines of  interrogation. I imagine these suggestions 
being taken up in the context of  an enquiry-based undergraduate classroom, where the in-
structor guides the class through the interpretive process via a series (or perhaps, more aptly, 
a constellation) of  questions designed to yield possibilities and open spaces for the students’ 
own ideas and insights, rather than marching the discussion inexorably towards a predeter-
mined outcome. For that reason, I do not pretend here to provide fully fledged interpreta-
tions of  the poems being considered; I am, rather, proposing sets of  questions and points of  
entry around which class discussions might be structured and suggesting (mostly in the end-
notes) helpful critical and contextual materials. The degree of  instructor guidance and the 
mode of  facilitation will, of  course, change according to the intended learning outcomes 
and the knowledge, skills, and tendencies of  the class; in general, the approaches I suggest 
here are likely best suited to introductory or intermediate-level undergraduate classes.5

One starting point might be to juxtapose Mother Poem with Sun Poem for a gender-fo-
cused reading, offering, as they do, subtle and layered interrogations of  the nature of  Ca-
ribbean womanhood/motherhood, in the first case, and Caribbean manhood/fatherhood, 
in the second. Considering these texts in conversation with each other is also warranted by 
Brathwaite’s own comments; as he explains in ConVERSations with Nathaniel Mackey:

So Son Poem – which is written S-u-n Poem – is a tribute –  
or am I hostage? – to him [KB’s fa-
ther] and the what I call the “male – ma  
lé – element(s)” of  the island in the same way that it mig 
ht be said that Mother Poem is a poem of/to the women,  
as best I can, of  the coral/of  the culture – both – both  
together become even more so, so that you can’t really  
read one without the other. (54; boldface in original)6
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Students can be invited to compare the sometimes rebellious, sometimes (apparently) re-
signed male voice(s) of  poems 23 and 24 from Sun Poem—whose opening lines are, respec-
tively, “So one day leapin ahead a de governor dogs” and “But heroes were in books” (56-60, 
61-62)—with the woman’s voice of  “Twine” and “Bell” from Mother Poem, as the persona 
decries the waste of  her husband’s life and labour in service of  “poor backra money” (7).7 

The persona of  poem 23, “So one day leapin ahead . . . ,” constructs himself  as 
anti-heroic but is engaged in common cause with a heroic figure, Bussa, leading enslaved 
people in a war of  resistance against “de white people” (Sun Poem 60). Depending on the 
class, instructors may need to provide students with contextual information about resis-
tance against slavery in the Caribbean generally; information about the specific historical 
context of  this poem—the 1816 Bussa Rebellion in Barbados—should prove helpful in all 
instances.8 Students’ understandable first impulse may be to contextualize this poem within 
a general trajectory of  enslaved people driven to rebellion by the brutality and neglect of  
slave owners—as did indeed occur. But the tenor of  the poem, and of  the subjectivity being 
asserted therein, shifts when one learns that

this rebellion had little to do with the conditions under which 
the enslaved existed. The evidence suggests that [Barbadian] 
plantations generally provided fairly well for their labor force. 
The primary objective of  the rebellion was to remove the white 
plantocracy and insert in its place black leadership that would 
end slavery. (Scott 90)

Proposing that students consider Brathwaite’s poem as evoking a revolutionary enterprise 
carried out by people who saw themselves as the leaders and citizens of  a free black nation 
in the making sets the stage for a discussion of  the poem’s gender dynamics, specifically its 
construction of  masculinity.

Students might be asked to compare the figures of  the two men—the persona who 
openly expresses his fear: 

. . . if

not fraid den a ready to freak

out: an to tell you de trute

muh belly feel weak:

uh wus only willin to fight

cause a frighten (Brathwaite, Poem 23, Sun Poem 59)
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and Bussa who seems at once sanguine (“jess grumbellin dat / e gettin no sleep” [59]) and 
militant:

we gine block evry blow dem can pelt

    like a stick

man we gwine bite dem like

    shaego or shark. (59; italics in original)

Possible questions to be raised for discussion include the following: Which man is the hero? 
The confident one who (foreshadowing in the poem tells us) will die the next day at the 
hands of  his enemies or the openly fearful one who survives to tell the tale? Which ideas of  
heroism does this poem rely on? Which does it challenge? To what extent can we find in 
the poem an interpenetration of  ideas of  heroism with ideas of  masculinity? And, given the 
available information about the extent of  women’s involvement in anti-slavery resistance 
(as discussed above), how should we interpret such interpenetration?

The figure of  Bussa might be a particular focus here, as students consider the nu-
ances of  such descriptions as 

he was shout

in     but soff

ly     he mout

hard

ly open (57–58)

and the fact that his (presumably genial) slap on the speaker’s shoulder “pitch / [him] dark 
dung de hill like a boulder all / most” (58). Here, perhaps, we see traces of  what Edmond-
son describes as the “tense balance between physical virility – the ability to act powerfully, 
even violently – and the moral sensibilities of  the higher evolved” (29). More generally, 
students might be encouraged to speculate about the cumulative effect of  the reiterations 
of  the word man in various formulations throughout the poem. Do these work towards an 
assertion of  the humanity of  a people whom plantation ideologies have attempted to de-
humanize? And what does it mean that this assertion is made via the male-gendered noun? 
As this discussion unfolds, it may be useful to remind the class that Brathwaite was born in 
1930 and came of  age at a time when (as argued by Edmondson and Forbes, among others) 
Caribbean nationalism was closely identified with masculinity and, more generally, before 
the use of  man to mean people had been widely decried as linguistic sexism.
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The interrogation of  heroism as a gendered category will be further enriched by 
considering poem 24, which opens, “But heroes were in books / and few of  our fathers were 
heroes” (Sun Poem 61). The discussion ought to begin by recognizing the poem’s ironic prem-
ise: the previous poem (“So one day leapin ahead . . .”) articulates an ancestral example of  
heroism, one at least partly disseminated through oral culture, so the first lines of  “But he-
roes were in books” are already undercut by its predecessor. Still, it is worth asking students 
what is implied by saying that heroes “were” in books rather than in the lived experience 
and history of  the “we” on whose behalf  the persona is speaking. Is this predicament par-
ticular to the Caribbean? Or is it common for readers to have difficulty finding parallels in 
the world to the heroic models that they find in books—and which versions of  heroism do 
different communities of  readers have available to them? The instructor might ask students 
about their own textual experiences: whether heroes are still central to the fictions (written 
and otherwise) that they consume, how those heroes are constructed in gendered ways, and 
whether and how they ought to think critically about the entire category of  the heroic.

The persona of  “But heroes were in books” speaks of  almost unrelenting generation-
al futility, from a specifically male perspective; thus, the trauma is handed down from osten-
sibly failed-hero fathers to “we their sons” who “learnt mainly to survive” (61). Brathwaite 
is here constructing a gendered portrait of  the experience of  colonized communities. An 
opposition is established between paternal helplessness and futility—such that the fathers, 
“ashamed,” cannot even celebrate the achievements of  their sons—and maternal agency: 
“only their mothers treasured them” (61). These do not seem to be the absent or itinerant 
Caribbean fathers identified in some of  the scholarship (as mentioned above), yet one sees 
here a poignant symbolic rendering of  the sociological phenomenon of  women’s central 
(even dominant) role in parenting. How might students understand these fathers who are 
not disengaged from their familial responsibilities but who are still distanced by the weight 
of  history from their children (especially their male children)? What other large-scale forces, 
outside the particulars of  personality and family history, might have similar effects on fa-
ther-child connections?9

Significantly, women appear only in specifically maternal and domestic roles here, or 
as a group of  undifferentiated celebrants/mourners at the funerals of  fallen sons: “women 
in their sunday blessed / clap cold and catalogue / grave stone museum dust” (61). Male 
figures, by contrast, are evoked in the variety of  their vocational roles, from cane cutters to 
blacksmiths (avatars of  the god Ogun), carpenters, boat builders, schoolmasters and gov-
ernment functionaries (“the cork hatted sanitary in / spector” [62]). Here is a different evo-
cation of  masculinity than that outlined by either Forbes or Edmondson: here is masculinity 
constructed through work and, perhaps more specifically, through skilled labour. This is an 
opportunity for students to consider how literature—in this case, Brathwaite’s poetry—can 
challenge or extend the insights of  gender-studies theory. “But heroes were in books” pro-
poses, on its face, that none of  these men achieve heroism, as symbolized by the 
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stammaments10 in stone 

that smile

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . but never look

ing like us. (62)

Given the rich and detailed evocation of  the men’s work, however (the force and skill re-
quired, the range of  objects they produce), students might be invited to consider whether 
Brathwaite is here portraying an alternative version of  heroism, to which the fathers of  the 
poem can lay claim. When poem 24, “But heroes were in books,” is discussed after or in 
conjunction with poem 23, “So one day leapin ahead . . . ,” the class can compare the two 
versions of  masculine heroism that the poems offer, one organized around martial pursuits 
and the other around work, craft, and survival. The discussions might also take in questions 
about the women in the poems—how they are constructed and where they are absent—in 
light of  the contextual information about women’s roles as fighters and workers in Carib-
bean societies.

As I suggest above, the issue of  alternative and gendered versions of  heroism ac-
quires particular relevance when putting these two poems from Sun Poem into conversation 
with “Twine” and “Bell” from Mother Poem. In the latter poems, in particular, the woman/
mother figure is forced into a complex of  nurturing behaviours on multiple levels, in both 
her “traditional” role within the domestic space and her roles in the economic and political 
arenas outside the home; in other words, she reflects the reality of  many Caribbean women. 
The impetus behind the woman taking on these multiple roles is her husband’s inability to 
fulfil his function as material provider for the family, because his body and spirit have been 
destroyed by years of  gruelling labour with little recompense, after which he is discarded 
by his employer when he becomes debilitated. Here, again, is an opportunity for students 
to rethink heroism in terms of  (gendered) labour and to consider what role postplantation 
capitalist hyperexploitation plays in constricting one’s ability to perform the breadwinning 
role upon which masculinity is conventionally predicated.

Students may be struck by the woman’s strength in these poems—particularly the 
strength of  her voice as she elaborates a bitter critique against the unjust economic actors 
who have exploited and discarded her husband:

i never did know dat dat man he did work for

dat slack mister merchant wid dat black cattle hat
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an e cravat: dat

poor backra rat. (“Bell,” Mother Poem 14)

In light of  this strength, students could be asked, first, whether the female persona of  these 
poems is heroic: What characteristics of  heroism does she display? What possibilities for 
heroism does her life allow her? Further, they might productively discuss whether the power 
of  this female character is not achieved to some degree at the expense of  the characteriza-
tion of  her husband—that is, is she made stronger by contrast with the repeated depictions 
of  his spiritual and physical weakness: “but if  you look pun e now / fragile, ‘fraid o’ e own 
shadow / but he tired, man, but he tired” (“Twine,” Mother Poem 6)? Finally, to what degree 
do the poems—particularly “Bell,” the longer of  the two—rely for their effect upon conser-
vative gender norms, according to which the woman “should” have been able to stay within 
the domestic space and rely upon the man’s success in the labour marketplace? Is the fam-
ily’s situation more pitiable than mere financial hardship would suggest; is there evidence 
of  an additional, psychic loss in the diminishing of  the once strong husband/father figure, 
his ostensible replacement by his wife? In addressing these questions, it will be particularly 
useful to remember the complex public and private roles negotiated by Caribbean women, 
as outlined above.

The autobiographical The Zea Mexican Diary presents opportunities to consider 
Brathwaite’s depiction of  the role of  a (female) muse in the (male) poet’s life. As Sandra 
Pouchet Paquet notes in her foreword, the book

stands in marked contrast to [Brathwaite’s] previously published 
work. . . . [T]he persona of  the public poet as cultural historian 
and critic on a seamless mission of  recovery and affirmation 
of  the African heart of  the Caribbean appears instead a lonely 
individual talent, isolated and alienated from the community in 
which he had encased and defined himself. (viii)

An account of  the 1986 death of  Doris Monica Brathwaite, the poet’s first wife, The Zea 
Mexican Diary is both a celebration of  their life together and an expression of  his grief  and 
feelings of  alienation after her death. Elaine Savory calls it “a very moving and brutally 
honest elegy for Doris” (“Journey from Catastrophe” 137). Given the intensely personal 
document that it is, the broader historical and sociological context of  the Caribbean is 
perhaps less foregrounded in this text than in other Brathwaite works; nevertheless, under-
standing that context and its gender dimensions will add richness to discussions of  the book 
and to considerations of  Zea Mexican as the poet’s muse.

Pouchet Paquet calls The Zea Mexican Diary “an unparalleled public examination of    
. . . women’s role in a male-defined cultural enterprise” (ix); the enterprise is poetic creation, 
and the woman’s role is, at first glance, an auxiliary one. Doris is repeatedly characterized 
as a woman in service to her poet-husband’s vocation. The persona calls her “my wife/the 
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perfect poet’s wife – I mean the perfect wife of/for the poet. She made it possible. Created 
from the very start & kept it go/ing to the last moments of  her very life . the perfect tem-
perature & space for the poems to be/come” (Brathwaite, Zea Mexican Diary 152). When 
taking a gender-analysis approach to this text, students’ attention may be readily drawn to 
this aspect—Doris’s function as “the perfect poet’s wife”—especially as the figure of  the 
woman in devoted (and often unremarked) service to male genius is a familiar one. While 
encouraging students to consider that figure against the backdrop of  the complex gender 
ideologies of  the Caribbean, the instructor’s challenge will also be to guard against letting 
this one aspect of  the character eclipse the multifaceted representation of  Doris that is 
carefully elaborated throughout the text; it is this representation that leads Anne Walmsley 
to call The Zea Mexican Diary a “lovingly observant, roundedly recognizable portrait” of  the 
actual Doris Brathwaite (np).

Brathwaite’s nuanced portrait of  Doris has many elements for students to seek out. 
One striking instance of  its explicit development—and a passage that would reward close 
reading individually or in groups—is the litany of  Doris’s traits that begins, “Very few peo-
ple will know what an Xtraordinary person this is” (Brathwaite, Zea Mexican Diary 22). The 
subtleties of  language are significant here from a gender-analysis perspective: the speaker 
calls Doris an extraordinary person, not woman, and the virtues with which he begins are not 
specifically gendered: morality, generosity, courage. Yet under “generosity” he refers to her 
supporting role in his creative life: “she utterly & absolutely supported EKB the poet//
writer” (23). There is, on the other hand, a distinction made between Doris as “FAITHFUL 
WIFE” and Doris as “faithful PERSON True to herself  & therefore fear/less”; the first pole 
of  the binary receives almost no comment, while the second—“faithful PERSON”—is 
fleshed out over the course of  a long paragraph (24). The litany does end in more familiarly 
gendered territory, with reference to her “outer/inner BEAUTY” (25), but careful reading 
by students and skilful facilitation by the instructor can result in a holistic reading of  this 
passage—and of  the entire characterization of  Doris—that recognizes its complexity and 
nuance.

Grounded in this appreciation of  the construction of  Doris throughout the text, 
classes may then return to her function as “the perfect poet’s wife,” which seems to have two 
major components. On the more prosaic side, she manages many of  the mundane aspects 
of  life and poetry, including organizing computer files: “For it was she who handled the 
French & Spanish & all the hazards of  all the foreign travel . . . dealt w/ people . . . from 
marketwomen to workmen to editors professor (s) madpeople & specialists” (72–73). On the 
romantic side, as muse—even as dying muse—she elicits lyrical declarations of  love:

[When Sheila stripped her down to sponge her & xamine her 
. her naked body stretched there on the bed was as beautiful & 
as desirable as ever . i cd have made love to her that Sunday 
morning felt that accustomed leap of  love the golden warm 
& copper colour skin the plump & curves that I have so long 
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known & loved my darling Mexican]. (68–69; square brackets 
in original) 

Given the duality constructed by Doris’s role as poet’s wife alongside the careful portrayal 
of  her as an admirable person in her own right, students may wonder and debate which 
aspect of  her relationship to the poet-persona is uppermost in his mind when he fears that 
her death will also mean the loss of  poetry: “If  she should die – go from me now – why why 
why why – I know I will not only lose my life my love my love – my very very very friend – 
and there are o too few of  these – I may forever lose the light the light – the open doors” 
(78). Discussions such as these, which map the various elements of  “the perfect poet’s wife” 
and their intersections in the text, will ultimately produce a multilayered picture of  “wom-
en’s role in a male-defined cultural enterprise” (as Pouchet Paquet expressed it) that goes 
beyond the merely auxiliary.

Doris’s role as muse in The Zea Mexican Diary offers the possibility of  intertextual 
comparisons with other Brathwaite works. As Savory observes, “Brathwaite has portrayed 
three female ‘muses’ in his work: Esse (the early love who informs Sun Poem, and for/about 
whom he wrote early poems); Zea Mexican (his first wife Doris); and Dream Chad (his [sec-
ond] wife, Beverley)” (“Journey from Catastrophe” 137). Thus, the study of  The Zea Mexican 
Diary would be enriched by also considering Esse, whose trajectory moves from the ebullient 
adolescent sexuality of  “Pssssssss / said the leaves” (Sun Poem 73-77) to the sober benedic-
tion of  “Poem for Esse” (Words 8),11 and Dream Chad as she appears in the epithalamium12 
“Words Need Love Too” (from the volume of  the same name, Words 22-28) and in the 
extended dream/story/poem that bears her name (“Dream Chad,” in DreamStories 46–72). 
This last text offers particularly interesting parallels and contrasts with The Zea Mexican Di-
ary, in part because its length allows for considerable richness in the construction of  Dream 
Chad’s character, but also because, as Gordon Rohlehr notes in his introduction to Dream-
Stories, “it is at times difficult to distinguish between Zea Mexican [Doris] and Chad” in the 
poem (“Dream Journeys” x). Melanie Otto makes a similar point, arguing that Brathwaite’s 
persona in DreamStories “finds spiritual sustenance as Mexican and his new muse and part-
ner Dream Chad merge with Sycorax . . . who for Brathwaite is the guardian of  spiritual 
knowledge and possesses the power of  healing” (31). In fact, Brathwaite’s oeuvre supports 
the conclusion that, for the poet himself, the mothers and muses who so centrally animate 
his work converge in the figure of  Sycorax, Caliban’s mother, whom Brathwaite retrieves 
from the scant attention accorded to her in Shakespeare’s The Tempest and elevates as a cen-
tral pillar of  his own creative and theoretical work.

Much has been written on Brathwaite’s creation of  what he calls the “Sycorax Vid-
eo Style,” its roots in his convictions about the necessity for Caribbean people to recover 
“the submerged mother,” and its effects on his poetic expression.13 The term Sycorax Video 
Style arises from Brathwaite’s naming one of  his computers for Sycorax, a decision that he 
explains to Nathaniel Mackey as follows:
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Sycorax being the submerge African and woman and lwa of  
the pla(y), Caliban mother and person who deals with the herbs 
and the magical sous-reality of  the world over which Prospe-
ro rules. And therefore I celebrate her in this way – thru the 
computer – by saying that she’s the spirit/person who creates 
an(d)/or acts out of  the video-style that I workin with She’s the 
lwa who, in fact, allows me the space and longitude – groun-
dation and inspiration – the little inspiration – that I’m at the 
moment permitted. (Brathwaite, ConVERSations 189; boldface 
and italics in original)

Furthermore, Brathwaite’s poems “X/Self ’s Xth Letters from the Thirteen Provinces” (X/
Self 80-87) and “Letter Sycorax” (Middle Passages 93-116) form one part of  the extensive 
manifesto through which Brathwaite explores his encounters with and invocations of  the 
Sycorax figure.14 Savory notes that the latter poem is “an extension and revision” of  the for-
mer and that “a comparison of  the two poems is fruitful” (“Returning to Sycorax” 225n1). 
This might form the basis of  an engaging classroom activity, allowing students to pursue 
questions about the place of  revision in a creative project and the effects of  typography, the 
impact of  space and other visual elements on a poem’s effect (as these elements are used 
very differently in each poem), as well as discussing what the poems suggest about gender, 
filiation, and the artistic process—each poem beginning and ending, as they do, with direct 
appeals to the persona’s “mumma / mamma.”15 Similar questions—both thematic and 
formal—can be pursued via a comparison of  “Nametracks” as it appears in Mother Poem 
with the reconfigured and annotated versioning of  it that Brathwaite presents in Barabajan 
Poems (244–265), where he traces the poem’s depiction of  “the game/battle” between the 
mother/Sycorax figure and O’Grady (embodiment of  patriarchal, Euro-imperial cultural 
and linguistic norms), “each ‘side’ fighting / for the cultural allegiance of  the ‘child’” (Bara-
bajan Poems 251).

Through the examination of  such issues as heroism, constructions of  masculini-
ty, representations of  women, and the tropes of  mother and muse, the study of  gender 
in Brathwaite’s work can complicate and enrich students’ understanding of  the gender 
frameworks of  their own societies and their placement within them, wherever they might 
be located. Ultimately, however, Brathwaite’s poetry should not be read as sociology, his-
tory, or ethnography, and the instructor should be careful to resist reductive approaches 
along these lines. Fortunately, the best defence against this threat is the work itself: rich in 
wordplay, sound play, image, metaphor, and characterization, it splendidly and insistently 
foregrounds poetic form and poetic possibility.
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Notes
1 This essay was originally composed more than a decade ago for a different 

volume; I am grateful to Kelly Baker Josephs for encouraging me to repur-
pose it for this special issue and to the anonymous reviewers for pointing 
the way towards salutary revisions.

2 Some foundational anthologies in Caribbean gender studies are Moham-
med, Gendered Realities; Barriteau; and Reddock. Other useful collections 
include Lewis; Bailey and Leo-Rhynie; and the Caribbean Review of  Gender 
Studies journal. Three important examples of  sources that integrate gender 
analysis with historiography are Shepherd et al.; Beckles, Centering Woman; 
and Moore et al.

3 Particularly helpful here are Mathurin Mair, Rebel Woman and Historical 
Study (especially ch. 7, “The Black Woman Agency, Identity and Voice”); 
Bush (especially ch. 5, “The Woman Slave and Slave Resistance”); and 
Beckles, Afro-Caribbean Women and Natural Rebels.

4 Picong is pointed, witty and often competitive verbal performance; the term 
covers the teasing between friends, the onstage sparring of  calypsonians, 
and a range of  expressions in between.

5 My suggestions may also be appropriate for teaching advanced second-
ary-level students, depending on their familiarity with Caribbean literature 
and comfort with analysing poetry.

6 The genesis of  the three volumes collected in Brathwaite’s Ancestors, 
and particularly of  the first two and how they fit into—or undergird—
Brathwaite’s larger poetic project, is explored at length throughout section 
3 of  ConVERSations, 43–57.

7 It isn’t entirely clear that the same woman is at the centre of  both poems, 
but there is sufficient overlap in terms of  content and tone to allow for 
treating them as one persona.

8 Cleve McD. Scott’s 2007 article on the Bussa Rebellion, quoted below, is 
a good place to start regarding the specific historical context; instructors 
might also consult Beckles, Bussa. Scott’s article contains a useful list of  
sources on Caribbean slavery and resistance more generally. Beckles, Black 
Masculinity might also be useful.

9 The work of  Barry Chevannes and of  Adom Philogene Heron on Carib-
bean fatherhood might be useful here.

10 Nathaniel Mackey reads stammament as the combination of  stammer and 
monument, arguing that the neologism “says that such material inscriptions 
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obstruct autochthonous culture, impede the emergence of  postcolonial 
speech” (44).

11 Brathwaite returns to Esse in Barabajan Poems, sampling and amending the 
earlier poems about her and discussing their autobiographical roots as an 
occasion for interrogating ideologies of  class, colour, and respectability in 
Barbados. See especially Barabajan Poems 129, 137–41, and 313–15. 

12 Brathwaite himself  ascribes this word to the poem: “epithalamium 14 feb-
ruary 1998 for DreamChad” (Words 22).

13 Elaine Savory’s 1995 essay “Returning to Sycorax/Prospero’s Response” 
provides an excellent, lucid account of  the Sycorax turn in Brathwaite’s 
creative trajectory; reading excerpts from the essay would help students to 
understand Sycorax’s route from minor Shakespearean character to the 
powerful and multidimensional symbolic figure Brathwaite makes of  her. 
Rohlehr’s 2001 essay “‘Black Sycorax, My Mother,’” which reads Mother 
Poem’s intertextuality with The Tempest primarily through the Sycorax fig-
ure, may also be a valuable resource.

14 Another aspect of  this manifesto occurs in Brathwaite’s two-volume Mag-
ical Realism, where he produces a list of  Sycorax’s apparitions/guises/av-
atars from his own work and that of  other writers (664), followed by an 
extensive poetic/theoretical bricolage comprising the reproduction—in 
Sycorax Style, with his own insertions, annotations, and emphases—of  
examinations of  the Sycorax figure by two students whom he names as 
Maria Headley and Berthe Cherenfant (665–67).

15 Josephs’s 2003 essay “Versions of  X/Self ” offers a detailed and theoret-
ically astute examination of  Brathwaite’s revisionings of  this poem; ex-
cerpts from the essay may help students to locate their conversations about 
the poem’s multiple iterations specifically in the cultural and intellectual 
terrain of  the Caribbean, and will in any case be helpful reading for the 
instructor as they prepare this lesson.
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Using Digital Tools and 
Collaborative Writing to 
Engage Students with Kamau 
Brathwaite’s Poetry
Kim Evelyn

Source: Sigmund | Unsplash 

In fall 2020, my Caribbean-literature survey course at Bowie State University, the 
state of  Maryland’s oldest HBCU (Historically Black College/University), went online for 
the first time due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The shift to online learning had been diffi-
cult for students who experienced the pandemic’s disproportionate effect on African Amer-
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ican communities, felt isolated from our campus’s close-knit community, and were trying to 
stay connected to remote classes. Keenly aware of  our students’ needs for engaged online 
learning, I leaned into the collaborative methods afforded by digital tools to provide oppor-
tunities for student-led learning. One opportunity was the design of  a collaborative writing 
assignment in which students would use digital tools to co-author a conversation-style ar-
ticle responding to The Caribbean Writer’s call for papers for a 2021 special issue on Kamau 
Brathwaite, Diasporic Rhythms: Interrogating the Past, Imagining a Future (“Online Submission”). 
Students analysed a selection of  Brathwaite’s poetry and an example of  his literary theory 
in an excerpt from History of  the Voice. These written texts were accompanied by audio and 
visual digital texts: audio recordings of  Brathwaite’s readings held by the University of  
Pennsylvania’s PennSound digital archive and a recorded lecture available on YouTube in 
which Brathwaite provides context for innovations in his poetry (“Kamau Brathwaite”). The 
assignment was productive and thoughtful because digital pedagogy provides avenues for 
cooperation between faculty and students and among students, which is especially import-
ant for keeping students connected in all learning environments. It encourages student-led 
learning, which decentres and democratizes courses. As students discussed Brathwaite’s 
works and used these tools to respond to Brathwaite’s texts and to consider the special 
issue’s theme, they drew connections to their lives and experiences, and parallels between 
the legacy of  slavery and colonialism in the Caribbean and the United States and links 
between the Black Lives Matter movement and Brathwaite’s works. Given the success of  
the learning experience, here I make a case for using digital texts and tools when teaching 
Brathwaite’s work in a Caribbean-literature survey course. Though an opportunity for stu-
dents to publish may not always be available, studying Brathwaite’s poetic innovations and 
the enduring importance of  the social and literary issues he confronted provides educators 
with opportunities to engage students as collaborative co-creators of  new knowledge.

Assignment Design and Text Selection

My preparations for the course coincided with The Caribbean Writer’s call for papers, 
and the timing was fortuitous, as I had planned to pause and dedicate time to Brathwaite’s 
immense contributions to Caribbean literature as a core piece in the otherwise onward 
chronological rush of  the introductory survey course. I had thematized the course with 
three interrelated foci: “Caribbean voices,” including diverse perspectives of  Caribbean 
writers; literary uses of  Creole/Patwah languages or orality in writing and performance; 
and the cultural contexts of  de/postcolonial Caribbean identity. In The Caribbean Writer’s 
call for papers, I saw an opportunity to engage students in meaningful work that would fos-
ter togetherness despite the course’s remote delivery, develop collaborative skills, produce 
scholarship in the field, and demonstrate the importance of  Brathwaite’s role in Caribbean 
literature and linguistics. As I designed the assignment in which students would use digital 
tools to collaborate on their response to the call for papers, I imagined how students would 
analyse a constellation of  Brathwaite’s poetry, criticism, readings, and lecture on the devel-
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opment of  his poetics. I imagined how they could use digital tools to collaborate effectively 
and feel a sense of  community although learning remotely. I considered what skills the 
project would foster as I wrote guidelines for co-authoring the conversation-style article. Al-
though we would use simple, familiar digital tools for this assignment, I borrowed from the 
philosophy of  postcolonial digital-humanities pedagogy: I wanted students to strengthen 
the cluster of  skills that Roopika Risam calls “[t]he primary twenty-first-century literacies” 
fostered by digital humanities pedagogy: “creativity and innovation, critical thinking and 
problem solving, communication and collaboration, and media literacy” (92). The collabo-
rative assignment fostered all five of  these competencies. This particular assignment asked 
students to use fairly “traditional” digital tools; in the COVID-19 context of  students al-
ready struggling with using learning-management systems and other tools effectively, Micro-
soft Word facilitated collaboration easily and asynchronously with a familiar software. While 
we kept this article assignment simple, other assignments in the course incorporated other 
digital tools, such as asking students to create playlists and recorded presentations explain-
ing their choices for a unit of  Caribbean music genres. The assignments were designed to 
allow students to pause and perform close studies in the context of  the survey, and the ar-
ticle assignment also facilitated a balance between the demands of  survey-course coverage, 
much-needed analytical depth, humanities skill building, and online engagement.

The assignment instructions were informed by the following prompt in the journal’s 
call for papers:

The Caribbean Writer . . . continues to mourn the passing of  its es-
teemed founding editorial board member, Barbadian Poet and 
Author Kamau Brathwaite, TCW Editor Alscess Lewis-Brown, 
remarked that the theme—even though it was announced be-
fore we experienced this great loss—captures the essence of  the 
Kamau Brathwaite literary aesthetic and, therefore, is fitting 
that volume 35 is dedicated to this giant advocate for Caribbe-
an literary expressions.

“Brathwaite’s imaginative and innovative use of  language and 
the scope of  his work capture the essence and spirit of  Carib-
bean expressivity. His support and insight helped to shape and 
guide The Caribbean Writer’s path over the past thirty plus years. 
For this, we are grateful.” (“Online Submission”)

With the course’s focus on Caribbean voices, linguistic innovations in Caribbean literature, 
and the power and politics of  Caribbean identity, students would be well positioned to 
consider Brathwaite’s innovations and expression. In keeping with our thematic focus on 
voices, the students would write the assignment as a conversation. The assignment called 
upon them to connect, read others’ ideas closely, and speak with one another productively 
and collaboratively. My directions were as follows:
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This assignment gives you an opportunity to submit your work 
for publication in The Caribbean Writer, a journal of  Caribbean 
writing, which is soliciting submissions for a special issue on 
poet Kamau Brathwaite. This will be a coauthored “conver-
sation” responding to the selected works by Brathwaite. Each 
person will write a contribution and you’ll work on refining it 
together. The whole piece will not be longer than 3500 words 
(10 pages). Dr. Evelyn will write a brief  introduction and works 
cited list and help you arrange the work into a smooth conver-
sation. She will also serve as editor before the final submission 
to the journal and submit the piece on your behalf. If  your 
work is accepted by the journal, she will notify you by email. 
(Evelyn, Kamau Brathwaite Assignment)

I then provided the full call for papers from the journal and outlined the steps involved in 
the collaboration. First, students would submit their draft responses to questions provided 
(see below) using a shared Microsoft Word document I sent by email and linked on our learn-
ing-management system course site. Using Microsoft OneDrive to share the document allowed 
students to simultaneously edit the collaborative piece online and see one another’s contri-
butions as they came in. Second, using the Comments feature, they would add comments 
to other contributors’ submissions and offer ways to improve; this was done via an asyn-
chronous workshop for which students were coached on responding constructively. Third, 
all student authors would then be responsible for making changes to their own sections and 
including a brief  biography as required by the journal’s submission guidelines. My place 
was to simply make the piece cohesive by preparing the introduction contextualizing the 
conversation, making minor rearrangements in the order of  responses, adding brief  transi-
tions as needed, and proofreading.

To initiate the conversation in response to the call for papers and stay on topic, I 
posed the following questions and asked each student for a short paragraph in response to 
each:

1. Of  the Brathwaite poems you read and listened to which 
one speaks to you the most of  Caribbean heritage or in-
terrogating the past? Why? Which images, phrases, or 
lines stand out to you? What do they show about heri-
tage or the past?

2. In his lecture, Brathwaite reflects on his poetry, address-
ing the poems you were assigned to read and listen to. 
Which of  his comments about his poems were most 
meaningful to you (please quote from the lecture) and 
why?
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3. Brathwaite says that “the hurricane does not roar in 
pentameters” (History of  the Voice 10), meaning that Eu-
ropean poetic forms cannot adequately capture Carib-
bean experiences. Give an example (quote please) from 
the poems you read where you see Brathwaite effectively 
sharing Caribbean experience and expression and ex-
plain why this example illustrates this. (Evelyn, Kamau 
Brathwaite Assignment)

(For tone and clarity, I later edited my questions to be more interview style for the article 
submission by cutting references to assigned reading and the reminders to quote from the 
poems.) For our purposes, it was essential that there were two levels to this project: the as-
signment and the submission. This allowed students to demonstrate their learning in the 
course but opt out of  submission for publication if  they chose, and their assessment did 
not rely on submission or publication. Proud of  their work, none opted out of  submitting 
for publication. An opportunity like this one affords students a chance to do more with the 
knowledge acquired in a survey course.

The expectations of  an introductory survey covering the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries are broad, but ultimately any curriculum should provide students with a holistic 
sense of  the material they study. As iconic texts of  Caribbean literature and literary theo-
ry, Brathwaite’s works must be taught in Caribbean-literature survey courses. His body of  
work represents the development of  Caribbean consciousness, literature, literary history, 
and cultural theory. A thoughtful selection of  Brathwaite’s work allows the forward mo-
mentum of  a survey course to dwell on one author and a small constellation of  his works. 
The selections of  Brathwaite’s works fit with other literary text selections for the course, as 
all choices were significantly influenced by four anchor texts that underscore and contextu-
alize the historical, political, and cultural value of  the literature: Brathwaite’s History of  the 
Voice, M. NourbeSe Philip’s “The Absence of  Writing or How I Became a Spy,” Aimé Cé-
saire’s Discourse on Colonialism, and Jean Bernabé, Patrick Chamoiseau, and Raphaël Con-
fiant’s In Praise of  Creoleness. Each of  these selections helped students see the revolutionary 
literary and cultural acts taking place in the literary works we studied.

One of  my overall aims for the course was to give students grounding in the in-
tertwined progression of  Caribbean literature and de/postcolonial Caribbean identity or 
consciousness. As we progressed through a century of  works, students learned about the 
place Caribbean linguistics have had in Caribbean literary expression and in embracing 
Caribbean identities, positioning their new awareness of  Caribbean literature vis-à-vis their 
existing knowledge from the other survey courses that constitute our programmatic core—
British literature, African American literature, and American literature broadly delineated. 
With the help of  the above-mentioned readings and others, we discussed colonial education 
and the concept of  “broken” English, which set us up to read or listen to texts that celebrate 
Caribbean speech through dialogue, narration, and performance. Students were therefore 
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better positioned to understand the revolutionary political and cultural value of  the course 
texts. In particular, we returned to History of  the Voice many times. As Supriya Nair notes:

Brathwaite’s discussion of  nation language . . . continues the 
complex sense of  affiliation with and dissociation from En-
glish language and literature. The status of  the “varieties of  
English” . . . is by no means uncontroversial and their presence 
in the English classroom can generate stimulating discussions 
regarding their use in literature. (23)

To question English and undermine its dominance in an English programme heightens 
students’ critical-thinking skills and helps them contextualize their education. As we seek 
to make literary studies meaningful for students’ lives and not siloed to academia, these 
discussions extend to students’ use of  “varieties of  English” in their lives. In their con-
versations and short written responses on these texts, students discussed code-switching 
practices, pressure to write a certain way and speak another, and their families’ linguistic 
backgrounds. It was in the context of  this thematic focus that we paused and lingered with 
a curated selection of  Brathwaite’s works.

The selection of  Brathwaite poems was shaped by three primary criteria: poems 
Brathwaite highlighted in the video of  his “My Poetry” lecture while describing the pro-
gression of  his literary style, poems that were available in PennSound’s online archive of  
Brathwaite poetry readings, and poems that paired well with the theme identified in The 
Caribbean Writer’s call for papers focused on Brathwaite’s legacy (“Online Submission”). As 
my students were new Caribbean-literature scholars writing a contribution to a celebration 
of  Brathwaite’s life and works, it was important for them to gain an understanding of  the 
importance of  Brathwaite’s contributions to Caribbean literature and the scope of  his ca-
reer in an efficient manner, given the limited nature of  a single semester. A single semester 
is limited not only by time but also by scope, as each term is a glimpse into a discipline that 
we ultimately want students to master and advance. I selected “Calypso,” “The Twist,” 
and “Wings of  a Dove” from Rights of  Passage, and “Negus,” “Ancestors,” and “Ogun” 
from Islands as works that spoke to these themes and were directly addressed by Brathwaite, 
which helped students understand their value to Caribbean literature and the development 
of  Brathwaite’s voice and oeuvre. Selecting works that were available in the PennSound 
archive of  Brathwaite readings was an essential piece in order for students to fully appre-
ciate the orality and musicality of  Brathwaite’s works and his innovations in Caribbean 
literature. In this way, students experienced the poems both in writing in searchable, an-
notatable digital files and in audio recordings of  Brathwaite’s readings. Brathwaite himself  
notes in the “My Poetry” lecture that reading and hearing his poetry provide two very dif-
ferent experiences because the listener can hear a rhythm the reader might miss (“Kamau 
Brathwaite”). As Jacob Edmond points out in his work on close listening to Brathwaite’s 
poetry readings, Brathwaite often deviates from the poetry on the page when performing 
his work. Furthermore, as Edmond notes, it is imperative that students listen to poems like 
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“Calypso” because the oral and musical qualities of  the poem are not evident on the page. I 
also provided the poems as annotatable digital files to facilitate collaborative in-class discus-
sion, as students could note elements that stood out to them or ask questions to prompt fur-
ther critical thinking and analysis. As mentioned above, an excerpt from History of  the Voice 
was the accompanying literary-theory selection to demonstrate Caribbean poets’ pushback 
against British poetic forms and work to foster a Caribbean literary tradition.

My students found Brathwaite’s poetry and critical theory compelling. As they en-
gaged with Brathwaite’s ideas on decolonizing the Caribbean literary tradition, they saw 
connections with the works of  other Caribbean writers undertaking the same project. Stu-
dents became curious about decolonizing the tradition and destabilizing Eurocentrism. 
With an educator’s careful selection of  texts, students can engage and find themselves in 
Brathwaite’s work as he considers the past and looks to the future. This sort of  two-sighted-
ness accounts for Brathwaite’s keen understanding of  history, according to Graeme Rigby. 
Brathwaite’s eyes “are on the full and constantly changing possibilities of  the late twentieth 
century,” says Rigby, “He looks back and looks forward and sees his work as a great proj-
ect” (709). Of  course, both reflection and forward thinking are part of  human life, but for 
college students, this may feel even more acute, as taking on a college programme is about 
looking to the future and achieving certain personal or professional goals. This ability to 
reflect and look forward may seem all the more poignant for students poised between young 
adulthood and entry into future careers. Significantly, this also frames the theme of  The 
Caribbean Writer’s special issue.

A careful selection of  Brathwaite’s texts is made both easier and more challenging 
by the range of  his literary and theoretical works, recordings of  readings, and written and 
recorded lectures and interviews. It is more challenging for the volume of  his work, but it 
is also easier because a selection can be grouped by theme or chosen to represent the de-
velopment of  his ideas and style over time. As Kelly Baker Josephs and Teanu Reid point 
out, “Brathwaite was a dedicated historian, multi-disciplinary academic, literary critic, and 
multi-generic creative writer” (406). For an educator practising or interested in digital ped-
agogy, the wealth of  material available online for students to access without cost is an in-
credible boon. For example, projects like The Kamau Brathwaite Bibliography can help educa-
tors locate resources, while the kamau brathwaite remix engine Twitter feed and YouTube 
channel offer fresh ways for students to appreciate Brathwaite’s work. The multimodality 
and interconnectedness of  Brathwaite’s body of  work and the products of  those who ap-
preciate and study his work make examining his oeuvre compelling for students. Selecting 
Brathwaite’s texts for close study in a survey course is like arranging a constellation of  po-
etry with his literary histories, cultural theories, and descriptions of  the progression of  his 
literary style.

There is no one better to explain the trajectory of  Brathwaite’s writing than the 
man himself. To provide this history in an accessible way, I assigned the lecture, titled “My 
Poetry,” which Brathwaite gave in 1996 and which is available via YouTube. In the hour-
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long lecture, Brathwaite reads from a few of  his works as he describes his “genesis,” how his 
work is produced in the legacy of  colonialism (he emphasizes production), and the evolution 
of  his work and subjects. He describes finding a way to write about the Caribbean when 
his colonial education had provided literary forms that did not fit. He tells the story of  fall-
ing back on these British literary forms until the moment that provided what he calls the 
“trigger” allowing him to write “Calypso” and other poems moving forward. This moment 
was watching Barbadian women at the rear of  an Empire Day parade. Unable to hear the 
march played by musicians at the front of  the parade, the women were dancing to their 
own rhythm, turning in soft circles with their baskets as they moved forward. The contrast 
of  the formal step of  the march giving way to the organic movement and dancing provided 
a metaphor that allowed him to develop the role of  sound in his works, specifically turning 
to the rhythm of  calypso and other Caribbean sounds, and rejecting the supremacy of  iam-
bic pentameter. He tells his audience about the social-class taboos of  calypso music at that 
time and the unfamiliar subjects of  poems in his colonial education. The European poetic 
models, he explains, could not work in poems about Caribbean landscapes and people, but 
when he incorporated the sound of  calypso in his work, he understood that it was

the beginning of  my poetry—that is the very beginning, what 
I call the trigger—of  a whole set of  things that bring me to 
this point. . . . After that I began to understand things about 
the Caribbean as a result of  the discovery of  that metaphor. 
I began to discover things about the Caribbean which I did 
not know I knew . . . that metaphor has a way of  creating its 
own knowledge. It has a way of  leading you into areas that you 
would normally not be conscious of. (“Kamau Brathwaite”; my 
transcript)

In the lecture, Brathwaite describes his contributions to the Caribbean literary tradition and 
his innovations in Caribbean poetry, which paved the way for future writers. The rhythms 
and language(s) used in Caribbean poetry may now seem normal, but students need to un-
derstand that these poetic practices come from a restorative, affirming, and invigorating—
though controversial—“genesis.” Assigning the lecture and excerpt from History of  the Voice 
with samples of  Brathwaite’s poetry helped students gain this insight and better understand 
Caribbean poetry as a whole and Brathwaite’s work in particular before they were asked to 
develop their own interpretations of  the poetry.

Collaboration That Decentres the Course and Engages Students

Using video conferencing and online journaling, students developed their responses 
to Brathwaite’s work, shared ideas, and compared their interpretations. With the shared Mi-
crosoft Word document, students could review the asynchronous conversation underway and 
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return to contribute as often as they liked. The flexibility offered a chance to pause, think, 
and continue drafting. Students wrote their contributions and then used the Comments 
feature to collaborate, extend discussion, and give suggestions to their co-authors. Through 
student-led collaboration and peer-to-peer learning, students and educators can remain 
engaged and learn more with one another in a semester’s compressed time. Educators have 
long heard and embraced calls to decentre the classroom, engage students in their learning, 
and empower students as producers of  knowledge. From Paulo Freire’s arguments against 
the banking model of  teaching in Pedagogy of  the Oppressed in 1970 to bell hooks’s arguments 
for an engaged pedagogy that connects learning to students’ lives in Teaching to Transgress 
in 1994 and twenty-first-century guides to best practices in college education, such as Ken 
Bain’s 2004 What the Best College Teachers Do, David Gooblar’s 2019 The Missing Course, and 
William Germano and Kit Nicholls’s 2020 Syllabus, successful educators have been commit-
ted to practices that actively involve students in their learning. Digital pedagogy—whether 
in an in-person or online course—is well suited for this because it compels educators to 
go beyond the deployment of  online tools in order to imagine what use of  those tools can 
foster or produce and how students can be engaged with and excited about their learning.

Over the past five decades, the importance of  engaging students as collaborators 
in their learning has been well argued. For instance, in Pedagogy of  the Oppressed, Freire ar-
gues for a liberating, dialogic method of  teaching over the banking method that imagines 
students as receptacles of  memorized information provided by the teacher. Freire argues 
that memorization means students can repeat information, but real “[k]nowledge emerges 
only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hope-
ful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other” (72). 
Thus, it is essential that the concept of  collaboration be understood as both part of  the 
learning process (students “buy in” and engage) and a teaching strategy (assignments and 
opportunities for feedback that require students to work together). Collaboration is often 
thought of  as group work, and, with good intentions, we assign group work so that students 
practise working together in the methods demanded by our disciplines with an eye towards 
their work with colleagues in their careers. Opportunities for group work are abundant 
across disciplines, from laboratory work in science fields to problem-solving projects in 
engineering fields, to collaborative research, writing, and workshopping in the humanities. 
Ben Knights describes these in-class practices as “teachers and students collaborat[ing] to 
produce the object of  their shared knowledge” (107). My vision of  successfully teaching 
Caribbean literature online hinged on this concept of  a classroom community coming 
together to collaborate on making meaning, because I would be teaching a survey course 
in which students may not yet have had much experience with Caribbean literature or the 
wonderful complexities of  Brathwaite’s poetry. Because Brathwaite has been so influential 
in documenting and shaping the course of  the Caribbean literary tradition, the students’ 
abilities to understand the importance of  his work on a large scale, feel a connection with 
his ideas, and make connections with each other in communal learning were essential to 
the effectiveness of  the course.
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Online courses require additional work in scaffolding opportunities for community 
building, and my goal was to embrace digital pedagogy, rather than just attempt to repro-
duce an in-person course with remote teaching. I agree with Parker Palmer’s assessment 
that “[w]e cannot learn deeply and well until a community of  learning is created in the 
classroom” (xvi). The kind of  collaboration I prioritized would require our small class to 
coalesce even while in disparate locations and communicating mostly asynchronously. I 
was aware that, as Palmer says, “[g]ood teachers also bring students into community with 
themselves and with each other—not simply for the sake of  warm feelings, but to do the 
difficult things that teaching and learning require” (xvii). For hooks, this is a fundamental 
part of  teaching students to think critically, a skill the humanities excels at fostering and one 
that employers seek. Says hooks:

[T]he most exciting aspect of  critical thinking in the classroom 
is that it calls for initiative from everyone, actively inviting stu-
dents to think passionately . . . When everyone in the classroom, 
teacher and students, recognizes that they are responsible for 
creating a learning community together, learning is at its most 
meaningful and useful. (Teaching Critical Thinking 11)

My students demonstrated this sentiment about community fostering excitement and 
meaning in the course. They left feedback for one another with engaged, thoughtful, and 
supportive comments, clearly reading to engage one another’s ideas rather than find fault 
or edit.

Over decades of  studying what the best college teachers do, Bain finds that the best 
teachers create what he terms a “natural critical learning environment,” which is one where 
“learners feel a sense of  control over their education; work collaboratively with others; be-
lieve that their work will be considered fairly and honestly; and try, fail, and receive feedback 
from expert learners in advance of  and separate from any summative judgement of  their 
effort” (18). Indeed, Bain finds it crucial that the best college teachers trust their students 
and their students’ abilities to “create exceptional works of  art or scholarship, to reason well 
and carefully, to comprehend complex issues and problems, to collect and use evidence, to 
solve problems, and to do whatever the most accomplished scholars . . . in the field might 
do beyond the classroom” (74). This trust has to be coupled with what Bain describes as 
“a rejection of  power in favor of  creating opportunities,” essentially the ability to prepare 
and support students but ultimately taking a step back and letting students take control (83). 
Without naming it as such, Bain is describing what those of  us in postcolonial studies call 
“decentring the classroom.” The concept of  learning beyond the classroom is also essen-
tial here. As hooks argues in Teaching Community, students learn best when their educations 
have real connections to their lives. As we shall see below, my students reported a range of  
deeply personal gains from the course. Productive collaborative experiences with actively 
engaged, contributing peers can also replace the model of  the dreaded group assignment, 
in which two students do the work while their groupmates coast by. Furthermore, collabo-
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ration draws educators into work with students, working together on learning rather than 
“delivering” education to passive learners. The practice of  collaboration is more valuable 
for all because, as hooks argues, “[w]hen students are fully engaged, professors no longer 
assume the sole leadership role in the classroom,” emphasizing that engaged pedagogy is 
a democratic, postcolonial pedagogy that decentres the classroom (Teaching Critical Thinking 
22). I aim for this approach when developing my courses and assignments.

A postcolonial pedagogy fosters interaction between students and teacher exception-
ally well precisely because the professor is decentred in favour of  student-centred classrooms 
(whether virtual or in-person). In a postcolonial classroom, learning and the production of  
knowledge are collaborative processes in which we all have a voice. Postcolonial educators 
embrace learning environments where they take a backseat; teaching through collaboration 
is an effective strategy for this practice. In Risam’s work on postcolonial digital humanities, 
specifically, she elaborates on the result of  decentring faculty. Because students are not 
taught with a top-down approach by which they absorb knowledge handed down from 
their professors, Risam explains, postcolonial digital-humanities pedagogy is “a pedagog-
ical approach that enables [students] to envision a relationship between themselves and 
knowledge production” (91). In creating the Brathwaite collaborative assignment, I bor-
rowed from this philosophy, with the use of  accessible digital tools to facilitate knowledge 
production (although it was not a digital humanities project per se, since Microsoft Word is a 
familiar, some may say simple, tool). From the ability to appreciate sound in Brathwaite’s 
poetry to the skills required to analyse and communicate the importance of  rhythm, orality, 
history, cultural heritage, and other important Caribbean Studies issues, students demon-
strated their strengths and produced knowledge as new scholars in the field.

In a postcolonial classroom, not only do we all have a voice in the course and in the 
production of  knowledge generated by the course, but undergraduate students also learn 
that they have a voice in the discipline. Instead of  passively listening to lectures and absorb-
ing someone else’s insights, students contribute to the advancement of  the field. After all, 
as Elaine Showalter argues, “[O]ur objective in teaching literature is to train our students 
to think, read, analyze, and write like literary scholars, to approach literary problems as 
trained specialists in the field do, to learn literary methodology” (25). For Risam, postcolo-
nial digital pedagogy helps students

use and analyze evidence, make arguments, evaluate multiple 
perspectives, synthesize information, and draw conclusions 
about the politics of  literature, culture, and history . . . commu-
nicate effectively for multiple modes, purposes, and audiences 
. . . practice collaboration and the ability to work effectively in 
teams to intervene in the politics of  knowledge. (92)

These are practices my department’s English programme certainly aspires to for our ma-
jors. During the global COVID-19 pandemic, faculty have been challenged to design course 
material and courses that kept students connected to one another, when so many of  our 
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students felt adrift and disconnected from campus life, struggled to cope with feelings of  
anxiety, depression, or stress, and adjusted to new norms at work and at home, where their 
responsibilities shifted. As a result of  writing this assignment and practising collaborative 
writing on Brathwaite’s poetry, my students reported feeling restored, feeling a stronger 
sense of  self  from appreciating their Caribbean heritages, and feeling more curious about 
others.

My students also agreed on a favourite poem from the selections. “Negus,” in par-
ticular, captured their imaginations, as Brathwaite’s speaker repeats “it,” “it is not,” and “it 
is not enough,” which gives the impression of  both stuttering and reinforcing a point, as in 
this selection:

it

it

it

it is not

it is not

it is not

it is not enough

it is not enough to be free

of  the red white and blue. (222)

Each of  the student collaborators on the article highlighted this poem, contextualizing it in 
different ways. Students demonstrated their ability to draw connections between the poem, 
the special issue’s themes, Brathwaite’s work, and their classmates’ ideas. Shayla Herrón 
noted that the poem “interrogates the past, holding colonizers responsible for distorting the 
meaning of  the word ‘Negus,’ which means king”; her classmate Sayeeda Jordan added that 
the poem “really explores the fact that we have come so far from slavery, but we really have 
not come far enough”; and their classmate Mohamed Jalloh further elaborated that “[t]he 
[poem’s] speaker believes that the reason slave traders and owners distorted the meaning 
of  the ‘Negus’ and made slaves abandon their culture is because words hold power, they 
feared that the pride that comes with language and tradition would lead to rebellion” (qtd. 
in Evelyn, “Past” 410–11). In exploring the impact of  History of  the Voice and Brathwaite’s 
work on Caribbean linguistics and literary language, Nadja Logan pointed out that “when 
Brathwaite discusses ‘malarial fevers, fear of  the hurricane / fear of  invasions’ . . . he is 
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putting on display some of  the other things faced in the Caribbean that many are oblivious 
to” (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 416). Her peer, Marqui Williams, elaborated further with regard 
to the poetic diction, adding:

“Negus” is a perfect poem detailing the emotion Caribbean 
poets are able to portray due to their experience—as opposed 
to European poets who do not share the same experience. 
Brathwaite can easily write about the trials and tribulations of  
colonialism and slavery on his ancestors and his country. “It is 
not enough” appears several times throughout the poem, em-
phasizing the everlasting stronghold he and other descendants 
of  slaves have to endure. (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 418)

In the process of  collaboration, students learned together, decentred the instructor by lis-
tening and responding to one another, demonstrated their learning and its interconnec-
tions, and participated in practices of  literary scholarship beyond writing analysis papers 
with a limited readership of  one. When the professor is decentred and steps back, students 
take the lead in their learning. As they were participating in the discipline, my role was one 
of  support.

The process of  providing one another with constructive, collaborative feedback had 
the tripartite benefits of  further demonstrating learning, improving the work, and strength-
ening the community of  learners. As mentioned above, students used the Comments fea-
ture in our shared Microsoft Word document to provide feedback to their peers. The feature 
provided an opportunity for an asynchronous workshop and ongoing conversation about 
how to improve the piece. The effect was that we had two ongoing conversations: in the 
article itself, where students would return and respond to others’ ideas formally; and in the 
document comments, where students wrote to one another both formally as scholars and 
informally as peers. For example, in her more formal comments celebrating a point by a 
peer, Jordan noted that “[e]ven though we live in a world where native Black languages 
and dialects are being recognized and even taught, we are still ‘shackled’ by English lan-
guage and colonization,” and the comment ultimately became part of  her contribution to 
the article (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 411). In contrast, sentiments like “I really like this meta-
phorical statement,” “I completely agree with you,” and “I loved that you pointed out . . .” 
peppered the student comments in the shared document. Using this digital tool facilitated 
student interaction in a familiar and productive way. Notably, the comments are generally 
more detailed than comments I typically see on workshop drafts, as students really engaged 
with one another’s ideas and celebrated specific things in one another’s work. The com-
ments making suggestions for revision are equally supportive, as students encouraged one 
another to elaborate with suggestions like “Since you are Caribbean, it would be cool if  
you gave another example” or “Maybe you should give an example of  a time that you felt 
this.” The students receiving these suggestions to elaborate further took the ideas to heart 
and expanded their responses. Having selected Brathwaite’s works and set up the structure 
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using digital tools, it was my role to simply get out of  the way. Students could focus on one 
another’s ideas rather than looking for typographical or grammatical errors, because they 
knew that I would edit later.

After final exams, my work on the article began, but my role was limited to editing. 
With the students’ agreement, I titled the article “The Past and the Poetics: A Conver-
sation Honoring Kamau Brathwaite’s Legacy.” I wrote the introduction contextualizing 
their work and made the interview-style conversation more defined by showing that I was 
their interlocutor and my questions framed their responses. The editing process involved 
rearranging a few responses for better organization, proofreading the students’ writing, and 
minimally editing sentences for clarity. My previous knowledge of  the journal served them 
well, as I have participated in this conversation-style interview format with The Caribbean 
Writer before. When I shared the edited article with the student co-authors they replied with 
self-pride and appreciation for their peers.

Outcomes and Reflections

My students were engaged by Brathwaite’s poetic interventions and work on cultural 
heritage, transatlantic Black diaspora connections, and resisting or countering Eurocen-
trism, hegemony, and Eurocentric models of  arts and literature. The students appreci-
ated his literary, historical, and theoretical responses to Caribbean literary tradition and 
pushback against the Eurocentrism of  literary production. As Brathwaite has argued in 
“Roots,” tradition is “a living, acceptable, recognizable force, a body of  achievement to 
which both the artist and his public can refer [and therefore] we can expect the artist to 
‘use’ his tradition and be ‘used’ by it” (37). It is essential for students in a survey course to 
see Brathwaite’s role in advancing and defining Caribbean literary tradition. Many of  my 
students are members of  the Caribbean diaspora and are, or aspire to be, poets or writers 
themselves. Brathwaite’s critical insights into Black diasporic connections and writing open 
avenues for students to think about both their identities and their goals for their own writ-
ing and its purposes. Lessons like “the hurricane does not roar in pentameters” (History 10) 
show students that they need not follow Eurocentric literary models in their own work.

Since the article is structured by the questions I posed to students, their responses 
follow a few themes: Caribbean heritage or interrogating the past; Brathwaite’s poetics; 
and Caribbean literary expression as distinct from European forms. Yet because of  our 
discussions and the way the article and document comments unfolded, other recurring 
themes appear: Black diasporic connections; language (especially creolized languages and 
Caribbean speech patterns); what it means to be a writer; colonialism and neocolonialism. 
In response to my question, “Which of  the poems spoke to you the most of  Caribbean 
heritage or interrogating the past?” Herrón says, in part, that “Negus” is “a jab at the 
failure of  the oppressors to make the formerly enslaved—or Blacks today—feel free. . . . 
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This is because the oppressors themselves knew the power of  language. Language is the 
key to your origins and how you view yourself ” (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 410). Her response 
demonstrates a synthesis of  the course content, her skill at seeing connections, and her en-
gagement with Brathwaite’s poetry. Later, in response to my question, “[In the lecture, w]
hich of  [Brathwaite’s] comments about his poems were most meaningful to you?” Herrón 
comes back to this idea of  the personal nature of  language when she explains:

In the lecture, Brathwaite states, “If  you do not write poems 
about your family, you’re not writing poetry . . . that intimacy, 
that connection between yourself  and your roots . . . [without 
it] the poetry cannot grow.” As a poet, I find this to be true. The 
more poetry I began to write about myself, my culture, and up-
bringing, the more my creative mind flourishes. . . . Brathwaite 
introduced this concept after talking about his piece “Calypso” 
and how its success was dependent upon him drawing from the 
calypso music itself. . . . It was true to his roots so he was able to 
complete it. (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 414)

Herrón’s comments about Brathwaite’s description of  his “trigger” and how it rang true to 
her own experience as a writer resonated with fellow writer Marquis Williams, who added:

I completely agree with this. The things around us that are 
instrumental in developing us as people are important to write 
about or shed light on. For example, music plays a huge role for 
me and my family, therefore when I write, I occasionally have 
themes of  music or song. I think we subconsciously write about 
these things as well. (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 414)

For Herrón and Williams, it was important to hear Brathwaite’s readings in the digitized 
recordings from PennSound and understand his use of  rhythm in writing that feels true or 
authentic about familiar people and places. Their responses illustrate the value of  careful 
selection of  Brathwaite’s works for a project like this and the benefits of  using accessible 
digital materials and tools. The students are not writing literary-analysis essays in siloes, 
perhaps last minute, but have flexible time to think and respond asynchronously using 
digital tools that allow for engaged collaboration. The personal experiences shared in the 
comments also helped students feel further connected to their peers.

Herrón’s comments on “Negus” and the history of  the word also illustrate her un-
derstanding of  the intersections of  history, cultural heritage, and language that we discussed 
throughout the course. Jordan also picked up on this thematic intersection in “Negus,” but 
with more focus on the legacy of  colonialism. She writes:

In “Negus” I feel the speaker grappling with what it means to 
be or be living in the Caribbean. Brathwaite talks about the 
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conflicting struggle of  recognizing all that Caribbean people 
have and how far they have come as a people, but also how 
much further they have to go in terms of  overcoming oppres-
sion and marginalization. To me, the poem is confronting the 
history of  colonization in the Caribbean and its lasting effects 
on Caribbean people. . . . By identifying some major lasting 
effects of  colonialism, “Negus” brings into question whether 
or not true freedom can even be achieved while its writing style 
exemplifies a way to (or a way to begin to) shed enforced Euro-
pean ways. (qtd. in Evelyn, “Past” 411–12)

Jordan’s understanding of  this key subject of  postcolonial studies is demonstrated in this 
succinct comment on Brathwaite’s poem. Her ability to place a literary text in its context is 
a core competency for our programme, like other English programmes, and she illustrates 
her skills here. The course’s thematic concerns and readings come to a point in a response 
like this; as her professor, I could clearly see her learning in the course.

On the value of  teaching literature, Showalter reminds us, “Whether we believe in 
pleasure, politics, or philosophy as the goal, all of  us who teach literature believe that it is 
important not only in education but in life” (24). Connecting course material to students’ 
lives is vital in the humanities. For Jordan and other students who are members of  the Ca-
ribbean diaspora, the course was also an opportunity to think about their cultural heritage, 
and Brathwaite’s work brought further insight to their familial or personal experiences. 
Jordan summarized her personal engagement with the course in a moving closing reflection 
on the course:

I have always struggled with engaging with my Caribbean her-
itage. . . . It has never been easy to have one foot in both worlds 
and I definitely was feeling more forced out or forced to choose 
as I was growing up . . . but this course was exactly what I 
needed. I didn’t have to choose to be Black or be Trinidadian. 
I didn’t have to choose between American or African Ameri-
can literature/history and Caribbean literature/history. In this 
course, I felt like I could have both and, moving forward, I 
know that I can actively pursue (and be) both. (“What a great 
time!”)

Her comments here demonstrate the power of  engaged pedagogy and call to mind hooks’s 
remarks about engaged critical-thinking pedagogy creating empowering experience for stu-
dents. Brathwaite’s “trigger” in the “genesis” of  his poetry, his argument about Caribbean 
poetic forms being true to Caribbean experiences, and the examples of  his works that 
demonstrate his innovative commitment to these values inspired my students to consider 
their own life experiences, not merely to analyse a poem for a paper or exam and then close 
the file on it for good.
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My students also saw clear connections between Brathwaite’s works and current 
affairs, the Black Lives Matter movement and the history and philosophy they have learned 
in their HBCU curriculum. For example, in her course reflection, Jordan compared racism 
in Trinidad with racism in the United States. As Freire argues in Pedagogy of  the Heart, “[E]
ducational practice should [not] be restricted to a ‘reading of  the word,’ a ‘reading of  text,’ 
but rather . . . it should also include a ‘reading of  the context,’ a ‘reading of  the world’” (43). 
Through studying Brathwaite’s work, students see a celebration of  “varieties of  English” 
that they have seen marginalized in education models that privilege a supposed “standard” 
English. For instance, in History of  the Voice, Brathwaite illustrates how there came to be a 
plurality of  Caribbean Englishes. He describes how African linguistic forms were treated as 
inferior, submerged, and driven underground:

But this very submergence served an interesting intercultura-
tive purpose because although people continued to speak En-
glish as it was spoken in Elizabethan times . . . that English 
was nonetheless, still being influenced by the underground lan-
guage, the submerged language that the slaves had brought. 
And that underground language was itself  constantly trans-
forming itself  into new forms. It was moving from a purely Af-
rican form to a form which was African but which was adapted 
to the new environment and adapted to the cultural imperative 
of  the European languages. And it was influencing the way in 
which the English, French, Dutch, and Spaniards spoke their 
own languages. (7–8)

These messages about languages being valued one over another, challenging ideas (and ide-
als) concerning supposedly “broken” or “bad” English, resonate with my students, whether 
or not they have Caribbean backgrounds. We discussed code-switching, Black diaspora 
Englishes, and personal and academic experiences of  using different Englishes for differ-
ent purposes. Conversations like these, made possible by studying Brathwaite’s work, go 
a long way towards decentring standard English (whatever that is) and decolonizing the 
classroom. With his argument for the literary value of  various forms of  creolized languages, 
Brathwaite models the critical thinking necessary to undermine the linguistic restrictions 
of  systemic racism, which stereotype speech patterns from Black communities as “broken” 
English or “slang” but not “proper.” In all of  this, an education that includes Brathwaite’s 
work empowers students beyond writing papers and exams.

The fall 2020 semester closed a week before the submission was due; in the spring, 
we learned that the article was accepted for publication, and they are all now published 
writers with “The Past and the Poetics: A Conversation Honoring Kamau Brathwaite’s 
Legacy” in The Caribbean Writer, volume 35, 2021. Publication is certainly an impressive 
outcome, but it is only as impressive as the level of  learning through collaboration that took 
place in the process of  co-authoring the article. In Syllabus, Germano and Nicholls point out 
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that participation is “a chance to . . . build the classroom community we want, and to get 
the most out of  the few hours we get to study together . . . building knowledge, which means 
building the social, learning how to know, with one another” (142–43; emphasis in original). 
To build that sense of  community, they argue that we “invent” it through discussions, as-
signments, and feedback (144). The realization of  these ideals could not be more clear than 
in the outcomes of  this assignment.

In their end-of-semester reflections on the course, students consistently identified the 
Brathwaite unit of  the course as a highlight and contextualized its place in the larger ethos 
of  the collaborative style of  the course. Jordan remarked that “I love learning regardless, 
but much more so when it feels like I am surrounded by intellectuals and have a professor 
who recognizes and seeks the opinions of  their students rather than just enforcing their 
own opinion” (“What a great time!”). Herrón commented that the Brathwaite section of  
the course was a favourite because it revealed something she could use in her own writing, 
nodding to the restorative powers of  that realization: “In Brathwaite’s lecture he spoke on 
what I feel would make writing fluid, and that is staying true to my heritage. I must write 
my life out first before I can create fantasies. It will eventually help me heal parts of  myself. 
. . . This course has opened me, and healed me” (“Best course”).

Once I received notification of  the article’s acceptance and informed the students, I 
submitted their good news to our university’s news website and interviewed with our com-
munications team for an article highlighting their accomplishment (“English Majors Share 
Their Perspectives”). Students do not necessarily know of  avenues to promote their work 
to the campus community, so it was important for me to bring their accomplishment to the 
attention of  the campus. I was proud to note that the students were published alongside 
well-known Caribbean literary figures like Kwame Dawes, Paget Henry, Earl Lovelace, 
and Tiphanie Yanique. The students’ publication was highlighted on the university’s news 
website, in the university’s weekly newsletter, on the university’s social media accounts, and 
by the university’s president in her excellence announcements at a town-hall event for fac-
ulty and staff. I kept students updated as The Caribbean Writer communicated with me about 
publication and the launch of  the volume at the virtual 2021 US Virgin Islands Literary 
Festival, where Jordan had the opportunity to read an excerpt from her contribution. Read-
ing in this digital space allowed her to participate in an event she would not otherwise have 
travelled to, illustrating how the use of  digital tools provides new opportunities for students 
to enter our disciplines, including making connections with established scholars and writers 
beyond a course.

There is a reason why we hear a great deal about using digital pedagogy to foster 
engaged, collaborative learning: it improves student learning in the key areas that pro-
grammes try to develop, that students want in their personal growth, and that employers 
seek in twenty-first-century job candidates. Collaboration, critical thinking, close reading, 
placing ideas in larger contexts, and creative problem solving are all learned by doing. In 
Caribbean literature, a digital pedagogy that incorporates Brathwaite’s works and ideas 
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with collaborative writing fosters these skills and produces learning that is relevant for life 
beyond the classroom.
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Lessons from Brathwaite: 
Breaking the Pentameter, 
Deepening Black Study
Bedour Alagraa

Source: (cc)(by)(sa) Paco Vila | Flickr

Kamau Brathwaite was a teacher. Reading his essays, in particular, I have always 
imagined him reciting them in front of  a class, as I repeated them to myself. There has al-
ways been something enormously instructive about his poems and especially his essays—in-
structive not in the technical sense or the sense of  a linear transmission of  knowledge from 
teacher to student. No, his writings have always been instructive because there is a hidden 
(to some) register in his works that say, “I am sharing a lesson here, and I want you to share 
it with others.” Brathwaite was, and still is, a teacher.
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I remember when I first encountered Brathwaite’s poems. I was a master’s student at 
the London School of  Economics, and I had stumbled upon a copy of  Words Need Love Too 
in a used bookstore. The following stanza gripped me:

all this. all these. words need

clouds. bread. birth. sunlight. yr roof  above its head

love too. words need love too. 

(36)

The first of  many lessons that Brathwaite, the teacher, offered me: that words needed sun-
light, food, and, most importantly, love. I made a note to myself  that I would try my best 
every day to give words the love they need. This has been my primary motivation as an 
educator, and Brathwaite has been my pedagogical North Star ever since that day.

A few years later, I was a PhD student at Brown University. I was reading History 
of  the Voice, as I had done several times before. At the same time, I was reading, for the 
first time, Aimé Césaire’s “Poetry and Knowledge” and was enchanted by his call for a 
new language that fills the great silence of  scientific knowledge. My mind was catapulted 
back to Brathwaite’s insistence in History of  the Voice that African peoples in the Americas 
have endeavoured to bridge or “break the pentameter” (10). There was something about 
Césaire’s insistence that “poetic knowledge is born in the great silence of  scientific knowl-
edge” (“Poetry” xlii) that was deeply harmonious with Brathwaite’s conceptualization(s)—
the pentameter is also a container for how poetic knowledge is disseminated. Both Césaire 
and Brathwaite were refusing the constitutive limits of  science and its attendant logics, 
including form, metrics, and value (as it pertains to language). I realized a constellation of  
thinking among the poets of  the Caribbean, all endeavouring to break with the negations 
inherited by the archipelago of  human Otherness (Wynter, “Unsettling” 321) of  colonial 
domination. Brathwaite had taught me to read these works as a constellation, bursting with 
light and colour. He had taught me the lessons of  Césaire’s essay long before I had ever 
read it.

In this essay, I engage with Brathwaite’s insistence in History of  the Voice that New 
World poetry necessarily “bridges” or “breaks” the pentameter (10), not simply by refus-
ing the literal iambic form but by delinking from the metrics of  standard English expres-
sion while also inhabiting metamorphosed (Wynter, “Black Metamorphosis”) metrics that both 
bridge and break these mechanisms (for example, calypso).1 While teaching a capstone 
course in Caribbean thought during my time as an educator at a large public university 
in Texas, I invited students to (1) understand how bridging or breaking the pentameter via 
nation language is a practice that can apply to many literary genres (and, in fact, unburdens us 
of  our attachments to genre), not only to poetry; (2) understand how pentameter might be a 
way to name a process of  exalting the role of  language in transforming our ideological and 
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political commitments; and (3) push against the reduction of  New World/Caribbean writ-
ers’ interruptions of  standard English mechanics (henceforth, the metre) as simply “disrupting 
Western episteme” and instead consider these feats of  language as operating in a terrain that 
is both connected to and uncaptured by Western episteme. Indeed, students engaging with 
these texts for the first time are offered a new sightline via Brathwaite’s incitement. To this 
end, I offer a way of  teaching about the abrupt shifts, or “breaks,” in affective and technical 
registers in Sylvia Wynter’s conceptualization of  the “master discourse” (“Miranda’s Mean-
ings, 366), Derek Walcott’s Dream on Monkey Mountain (play cited here as journal publication 
“Dream”), C. L. R. James’s The Black Jacobins, and M. Nourbese Philip’s Zong! not only as 
refusals of  English literary inheritances and the “master scripts” of  theatre, the epic/long 
poem, or the archive but also as aesthetic and theoretical mediations that are constituted by 
repeated “breaks” with the metres established within the broader epistemological framing 
of  the play, long/epic poem, and archive. From Walcott’s scenic “jumps” from dreamscape 
to the waking world and Phillip’s textual bricolage, I will consider how Brathwaite’s direc-
tion has given me the tools to share with students the importance of  adopting a method of  
reading that emphasizes, rather than attempts to reconcile, breaks. It is a pedagogy of  close 
reading and a way of  approaching reading from the inside out.

Bridging and Breaking the Pentameter

In History of  the Voice, Brathwaite offers a meditation on the overdetermination of  the 
pentameter in the anglophone poetic tradition and offers the following heretical statement:

Over in the New World, the Americans . . . tried to bridge or 
to break the pentameter through a cosmic movement, a large 
movement of  sound . . . the hurricane does not roar in pen-
tameters. And that’s the problem: how do you get a rhythm 
which approximates the natural experience, the environmental ex-
perience? (10; emphasis in original)

He writes further that nation language offers the break with this overdetermined metre. 
Brathwaite’s attention to the granular expressions that define Caribbean poetics bleeds 
far outside the constitutive bounds of  a dialectical wielding of  nation language—in other 
words, nation language does not simply cohere in the presence of  conflict with standard 
English. It is its own script, a “cosmic movement,” as he called it. Nation language slips out 
of  the enclosure of  English, and yet its Africanity is also unstable—it is a semiolinguistic 
elsewhere. He writes:

It is nation language in the Caribbean that, in fact, largely ig-
nores the pentameter. Nation language is the language which 
is influenced very strongly by the African model, the African 
aspect of  our New World/Caribbean heritage. English it may 
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be in terms of  some of  its lexical features. But in its contours, 
its rhythm and its timbre, its sound explosions, it is not English, 
even though the words, as you hear them, might be English to 
a greater or lesser degree . . . it is in an English which is like 
a howl, or a shout or a machine-gun or the wind or a wave. 
(History 10)

What Walcott called a “twilight” poiesis, described as the joining of  two halves of  fruit 
“seamed by a bitter juice” (“Muse of  History” 64), is, in my estimation, another compan-
ion paradigm to what Brathwaite called “nation language.” Indeed, Brathwaite himself  
quotes from Walcott’s “The Schooner Flight” as an example that bridges—it moves towards 
and away from the structure of  William Langland’s Piers Plowman.2 The bridge is its own 
contemplative space or elsewhere, a “twilight” expression. It was the first lesson I vowed to 
offer students when given the chance to teach: that Caribbean expressive traditions were 
not simply reducible to various Calibans versus the Prosperos of  anglophone literature and 
thought, not simply Friday reimagined with a revolver upon seeing Crusoe’s sword (Fanon 
63). Brathwaite revealed to me the manner in which so many Caribbean poets, despite being 
burdened by various colonial epistemological modes, were reaching for that semiolinguistic 
elsewhere. Realizing this helped me to understand that these breaks in the pentameter were 
not limited to poetry but applied to many genres. I also realized that, since nation language 
breaks with so much more than the mechanics of  the pentameter structure, Brathwaite was 
offering pentameter as a stand-in for something much larger and more varied. Brathwaite 
says as much when he poses a central question for thinking about national language: “can 
English be a revolutionary language? And the lovely answer that came back was: it is not 
English that is the agent. It is not language, but people, who make revolutions” (History 13; emphasis 
added). I started to imagine the pentameter as a signifier for a metric that confines, a metric 
that encloses language, and therefore life itself. Breaks in the pentameter were legion in Ca-
ribbean literature and writing, not just poetry. What possibilities emerge when we use this 
as a movable paradigm? As a conceptual scaffolding to help us consider the burdens placed 
on our epistemological horizons, which is also not limited to the status of  an analytical 
instrument? Yes, we must break with the pentameter, in all its variations, and reconstitute 
literature, language, and culture as we understand it.

The Master Discourse

I have dedicated much of  my time and energy to studying and writing about the 
life and work of  Jamaican writer Sylvia Wynter. I was familiar with Brathwaite’s work 
before I was exposed to Wynter’s, and I have always thought and taught many of  her and 
Brathwaite’s ideas as companion paradigms, part of  a large constellation of  paradigmatic 
interventions from the Caribbean that often collide, then move away from one another. 
The idea of  a companion paradigm is how I encourage students to consider ideas in con-
cert, without resorting to analogy or succumbing to the seductions of  conflation. And so, 
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Brathwaite’s insistence on breaking the pentameter opened me up to a host of  pedagogical 
possibilities when teaching and struggling through the concepts in Wynter’s work, alongside 
students. One such companion paradigm is her conceptualizations of  the master discourse 
and descriptive statement.

In her theorizations concerning “Man’s Overrepresentation” (Wynter, “Unsettling” 
313), Wynter describes how each genre of  the human, including Man1 and Man2/ho-
moeconomicus, comes with its own genre-specific truths that make up a culture’s “descrip-
tive statement”; in the case of  Man2’s overrepresentation, this descriptive statement in-
cludes the idea that the human is primarily a biocentric and econometric configuration, 
both predicated on the myth of  natural scarcity (Darwinian scarcity in the former, resource 
scarcity in the latter) and prioritizing a genre of  the human that renders man as biologi-
cal-breadwinning. This descriptive statement encloses what is understood to be the high-
est articulation of  the human self. Much of  how I came to understand and learn about 
the significance of  Wynter’s conceptualization of  the descriptive statement was because I 
had a foundation in theorizing and understanding what limited the cosmic movement of  
Caribbean thinking and writing: the pentameter. Our culture’s descriptive statement lim-
ited the cosmic movement of  thinking concerning our humanness. Reading about “Man’s 
Overrepresentation” and the descriptive statement that underpinned this overrepresenta-
tion recalled Brathwaite’s indictment of  the pentameter. The call for the “Third Event,” 
or a de-linking from our way of  thinking concerning our humanness, was, for me, a com-
panion to Brathwaite’s call to break the pentameter (Wynter, “What Will Be”). Two cosmic 
movements, colliding into one another, both breaking with the metre given to us by Western 
episteme, both offering poiesis as the manner in which this might be achieved. Companions 
in thought and language: this is how I often teach both Brathwaite and Wynter—by lending 
Brathwaite’s calls for breaking pentameter to Wynter’s call for a Third Event and by lend-
ing Wynter’s declaration that language is the thing that will carry us there to Brathwaite’s 
assertion that nation language is how the Americas break with the pentameter and with the 
descriptive statement (concerning Man’s overrepresentation) offered to us by the English 
language. Wynter states, in a recent interview:

The Third Event is so important because it is one that relies 
totally and completely on language to get us there! And in this 
country we must begin to think about education as an initiation 
into a world full of  symbols and descriptions about who we are. 
Thinking of  it as initiation helps us to understand the impor-
tance of  introducing something else into the lives and worlds of  
children. Initiation also gives an understanding of  the symbolic 
significance of  education, and how language and art structure 
the whole of  our existence. We need to re-initiate ourselves, 
a symbolic life through death, and create ourselves anew! . . . 
It is through language that you and I are able to now sit and 
talk with each other, develop a mechanism to understand one 
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another, do you see the immense potential there?! Language is 
entirely the point! (qtd. in Alagraa, “What Will Be”)

Like Brathwaite, Wynter is also an educator, and has been for many decades. In this recent 
interview, much of  her calls for the Third Event are also bound up in what she believes is 
both the promise and immense obstacles of  Black studies in bringing about this intellec-
tual transformation. This is something I emphasize to my students ad nauseum as a Black 
studies professor, but also as someone committed to the radical intellectual genealogies 
that constitute archipelagic thought. Indeed, Brathwaite offers us a way to think about 
how nation language forces us to redetermine the boundedness—or, one might call it, the 
“master script”—governing the meaning of  “literature” itself  and how it is understood and 
disseminated. This is the crux of  his preoccupation in his essay “The African Presence in 
Caribbean Literature”; Brathwaite writes:

[T]he African presence in Caribbean literature cannot be fully 
or easily perceived until we redefine the term “literature” to in-
clude the nonscribal material of  the folk/oral tradition, which, 
on examination, turns out to have a much longer history than 
our scribal tradition. (78)

In the classroom, we marvel at the connections.

I also use Brathwaite’s calls to break the pentameter as a way to clarify (and also as 
a counterpoint to) Wynter’s seminal essay “Beyond Miranda’s Meanings.” In this piece, 
Wynter considers the regimes of  disappearance that have evacuated Caliban’s female peer, 
“the woman of  his kind,” (“Beyond Miranda’s Meanings” 361) from the master script for 
Shakespeare’s The Tempest and, subsequently, from our governing epistemic realities. Wyn-
ter reveals how Miranda (Prospero’s daughter), as a white woman/the only woman in the 
New World/Island is a “mode of  physiognomic being” that becomes overdetermined as 
the only “rational object of  desire” and, therefore, the “genitrix of  a superior mode of  
human life” vis-à-vis Caliban’s woman/counterpart (“Beyond Miranda’s Meanings” 358). 
She is not simply ignored or forgotten but a figure who undermines Western episteme’s 
descriptive code of  the human and therefore evades capture by our dominant episteme; as 
such, she appears nowhere in the play. Paradoxically, her excision permits her a locus from 
which she can reposition the governing, fixed codes of  the social order, ushering in a new 
“human discourse” that goes “beyond the ‘master discourse’ of  our governing ‘privileged 
text’” (366).

And the way out is not via an expansion of  the category woman but via an escape 
from the genre thinking that upholds the category as we understand it (Alagraa, “Moving” 
222). Indeed, the categorical incommensurability between woman and Caliban’s woman 
reveals an aporia in genre thinking as we know it: that any attempt to fix a concept or cate-
gory circumscribes our ability to understand what is in excess of  this category. This contra-
diction—between the need to fix categories and understand how they are historically and 
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linguistically determined, and a desire to reach for the excess that has been produced by this 
fixing—is not a trap but wholly generative for Wynter. Wynter states that she is thinking and 
operating from the “grounds that operate outside mainstream feminist ‘present governing 
system of  meaning, or theory/ontology . . .’” (“Beyond Miranda’s Meanings” 356). Miran-
da, as the controlling metaphor for “woman” (overrepresented), is the rational object of  
desire for Prospero (Man, overrepresented) and Caliban, yet there exists something beyond 
the reach of  Miranda’s meaning(s). This demonic space is not singularly the undoing of  this 
master script but offers, as Katherine McKittrick identifies, “a slightly different conceptual 
pathway” (xxv), an opening, or a break.

Caliban, as a controlling metaphor, is also overdetermined in Caribbean thought, 
even in its attempts to write against Prospero’s lingua. This is something that Wynter clari-
fies. It is also something that Brathwaite considered as well, unlike many of  his male peers, 
in his attention to Caliban’s mother Sycorax as a submerged goddess whom Prospero could 
never completely dominate.3 In 1982, Brathwaite said the following:

[W]hat happened to Caliban in The Tempest was that his alli-
ances were laughable, his alliances were fatal, his alliances were 
ridiculous. He chose the wrong people to make God. And if  he 
had understood the nature of  the somatic norm, it is possible 
that he would have chosen a different set of  allies for his rebel-
lion. So that is the first thing I want to present to you, the notion 
of  the alternative, the image of  the alternative, which resides in 
the figure of  Caliban, not the Caliban who is concerned with 
metaphysical revolt, the revolt of  the spirit, the reconstitution 
of  the mind, which is something that becomes much more cru-
cial in the development of  the Third World than simple physi-
cal revolt. (qtd. in Gowda 691)

He continues, referring to Sycorax as “a paradigm for all women of  the Third World, who 
have not yet, despite all the effort, reached that trigger of  visibility which is necessary for 
a whole society” (691). This moves beyond Miranda’s meanings as well. Writing about his 
“Video Style” in Dreamstories, Brathwaite recalls a dream:

I come to Sycorax during my Time of  Salt: death of  Zea Mex-
ican 1986, loss of  Irish Town Library of  Alexandria 1988, 
murder by Kingston gunmen 1990 . . . just look at the dread 
frequencies of  these catastrophes. My writing hand becomes 
a dumb stump in my head . . . I mean I can’t write or utter a 
sound or metaphor. But Sycorax comes to me in a dream and 
she dreams me a Macintosh computer with its winking io hid-
ing in its margins which, as you know, are not really margins, 
but electronic accesses to Random Memory and the Cosmos 
and the lwa.
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And she dreams me these stories . . . and shows me how to find 
jo to write them out on the computer. And the two together 
introduce me to fonts and the fonts take me across Mexico to 
Siqueiros and the Aztec murals and all the way back to ancient 
Nilotic Egypt to hieroglyphics—allowing me to write in light 
and to make sound visible as if  I am in video.

She abolishes, as I say, the traditional margin and the boundar-
ies of  books . . . (“Kamau Brathwaite” 37)

Brathwaite’s invocation of  the “trigger of  visibility” for Sycorax, the manner in which she 
abolishes the margin and boundaries of  books, is a necessary co-conspirator alongside Wyn-
ter’s discussion of  Miranda’s excision from the master script and, therefore, her occupation 
of  a zone in which the privileged text might be uprooted in favour of  a new human dis-
course. Caliban’s overdetermined position in Caribbean studies often reterritorialized the 
disappearance of  either Sycorax or Miranda; Brathwaite and Wynter’s conceptual moves 
offer us a heterology that returns both Sycorax and Miranda to plain view. The “trigger of  
visibility” is in fact language.

The Dreamscape

Teaching Derek Walcott’s Dream on Monkey Mountain is difficult for several reasons, 
and generative for those same reasons. One of  the difficulties I had during my first attempt 
at teaching this text was in attempting to signal to students the timekeeping in a text that 
is a play and, as such, relies on a certain pace for performance, but which also reads like a 
poem and seems to refuse much of  the narrative neatness of  the play as a literary genre.

Dream on Monkey Mountain is a play in two parts, each with three scenes, in addition to 
a prologue and an epilogue. Part 1 of  the play is preceded by a note on production, which 
breaks open our assumptions about the play as a literary genre, before we are exposed to 
the contents of  the play as it were: 

This play is a dream, one that exists not even so much in the 
given minds of  its principal characters as in that of  its writer, 
and as such, it is illogical, derivative, contradictory. Its source is 
metaphor and it is best treated as a physical poem with all the 
subconscious and deliberate borrowings of  poetry. (Walcott, 
“Dream” 111)
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How to explain to students that this was not only a play, not only a poem, that its “illogical, 
derivative, contradictory” nature was not an obstacle to the text’s clarity but essential to it? 
Not only was the play contradictory: Walcott himself  inhabited that contradiction. While, 
on the one hand, Walcott’s Omeros bridges the pentameter (by the reach of  the epic/long 
poem into archipelagic life), on the other hand, his other works such as “Sea Grapes” and 
“White Egrets” enact a break via their metamorphosed sense of  time and place. Dream on Mon-
key Mountain, however, accomplished both the bridge and the break, by displaying Walcott’s 
command of  the long-form poem genre while also throwing that genre into crisis by staging 
it as a play. Dream on Monkey Mountain offers two sightlines: the text should be read as a poem, 
and the performance should be witnessed as a play—an incredible literary manoeuvre. I 
returned to Brathwaite’s words to consider this contradiction and how this cosmic move-
ment was both the foundation upon which the play was staged and the foundation upon 
which the play was, at the same time, no longer a play. As we delved further into the text, 
we learned about the main characters—Makak, Tigre, and Souris in a jail cell. Makak is 
brought into the jail by Corporal Lestrade (a mulatte policeman) for the charge of  destroying 
public property, and, in making his defence, he describes his dream of  a white woman on 
Monkey Mountain (his home) who urges him to return to Africa and ascend to kingship. 
We are led, in the following acts, through Makak’s dreamscape. He and his friend Mous-
tique journey from Monkey Mountain to Quatre Chemins market, sharing his vision of  his 
rightful position as the king of  Africa, drawing followers, including Colonel Lestrade him-
self. Eventually, Makak presides over his court and, descending into paranoia and power 
lust, is alone after executing Moustique for alleged betrayal. All that is left is to execute the 
white-woman apparition, who was the source of  his desire for power-as-return. He executes 
her and awakes from his dream, returning for good to his home: Monkey Mountain.

Aside from its slippage between play and poem, one of  the more confusing elements 
of  this text is the lack of  signalling when Makak enters or leaves the dreamscape—until 
the epilogue. As I mentioned, the timekeeping in this text is a puzzle. This is when I found 
clarity through Brathwaite’s provocation—that this play is operating on a different metre, 
that the metre we are accustomed to cannot carry us through the text and along Makak’s 
journey. The dreamscape does not concede to standard time; Makak dreams of  the present, 
past, and future, all bleeding into one another. “The hurricane does not roar in pentame-
ters” (Brathwaite, History 10). Brathwaite led the way as we followed Makak’s rise and fall, 
his journey from Monkey Mountain to Africa, his freedom and captivity—we unburdened 
ourselves of  the metre. We found our way to the semiolinguistic elsewhere. Walcott offered 
a bridge and a break, moving inside and between classical form. The bridge and the break 
are how the “twilight” speaks nation language.

The Ledger

M. Nourbese Phillip’s Zong! is another text that makes up the core of  my teaching in 
Caribbean thought. It is, in no hyperbolic terms, a remarkable feat of  literature. Because of  
its complete disregard for the mechanics of  standard poetic form and archival documen-
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tation, it is a challenging text to teach. It is a long-form poem that attempts to redress the 
problem of  naming those unnamed Africans who were murdered as part of  an insurance 
claim filed by the Gregson slave-trading syndicate based in Liverpool. The trust owned the 
ship Zong and had taken out insurance on the lives of  the enslaved Africans as cargo. The 
ship ran low on drinkable water, and so the crew threw the enslaved overboard to cash in on 
the insurance of  the slaves rather than risk losing them to disease, which was an uninsurable 
loss per their insurance policy. The case argued that violence against property is no violence 
at all and that the charge of  murder was equally irrelevant. Philip uses the original court 
decision document and repositions the words to account for the silences and to attempt to 
make audible those lives that were destroyed during the middle passage. Philip decides that 
the record, the archive itself, is the tombstone that marks the spot of  the dead underwater 
and, from there, begins to craft a poem that is replete with the unanswered questions left 
by the massacre. In many ways, the poem is unreadable; it is full of  fragments and opposes 
the general grammar(s) developed in long-form poetry. Discussing her methodology, Phillip 
writes:

I murder the text, literally cut it into pieces, castrating verbs, 
suffocating adjectives, murdering nouns, throwing articles, 
prepositions, conjunctions overboard, jettisoning adverbs: I 
separate subject from the verb, the verb from object – create 
semantic mayhem, until my hands bloodied, from so much kill-
ing and cutting, reach into the stinking, eviscerated innards . . 
. read the untold story that tells itself  by not telling. (193–94)

For Philip, her unreadable text for an untellable story reveals that the silences do not nec-
essarily need to be eschewed or resolved but rather highlighted and foregrounded. Zong! 
shows precisely how traditional archives circumscribe submerged narratives, forcing us to 
use our (always-already inadequate) language to consider those that have been “submerged.” 
Language fails at the outset, and, as she writes, the story is told by not telling. Though 
the enslaved who were murdered aboard Zong could not narrate their dispossession and 
subsequent murder, Philip stages an insurgent cry and annihilates the archive and poetic 
conventions in the process.

In teaching this text, I found that my students were often preoccupied with their 
frustration at being unable to decipher a chronological account of  the massacre from the 
poem itself. They were frustrated at the omitted information, redactions, and what they 
felt was an “incomplete” telling of  the story. I encouraged them to return to Brathwaite’s 
instruction: “The hurricane does not roar in pentameters.” The reader’s dissatisfaction and 
disorientation signals that the dead owe us no answers or explanation.

“They throw facts at my head. statistics, mileages of  roads, canals, and railroad 
tracks” (Césaire, Discourse 43). The Zong ledger encloses the possibility of  any explanation; 
the ledger makes sanctuary for the dead impossible. The ledger is the metre of  the archive, 
and it must be annihilated. Philip has broken, shattered, eviscerated the metre so that poetry 
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might be possible. I urge the students in my class to recall Césaire’s words: “my turn to state 
an equation” (Discourse 42). Brathwaite showed me how to read the breaks as the connective 
tissue rather than as a deficit in literary form. The students in my seminars helped me to 
understand how much learning might be possible if  we relieved ourselves of  the burdens of  
explanation and narration, and instead allowed the breaks to speak.

History as Drama

James’s Black Jacobins is a text that has appeared on every syllabus I have ever written. 
It is fundamental to how I understand and teach about the onset of  colonial modernity. 
Because of  its density, and because students often ask, “Is this a history text or a biography? 
Is this a theoretical text?” a student offers a joke: “Toussaint kind of  reads like Braveheart!” 
This text is bemusing and full of  possibilities. History as a discipline has historically been 
committed to its own metre—a preoccupation with chronology, with teleology, with anti-
septic expressive forms. It was true in 1938 and true now.

I lead students through this dense and magnificent text by offering it as a series of  
breaks with the metre of  history as a discipline. In 1938, Europe was being swallowed 
whole by its latest iteration of  Fascist politics. I tell them that much of  the works on world 
revolutions focused on the American Revolution, the French Revolution, and the Russian 
Revolution. I explain that James first began writing about the Haitian Revolution as early 
as 1931, in an article entitled “The Intelligence of  the Negro,” writing against scientific rac-
ism by using Haitian history and the story of  Toussaint L’Ouverture. The Black Jacobins was 
adapted from a play called Toussaint L’Ouverture that he had written in 1934 and which was 
performed in 1936 starring Paul Robeson. At this point, James was already well established 
in Marxist and pan-African intellectual and organizing circles.

I continue to explain that, in writing The Black Jacobins, James is staging a drama 
with different actors and plot developments, which could not be more unusual for histor-
ical writings at the time or even now. Here is a break. James’s autonomous Marxist leanings 
placed him in direct conversation with Leon Trotsky, and, indeed, he studied Trotsky’s 
book on the Russian Revolution, which made the crucial intervention that revolution hap-
pened in Russia despite the lack of  widespread capitalist production, against Marx’s in-
sistence that revolution would first strike those places in which capitalism had been more 
fully developed. James offers a third route: not only were enslaved Africans on plantations 
revolutionary peasants in the Trotskian sense, but they were also the first factory workers; 
he thus destroys the distinction between the two genres of  workers and, in effect, nullifies 
the division among Marxist historians. Here James gives us a third way, a history that not 
only collapses all these distinctions in a way that is singular in its efficacy but also sets forth 
a new understanding for these essential categories: worker, peasant, proletariat, landlord, et 
cetera. Here is a bridge and a break.
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I then tell the students in my class to consider for a moment what it means to insert 
the Haitian Revolution into the historiography regarding the “golden age” of  world revo-
lution. The prevailing idea is that the onset of  revolutions marked the arrival of  modernity. 
James breaks open this orthodoxy by (1) presenting a history of  a revolution that was global 
in a way that no other revolution has been; and (2) locating the genesis of  the modern not 
in that moment but rather in the social worlds of  enslaved Africans. He offers us, in the 
appendix, the following:

The sugar plantation has been the most civilising as well as 
the most demoralising influence in West Indian development. 
When three centuries ago the slaves came to the West Indies, 
they entered directly into large-scale agriculture of  the sugar 
plantation, which was a modern system. It further required 
that the slaves live together in a SOCIAL RELATION far clos-
er than any proletariat of  the time. The cane, when reaped, 
had to be rapidly transported to what was factory production. 
The product was shipped abroad for sale. Even the cloth the 
enslaved people wore, and the food they ate was imported. The 
Negroes, therefore, from the very start lived a life that was, in 
essence, a modern life. That is their history—as far as I have 
been able to discover, a unique history. (Black Jacobins 392; cap-
itals in original)

He tells us that enslaved Africans were the first people in history to live truly modern lives. 
Marx missed this. Trotsky missed this. How do we understand the history of  the world 
when we move the centre of  our most tumultuous upheaval—the arrival of  capitalism—
away from Europe and place it firmly in the laps of  the damnés? How do we consider the 
magnitude of  such a reorientation? Brathwaite gave us the language for this: “A cosmic 
movement.” The metre cannot hold; in the classroom, we rejoice in the breaks.

Deepening Black Study

What I have offered in this brief  exploration is consideration of  how Brathwaite’s 
insistence on breaking the pentameter is one of  the most important pedagogical tools in 
teaching and reading across genres in Caribbean writing. Brathwaite calls me to task per-
sonally. Archipelagic life is opposed to systems thinking. I am now made to account for my 
own shortcomings, to think again and again from the inside out. Myth and poetry, ledger 
and archive, script and silence are all thrown into disarray once we take Brathwaite’s call 
seriously.

I would be remiss if  I were to ignore that committing to a Black-studies pedagogical 
approach that centres Caribbean writing is a Sisyphean effort in the United States. Carib-
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bean thought and writing stretches the constitutive limits of  Black studies while at the same 
time refusing the same limitations and exceeding them; it is also a bridge and a break within 
the context of  the university. I offer Caribbean thought to my students to reach for the tide 
that sits outside of  Black studies in an official sense but is also the concealed nucleus of  
Black study (in my estimation).

I return to Wynter’s words, as she reminds us that carrying out the work of  Black 
studies was always one of  reclaiming our past selves, as slaves, as masters. She remarks: 

[T]hat is what is important now to remember about Black 
studies during those early years, that it was one part of  a big-
ger project of  developing a transformation of  knowledge and 
therefore the transformation of  the whole of  society, by using a 
different language to address these intellectual concerns. (qtd. 
in Alagraa, “What Will Be”) 

Brathwaite has given us an indispensable gift that keeps our thinking and writing rigorous, 
that never allows us to settle in one place epistemologically, aesthetically, politically. This is 
the Black studies inheritance I will pass on.
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Notes
1 In “Black Metamorphosis” (unpublished), Sylvia Wynter writes against 

Harold Cruse’s argument in The Crisis of  the Negro Intellectual (1967) that 
Black people in the Americas were “denuded” of  their Africanity. She 
writes, “Where this monograph disagrees with Cruse is on the question of  
‘destruction.’ As the Jewish example shows, the original cultures were not 
destroyed in Egyptian captivity, but were instead metamorphosed. It was 
this metamorphosis that then provided features that extended the cultures 
of  origin from local characteristics and transformed it into a culture of  
exile, detached from its specific place, its local habitation, a mobile culture 
so to speak that became at once particular and universal.”

2 Brathwaite called this Walcott’s first “nation language” effort (History 8). 
Despite the attempts to cast Brathwaite and Walcott as opposites (due to 
the latter’s embrace of  classical English form), both Brathwaite and Wal-
cott were intervening in the pentameter: Brathwaite “broke” with it, while 
Walcott “bridged” it. 

3 It is also important to highlight that Brathwaite was one of  few men in Ca-
ribbean intellectual circles who cited and engaged Wynter’s work(s) consis-
tently in the 1970s (alongside James and Robert Hill). Brathwaite was also 
on the editorial team of  Savacou, which published Wynter’s path-breaking 
essay “Novel and History, Plot and Plantation” in 1971. 
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Readers familiar with the late Barbadian Canadian writer Austin Clarke may find 
Paul Barrett’s edited collection ’Membering Austin Clarke (2020) redolent of  two previous crit-
ical publications on Clarke and his writing, namely, Camille Isaacs’s edited collection Austin 
Clarke: Essays on His Works (2013) and Stella Algoo-Baksh’s biocritical study Austin C. Clarke: 
A Biography (1994). As the latest iteration of  scholarship on Clarke, as well as the first pub-
lication on Clarke’s writing following his passing in 2016, ’Membering Austin Clarke prompts 
readers to contemplate the following question: What new knowledge does this work offer 
to considerations of  Clarke’s legacy? Barrett’s collection offers a significant contribution 
to understanding Clarke as a writer (who was, at times, both problematic and inventive), 
mentor, and friend. Across its formally varied contributions, this work elucidates Clarke’s 
writing as processual by highlighting Clarke’s editorial method and the publication of  his 
previously unpublished fiction and poetry. ’Membering Austin Clarke allows readers to consid-
er Clarke’s influence on Caribbean and Canadian letters, through his relationships with 
editors, scholars, and other writers. Moreover, it pushes against traditional styles of  literary 
and cultural criticism by mobilizing forms such as the interview, epistle, ekphrasis, and per-
sonal remembrance.

The discussion of  Clarke’s misogyny that opens this anthology reads as Barrett’s 
efforts as an editor to redress a lack in critical publications on the treatment of  women in 
Clarke’s work—as these criticisms have circulated about Clarke’s work in more informal 
circles for decades—and to foreground the difficulty that comes with holding a much-loved 
friend and cultural figure accountable. Rinaldo Walcott’s opening essay, “The Trouble of  
Intimacy,” is a stunning and carefully crafted meditation on intergenerational Black kin-
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ship. It inaugurates a number of  concerns addressed in the collection, namely, the role that 
intimacy played in Clarke’s life and writing; the centrality of  the city of  Toronto to his cre-
ative consciousness; and, most importantly, the depiction of  women in Clarke’s writing. Ex-
plicitly putting aside any desire to vindicate his friend, Walcott nuances readings of  Clarke’s 
treatment of  women, arguing that “for me, it is not so much that Clarke is a misogynist as 
much as his writing spectacularizes misogyny in our culture” (3). The “for me” in Walcott’s 
phrasing signals the negotiation of  Clarke’s treatment of  women in his work not as a fixed 
criticism but rather as one that is inflected by personal relations and is constantly evolving. 
The issue of  misogyny is taken up in multiple essays in this collection and can be read as 
an extension of  critiques most notably launched by Clarke’s biographer Algoo-Baksh and 
by Leslie Sanders. Particularly, Sanders’s essay “Dear Austin: Why Teaching Your Work Is 
Difficult,” coming as it does so early in the collection, crystallizes arguments she had previ-
ously and informally articulated in various venues about the misogyny evinced in Clarke’s 
work. Additionally, Camille Isaacs’s contribution, “‘There were No Elders, Only Old Men’: 
Aging and Misogyny in Austin Clarke’s Later Fiction,” builds on this critical foundation 
and wrestles with whether misogyny is an apt descriptor to assign to Clarke and his work.

In her discussion of  the literary representations of  women by Clarke, Sanders po-
sitions her enquiry outside of  traditional academic norms. In “Dear Austin,” she remarks 
that “[t]here is a lot one can say, academically speaking, about the hows and whys and 
whats regarding your [Clarke’s] representations. It is not my intention here to pursue that 
avenue. I take this informal approach to allow myself  speculation perhaps not permissible 
in traditional scholarly form” (26). Curiously, though Sanders makes this claim, her con-
tribution to this collection demonstrates that the epistolary form can operate as a mode of  
critique that can also serve the function of  “traditional” scholarship in its engagement of  
a methodology of  close reading and the deployment of  provocative discourse. Her use of  
the intimate epistolary form, as with Walcott’s “for me,” suggests the necessary challenge 
that attends cultural criticism today, which often asserts binary oppositions and compre-
hensive performative disavowals that deny an “awareness of  the full complexity of  what it 
means, and the forces required, to be humans in the modern world” (Antwi 92). Ultimately, 
Walcott, Sanders, and Isaacs model how critique can function as a form of  intimacy in its 
fostering of  “spaces and languages of  self-reflexive debate—an ethics of  conflict—which 
many of  us [scholars of  Black culture] draw upon to create modes of  disagreement that do 
not draw lines of  separation” (Antwi 92).

Contributions from Clarke’s editors Dennis Lee (House of  Anansi) and Patrick 
Crean (McClelland and Stewart) highlight the processual and collaborative work involved 
in the publication of  Clarke’s work. Lee, like Sanders, mobilizes the epistolary form, first, 
in a letter to Barrett reflecting on editing Clarke’s short-story collection, When He Was Free 
and Young and He Used to Wear Silks (1971), and, second, in a copy of  a letter he originally sent 
to Clarke with his editorial notes. The insights from Lee’s contribution shed additional light 
on Clarke’s infamous personality, which Crean eloquently condenses in his observance that 
“Austin could be a rascal, engaged in all kinds of  misbehaviour toward his friends and fam-
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ily” (Barrett 154). Lee notes that “working with Austin was the exact opposite of  everything 
I’d heard. He wasn’t a diva, he didn’t create childish self-indulgent scenes, he didn’t test me. 
. . . We did serious literary work together, and he was a class act” (48). However, he observes 
that following the publication of  When He Was Free and Young, “Austin shifted gears. . . . [He] 
had become a jerk who addressed his close collaborators of  a few weeks previous as if  they 
were slow-witted servants” (48). Lee speculates that this behaviour was the manifestation of  
a “defensive reflex he’d adopted . . . to cope with the racism he met in Canada” (48). While 
that may be true, this generous gesture to excuse Clarke risks reducing the complexity of  
Clarke and his comportment to his racial identity. Why Clarke was the way he was with 
certain people will remain a mystery and a source of  speculation (and often, humour), but 
to reduce his behaviour to his racial manoeuvres to make himself  legible in Canada ignores 
other elements of  his personal life, notably his masculinity and the society from which he 
emerged.

 Essays by Kris Singh, David Chariandy, and Michael A. Bucknor present a nuanced 
and historicized reading of  Clarke’s public persona. Singh explores Clarke’s relationship 
with other Caribbean male writers, Sam Selvon and Andrew Salkey, to suggest how these 
homosocial intimacies were mediated through food and letters. Bucknor’s personal recol-
lection of  his relationship with Clarke—both literary and personal iterations—testifies that, 
though “Clarke was no doubt a complicated and sometimes controversial figure” (204), he 
remains a significant, and originary, figure in Caribbean Canadian and Black diasporic life. 
Finally, in a tender remembrance to close the anthology, Chariandy affirms Clarke’s com-
plicated persona and celebrates him as a friend and mentor.

Tonally, the anthology is somewhat uneven. Among the most engaging parts of  this 
anthology are the personal reflections on Clarke; reflections on Clarke as a poet by Kate 
Siloski, John Harewood, and Sonnet L’Abbe; the presentation of  his own early poetry; 
and the poetic responses to Clarke’s oeuvre. The more formal academic writing in this 
collection gives a slightly disjointed tone to the work. A generous reading of  the collec-
tion’s arrangement could read it as paying homage to the rum bar, a mainstay of  Clarke’s 
writing—a milieu characterized by the gathering of  different voices, of  different tones, 
producing a polyvocality. This indeed could have been Barrett’s intention. However, what 
makes me hesitant to make this generous allowance is the editor’s lack of  contextualization 
and his ordering of  the essays in this collection. Barrett’s voice appears after Walcott in 
an essay titled “On Austin Clarke’s Style.” This essay is a model of  literary criticism at its 
finest in its attention to formal qualities while not foregoing historicization—a rejoinder to 
champions of  postcritique. Nonetheless, this collection would have been improved had the 
editor provided a more substantial and explicit introduction that situates the reader to the 
collection. To be fair, Barrett does put himself  in conversation with other contributions, 
but additional contextualization would have helped readers navigate the text on a whole. 
Furthermore, there are elements of  Clarke’s life that are notably missing from this collec-
tion. Many of  the contributors are Caribbean people living in Canada (except for Bucknor 
and John R. Lee). The collection would have benefited from additional contributors living 
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in the Caribbean, who would be able to speak to Clarke’s impact in the region. Moreover, 
despite Clarke spending a significant part of  his life in the United States as an academic and 
cultural attaché, there is an absence of  the voices of  former students and colleagues in the 
United States, who could have provided another dimension to this remembrance of  Clarke.

The conceptual limitations of  this project are perhaps a product of  Barrett’s vir-
tuous desire to place Clarke properly in Canadian literary history and to correct what 
he views as Clarke’s “critical neglect” (14), a view that I contend needs nuancing, given 
Clarke’s global reception in the form of  reviews and teaching appointments, even early on 
in his career. Despite whatever reservations I may have about this anthology, it serves as 
an important publication that honours and archives the life and work of  one of  Canada’s 
most prominent Black writers. In its multiplicity of  voices, there is a throughline—mostly 
made evident through its formal variation and an attention to demonstrating intimacy—
that holds ’Membering Austin Clarke together. Some may call that throughline “recognition,” 
though, thinking in the spirit of  Clarke, I would call it “love.” What is clear is that all of  
those gathered in this anthology are people who loved and respected Austin, as a writer, 
mentor, and friend. Crean, in his essay “There Will Never Be Another Austin Clarke,” en-
capsulates it best: “I loved the man; I still love him. He certainly pissed me off at times. He 
made me very angry. But there was also something I loved about him” (154). This love was 
one that understood the complexities of  being human. It was a love that was attentive to 
Clarke as a formerly colonial Caribbean subject navigating a settler-colonial nation state, a 
figure who had to perform and consider masculinities as a means of  survival, a writer who 
saw the need for a craft to take hold of  his experiences, and a man who knew that, through 
cultivating intimacies, he could make life more bearable in a cold, cold country.
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